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Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a highly aggressive cancer of the blood system. This disease is 
characterized by an increase of immature progenitor cells in the hematopoietic system, which 
impairs its function. AML encompasses a large spectrum of disease subtypes with various 
underlying molecular causes and variable prognosis. In this study, I investigated two subtypes of 
AML. Firstly, MLL-AF9 rearranged leukemia is characterized by a recurrent chromosomal 
aberration involving the MLL gene. Secondly, I studied the development of acute erythroleukemia, 
which was induced by conditional deletion of the Nsd1 chromatin modifier. This disease is 
characterized by an overrepresentation of aberrant erythroid progenitor cells. 
Despite modern chemotherapy, AML is a highly aggressive, difficult to treat and deadly disease. To 
understand better underlying mechanisms of leukemogenesis in acute erythroleukemia and to 
provide better points of attack for therapeutic interventions, we investigated a novel mouse model 
of AEL using comparative transcriptomics. Additionally, to improve the understanding of yet 
unexplained heterogeneity within MLL-rearranged leukemia, we tackled the impact of cellular origin 
by using mouse conditional genetics combined with comparative transcriptomics. 
We revealed that MLL-rearranged leukemia could be classified into three separate groups on the 
basis of phenotypic criteria and gene expression profiles. I could show that the aggressive disease 
phenotype was associated with high expression of two transcription factors, Evi1 and Erg, the 
intermediate disease phenotype associated with only high expression of Erg and the least 
aggressive subgroup showed neither expression of Evi1 nor Erg. In cross-species comparisons, I 
applied the EVI-ERG classification paradigm on primary human AML patient data and on mouse 
model data (see Figure 1), which revealed novel biomarkers and potentially regulators of AML. 
Importantly, a number of genes including ZEB1 and TCF4 have been implicated as regulators of 
Epithelial-to-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) pathway, known to function during development and 
cancer metastasis. However other crucial EMT regulators were not expressed in leukemic cells, 
indicating that potentially a mesenchymal-like state could be active in the most aggressive form of 
MLL-rearranged leukemia. This novel finding could open doors for the application of ZEB1 or TCF4 










Figure 1: I applied cross-species transcriptome analysis to MLL-AF9 leukemia. 
 
In this study, loss of Nsd1 in hematopoiesis led to AEL and comparative transcriptomics of this 
novel murine AEL model revealed major changes in expression profiles in stem cells and erythroid 
progenitor cells (MEPs) with a large overlap of inflammation gene signatures, Eto2 target genes 
and with the Spi1 overexpression AEL model. This indicated a large similarity to known murine 
models of AEL. Potential links to inflammation and the involvement of Eto2 are subject to further 
investigations. The discovery that loss of Nsd1 located on chromosome 5 (5q.35) led to AEL could 
indicate that Nsd1 has tumor suppressor capabilities, as suggested already by studies in 
neuroblastoma. Additionally, cytogenetic loss of chromosome arm 5q has been linked to forms of 
























































A human body consists of hundreds of different cell types with various functions. Whereas the 
underlying genetic information is the same in every cell, still cells can live the most different lives. 
They can live as long as the whole organism, like hematopoietic stem cells, whereas colon 
epithelial cells die within 3 days. Key to this question is the regulation of their genetic information. 
The interplay of cellular fate and gene expression programs is highly complex and contains 
intermingled networks, we still do not understand in its entire complexity. However by assessing 
genome wide expression profiles using techniques like microarray chips or RNA-Sequencing, we 
are getting closer to investigate these highly complicated networks. 
Two major processes influence gene expression programs: First, DNA-sequence specific 
transcription factors drive the expression of genes and second, the chromatin environment 
modulates the accessibility of transcription factors and the speed of transcription and thereby fine 
tunes gene expression programs. 
Chromatin consists of genomic DNA (gDNA), which is wrapped around the packaging proteins, 
histones. These histones contain large, unstructured tail structures enriched in basic residues like 
lysine or arginine (L or K), which are subject to posttranslational modifications, like methylation or 
acetylation (Campos and Reinberg, 2009). These histone modifications are set and removed by an 
army of histone modifying enzymes (Figure 2a) and specialized reader domains on nuclear 
proteins interpret them (Figure 2b) (Chi et al., 2010). The discovery of novel histone marks or 
novel chromatin modifying enzymes continues until today, however the most extensive studied 
histone modifications are methylation and acetylation of histone H3 and H4 (Clayton et al., 2006; 
Greer and Shi, 2012). 
  
Figure 2: DNA wrapped around a histone octamer, modified from www.absbio.com 
a) Histone modifying enzymes mediate the methylation of lysines and arginines on histone subunits to 
generate methylation marks on H3K4, H3K9, H3K27, H3K36, H3K79 and H4K20 (DeCarlo and 
Hadden, 2012; Shilatifard, 2006). b) Specialized reader domains of nuclear proteins are able to 




















































































Histone methyltransferases catalyze the addition of a methyl group derived from S-adenosyl 
methionine (SAM) to the respective amino acid. All except one, histone methyltransferases 
catalyze histone methylation by their SET domain and only DOT1L is part of a divergent protein 
family with a non-SET histone methylation domain. Histone demethylases counteract 
methyltransferases by removing histone methylation marks, to provide dynamic changes of histone 
methylation patterns in the course of normal development but also during tumorigenesis. As 
various recurrent mutations and aberrations of histone modifying enzymes have been found in 
tumor cells closely associated with tumor initiation and development, indicating that the right 
balance is of great importance for cancer prevention (Chi et al., 2010). Especially in hematological 
malignancies, recurrent chromosomal aberrations involving chromatin-associated proteins were 
found with experimentally proven oncogenic potential (Greer and Shi, 2012). 
Identification of recurrent chromosomal aberrations in hematological malignancies have been 
studied since long and led to major insights for the understanding of leukemogenesis. It was noted, 
that the hematopoietic systems seems particularly sensitive to chromosomal aberrations, as at the 
time point of diagnosis, many cases contain only a single cytogenetic abnormality and for around 
50% of AML, none could be detected (Mrózek et al., 2001). 
During the course of this study, we investigated aberrations of the histone methyltransferases MLL 
and NSD1, which have been associated to different subtypes of AML (see Table 1). In order to 
better apprehend the various processes of normal and malignant hematopoiesis, the hematopoietic 



















































5q35 NUP98 t(5;11)(q35;p15.5) 
t(5;2)(q35;p23) 
AML 
Table 1: Histone modifying enzymes involved in oncogenic chromosomal translocations, modified from 















The hematopoietic system is organized in a hierarchical way, where the hematopoietic stem cells 
(HSCs) are most upstream. Although HSC are only present in small numbers, they allow us to 
produce over 1 million new blood cells per second throughout the entire lifespan of a human body. 
HSCs combine two key characteristics: first, they are multipotent cells, meaning that they can 
differentiate into all functional blood cells. Second, they have self-renewing potential, allowing the 
production of more HSC without differentiation and loss of multipotency (Seita and Weissman, 
2010). During differentiation, HSC give rise to multipotent progenitor cells (MPP), which can still 
give rise to all cells of the hematopoietic system, but they have lost the ability for self-renewal (see 
Figure 3). 
Slight misbalances of these processes result in severe diseases like aplastic anemia, 
myeloproliferative disorders or acute leukemia (Cheung et al., 2006). Recent studies suggested 
that the population of MPP itself is heterogeneous and may possess different potential and lineage 
preferences (Seita and Weissman, 2010). MPPs give rise to oligopotent progenitor cells; therefore 
further restricting the lineage potential. Oligopotent progenitors restricted to the lymphoid lineage 
are called common lymphoid progenitor cells (CLP), whereas common myeloid progenitor cells 
(CMP) are restricted to the myeloid lineage. CMPs can give rise to megakaryocyte/erythrocyte 
progenitor cells (MEPs) and granucolocyte/macrophage progenitors (GMPs), (Seita and Weissman, 
2010; Doulatov et al., 2012) (see Figure 3). 
  
Figure 3: Hematopoiesis and major involved transcription factors driving self-renewal, differentiation, 


















































































As outlined in Chapter 1, chromatin modifying enzymes and transcription factors are key regulators 
of gene expression programs during the course of cellular differentiation, maintaining the balance 
of self-renewal and multipotency, (Rice et al., 2007). A large number of knockout and 
overexpression studies revealed that the passage from a HSC to a more committed progenitor cell 
is timely regulated by the subsequent expression of DNA sequence specific transcription factors 
(Iwasaki and Akashi, 2007; Orkin and Zon, 2008). 
As schematically shown in Figure 3, master regulators such as CBF (core-binding factor, 
Aml1/Runx1- Cbfβ complex), Tal1 (Scl, SCL/Tal1), Lmo2, Mll (Mll1), Etv6 (Tel), Bmi1, Gfi1 or 
Gata2 take decisions crucial for the cell fate of HSCs. Master regulators Gata1 and Gata2 regulate 
and orchestrate cell fate decision further downstream in the myeloid compartment. 
Zfpm1 (Fog1), Gfi1b, Klf1 (EKLF), Fli1 and Nfe2 (NF-E2) cooperate with Gata1 or Gata2 to 
regulate cell fates and differentiation within the megakaryocyte and erythrocyte lineage. In the 
myeloid lineage, Spi1 (Sfpi1, PU.1), Cebpa (C/EBPα), Cebpe (C/EBPε), Irf8, Lef1 and Gfi1 
together with Gata1 and Gata2 are crucial for myeloid differentiation. Among others, the lymphoid 
differentiation pathway seems to require the transcription factors Spi1 (PU.1), Ikzf1 (Ikaros). 
Whereas later Xbp1 (XBP1) is essential for B cell development and Notch family members, Tcf7 
(TCF-1) and Gata3 are required for T cell development (Orkin, 2000; Orkin and Zon, 2008; 
Doulatov et al., 2012). 
It is well known, that several transcription factors can have multiple functions during differentiation. 
For example, Spi1 (PU.1) is required for differentiation of monocytes but also for the differentiation 
of B cells (Carotta et al., 2010). Gfi1 is required for the self-renewal and maintenance of HSC, but 
as well for the development of B and T cells, dendritic cells, granulocytes and macrophages (van 
der Meer et al., 2010). 
Active expression of these transcriptional master regulators of hematopoiesis makes them 
vulnerable for genetic alterations. It is estimated, that each HSC accumulates more than 10 exonic 
mutations during their lifespan with the potential to alter critical protein-coding sequences (Welch et 
al., 2012; Lindsley and Ebert, 2013). Not surprisingly, chromosomal aberrations of these key 
hematopoietic transcription regulators could lead to the development of leukemia, as basically all 
factors illustrated in Figure 3, have been found to be deregulated in hematological malignancies. 













Hematologic malignancies summarize cancer types, which arise in the hematopoietic system and 
are composed of acute leukemia, chronic leukemia, malignant lymphoma and multiple myeloma. 
The prevalence of acute leukemia is correlated to age and particularly overrepresented in children, 
where around 50% of all pediatric cancer are acute leukemia, in contrast to around 5 - 8% in adult 
patients (Downing and Shannon, 2002). It was suggested, that this prevalence is a consequence of 
the intensive proliferation phase during fetal development and childhood making it more likely to 
acquire oncogenic aberrations (Pui et al., 2011). 
Leukemia arises from cells in the bone marrow and is generally characterized by an increase of 
immature progenitor cells in the blood, also called leukemic blasts. These leukemic blasts occupy 
the hematopoietic system, like spleen, lymph nodes and the bone marrow and therefore impair the 
normal function of the blood system. This can lead to various symptoms like excessive bleeding, 
an increased infection rate and anemia due to the loss of mature cell types like platelets, white 
blood cells and erythrocytes. 
Acute leukemia develops very fast and can lead to death within weeks or month, in contrast to 
chronic leukemia, which only develops at slow pace and is usually manageable for several years. 
Acute leukemia occurring in the myeloid compartment is named acute myeloid leukemia, whereas 





The term acute myeloid leukemia (AML) includes a number of different diseases affecting the 
myeloid compartment. Traditionally, AML subtypes were defined by morphological, cytochemical 
and immunophenotypic criteria using in the French-American-British (FAB) classification system 
(Uribesalgo and Di Croce, 2011). 
However, these definitions are continuously replaced by classifications based on molecular 
pathologies representing years of extensive research and which have been implemented into the 
novel WHO classification of myeloid neoplasms 2008 (Yin et al., 2010), where most cases of AML 
are subdivided into either “AML with recurrent genetic abnormalities” or “AML, not otherwise 
specified” resembling the classical FAB system. 
The most frequent recurrent molecular aberrations have been summarized in Table 2. Importantly, 
the correct classification of AML is crucial for the treatment of the disease, as the underlying 
cytogenetic phenotype is associated with certain prognostic value. In this study, we investigated 
two subtypes of AML: a mouse model of MLL-rearranged leukemia der(11q23) and the 
methyltransferase Nsd1 lying on chromosome arm 5q, which has so far only vaguely been 














AML1-ETO t(8;21)(q22;q22) 5 - 12 % favorable 
PML-RARα t(15;17)(q22;q21) 6 - 15 % favorable 
CBFβ-MYH11 in(16)(p13q22) 3 - 10 % favorable 
MLL fusions der(11q23) 5 - 8 % adverse 
unknown -5/5q-; del(5); del(5q) 2 - 4 % adverse 
unknown -7/7q-; del(7); del(7q) 6 - 8% adverse 
BCR-ABL1 t(9;22)(q34;q11) 1 - 2 % adverse 
EVI1 3q26 abnormalities 1 - 3 % adverse 
Table 2: Overview of most frequent recurrent chromosomal aberrations leading to AML, modified from 





In order to combat AML, most patients receive standard chemotherapy with multiple cytostatic 
drugs to achieve a disappearance of leukemic blasts or so called first remission. In younger 
patients below the age of 60 years, complete remission can be achieved after one or two treatment 
cycles in about 70 - 80% of the patients. Patients in complete remission have less than 5% 
detected leukemic blasts in their bone marrow and levels of mature blood cells in the peripheral 
blood recover indicating that the bone marrow functions properly again. Without further 
consolidation chemotherapy most patient would however suffer from a reappearance of the 
disease (relapse). Consolidation therapy is however able to reduce the relapse risk to 50 - 55 %, 
resulting in a current rate of 40 - 45 % patients cured after diagnosis (Burnett et al., 2011). In 
summary, AML is a hard to treat and deadly disease, which makes it inevitable to further 
investigate its underlying molecular mechanisms. 
In the case of acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) this goal became already true, where intensive 
studies over the last decades have uncovered its molecular mechanisms. APL, also classified as 
AML M3, harbors a balanced chromosomal translocation leading to the PML-RARα fusion protein. 
Very recently, it could be shown that treatment of PML-RARα fusion positive APL with ATRA and 
arsenic trioxide was able to cure more than 80% of the patients even without chemotherapy (Lo-
Coco et al., 2013). Thus, PML-RARα-driven APL is a positive proof of concept, that efficient 






Despite modern chemotherapy, some forms of AML remain mostly incurable due to either early 
resistance to chemotherapy or early relapse of the disease. It is well known, that the karyotype is 
an independent predictor for remission rates and overall survival in AML (Mrózek et al., 2001). 
However, overall survival for children with AML was improved by the use of risk-adapted treatment 
protocols (Pui et al., 2011), indicating that careful assessment for each patient’s individual risk is 







Additionally to karyotypic rearrangements, molecular aberrations were found to have additional 
independent prognostic value for survival. In general, such molecular aberrations occur most 
frequently in normal karyotype AML (CN-AML). They can also occur in addition to chromosomal 
translocations. These molecular aberrations are used for a fine-tuned classification into favorable, 
intermediate or adverse risk group. Today, NPM1, CEBPA and FLT3 mutations are tested in the 
clinics routinely and are considered for risk assessment (Marcucci et al., 2011). However a 
multitude of accessory marker genes have been associated with favorable or unfavorable 
prognosis in AML (Verhaak and Valk, 2010) (see Table 3). 
How these marker genes influence the course of the disease on the molecular basis is still under 
current investigation. Additionally, recent studies linked different DNA methylation patterns to 
distinct subtypes of AML (Bullinger et al., 2010; Figueroa et al., 2010; Wouters et al., 2009a), 
indicating that we are only at the beginning of understanding the heterogeneity of different AML 
subtypes. During the course of this study, we used the marker genes EVI1 and ERG to further 







FLT3 internal tandem duplication 25 % unfavorable 
MLL partial tandem duplication 8 % unfavorable 
NPM1 mutation 25 - 35 % favorable 
CEBPA mutation 5 - 10 % favorable 
TP53 mutation 3 - 5 % unfavorable 
c-KIT mutation 3 - 5 % unfavorable 
MDR high expression around 30 % unfavorable 
WT1 high expression around 50 % unfavorable 
BCL2 high expression around 50 % unfavorable 
BAALC high expression 50 % unfavorable 
EVI1 high expression 5 - 10 % unfavorable 
ERG high expression 25 % unfavorable 
Table 3: Overview molecular abnormalities in AML, modified from (Verhaak and Valk, 2010; Marcucci 






















Cancer research has discovered a plethora of mutations with oncogenic potential, so called 
oncogenic hits, which either produce oncogenes or lead to loss of tumor suppressor functions. It 
was recognized that in many cases a specific oncogenic hit leads to formation of a specific tumor 
subtype with characteristic morphology, specific marker genes, gene expression profiles and risk 
group assignment, not only in acute myeloid leukemia (Table 2) (Verhaak and Valk, 2010) but also 
solid tumors like breast cancer (Dawson et al., 2013) (Figure 4). 
In breast cancer for example, estrogen receptor positive tumors have very low risk of relapse and 
prolonged overall survival prognosis, whereas receptor tyrosine kinase HER2 positive tumors 
present cases with shorter overall survival, which recently was improved by using monoclonal 
antibody therapy against HER2 receptor (Cadoo et al., 2013). This indicated that usage of novel 
targeted therapy influences risk assessment and prognosis of specific subtypes additionally. 
As already discussed before, in the case of AML, appearance of AML1-ETO or PML-RARα fusion 
proteins have favorable prognosis, in contrast to MLL-rearranged leukemia (Table 2), indicating 
that the oncogenic hit possesses a large contribution to the nature of tumor subtypes and its 
survival prognosis. 
  









Additionally, it was suggested that the cell of origin, where the initial oncogenic hit (e.g. 
translocation, point mutation) occurs could have substantial influence on the characteristic of the 
arising tumor subtype (Gilbertson, 2011). 
First indications were derived in the field of translocation-induced leukemia, where for example the 
CML-inducing BCR-ABL translocation seems only able to transform uncommitted HSCs but not 




high risk of relapse 
intermediate risk subtype;
intermediate risk of relapse
favorable risk subtype;










This indicated that BCR-ABL fusion protein seems only oncogenic in certain cell types requiring 
potentially pathways only active in uncommitted HSCs. In contrast, AML-inducing MLL-
translocations were shown to transform uncommitted HSCs as well as progenitor cells (Chen et al., 
2008b; Krivtsov et al., 2006). Whether these mechanisms are also functioning in solid tumors is 
under intensive investigation, however it was suggested to be potentially true for brain tumors, 
intestinal, pancreatic, lung, prostate and breast cancer. In order to thoroughly address these 
questions, novel mouse models and experimental techniques are needed such as cell-type specific 
inducible oncogenic transformation, lineage tracing or transplantation experiments with sorted cell 
types (Visvader, 2011). 
Based on these findings, it was suggested that stem cell-derived tumor types could exhibit more 
aggressive properties, to be more difficult to treat and show higher relapse frequencies (Figure 5). 
  
Figure 5: Tumor heterogeneity explained by the cell-of-origin model, modified from (Visvader, 2011). 
Only very recently, first experimental evidence was derived in MLL-rearranged leukemia that this 
could be potentially true. It was shown that MLL-AF9 leukemia derived from HSCs showed higher 
rates to initiate leukemia and 5.7 fold higher frequency of leukemia initiating cells by limiting dilution 
experiments (Krivtsov et al., 2013). Additionally HSC-derived MLL-AF9 leukemia showed higher 
expression levels of poor prognosis genes like Evi1 compared to GMP-derived MLL-AF9 leukemia 
(Krivtsov et al., 2013). This indicated that the high expression of marker genes could be not only 
indicative for prognosis (Table 3) but also stem cell origin. 
Correlation analysis of genome wide transcriptome analysis of normal and aberrant cells might 
allow to further dissect stem cell and progenitor-derived cancer in both leukemia and solid cancer 







The observed heterogeneity of tumor cells within the same patient puzzled scientists for many 
decades and heterogeneity of tumor cells was observed in their cellular morphology, expression of 
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potential or their sensitivity to chemotherapy (Marusyk and Polyak, 2010). On this basis, already 50 
years ago, the concept of cancer stem cells has been hypothesized (Wang and Dick, 2005). 
Generally, cancer stem cells have been defined as a malignant subpopulation within the tumor, 
which one cell can, in principle, propagate the entire tumor. These cells are thought to be the 
source of relapse or reoccurrence in the patient (Kreso and Dick, 2014) (Figure 6). 
  
Figure 6: Cancer stem cell model (Krause and Van Etten, 2007; Horton and Huntly, 2012; Kreso and 
Dick, 2014) 
The concept of cancer stem cells (CSC) explains not only the intra-tumoral cellular heterogeneity, 
but CSCs seem to possess relevant clinical properties in solid tumors (Kreso and Dick, 2014) and 










Presence of CSC correlate with minimal residual disease (MRD) 
(Rhenen et al., 
2005) 
AML patients with more than 3.5% CD34+CD38- leukemic blasts at diagnosis had 
relapse-free survival of 5.6 month compared to 16 months in those with lower 
percent (p.value < 0.002). 
(Terwijn et al., 
2009) 
AML patients with higher frequency of 10-3 CD34+CD38- leukemic blasts after 1st 
circle of chemotherapy led to elapse free survival of 5 month compared to 56 
months in patients with lower frequency of CD34+CD38- leukemic blasts. 
(Gerber et al., 
2012) 
AML with MRD in complete remission but with CD34+CD38-ALDHintermediate 
immunophenotype predicted not only clinical relapse of AML patients but also their 
ability to engraft NSG mice 
CSC gene signatures indicate poor prognosis 
(Gentles et al., 
2010) 
Primary AML patient cells were sorted for Lin-CD34+CD38-CD90- subpopulation 
to derive a LSC gene signature, whose high expression correlated with worse 
survival (overall, event free and relapse free) 
(Eppert et al., 
2011) 
Primary AML patient cells were sorted into LSC-enriched populations (CD34+, 
CD38- or CD38+) and derived gene signatures, which correlated with survival 
NSG = NOD/SCID-IL2Rγnull are immunocompromised mice to allow engraftment of human cells 
Table 4: Clinical implications of leukemia stem cells, modified from (Felipe Rico et al., 2013) 
Only in the past decade, major advances were made to identify and describe cancer stem cells in 
various types of solid cancer such as melanoma, glioblastoma, colon carcinomas, pancreatic 
carcinoma, prostate carcinomas, breast carcinomas or Ewing’s sarcoma (Visvader and Lindeman, 
2008). However conflicting evidence arose from inconsistent definitions of cancer stem cells such 
tumor subtypes
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as variable experimental conditions, where nowadays limiting dilution analysis present the gold 
standard to assess tumor or leukemia initiating cells in vivo (Valent et al., 2012). Importantly, the 
term cancer stem cell applies only to the hierarchy within the tumor and does not imply, that the 
cell of origin was a stem cell originally. For example, CSCs in MLL-ENL leukemia, which likely 
represents a progenitor-derived disease, have been demonstrated to largely depend of the action 
of β-Catenin to develop from pre-LSC into LSC and expression of β-Catenin was inversely 
correlated to GSK inhibitor sensitivity (Yeung et al., 2010). 
Leukemia stem cells have been suggested to cause intra-tumoral heterogeneity and to be 
responsible for therapy escape through the activation of signaling pathways, like Wnt/β-Catenin 
signaling, PI3K/Akt pathway, Hedgehog pathway or TGFβ signaling (Krause and Van Etten, 2007; 
Wong and Cheong, 2012; Horton and Huntly, 2012). On this basis, a number of promising anti-
LSC agents are currently tested in clinical trials, such as cell surface antigen targeting agents 
(CD123, CD33), inhibitors of molecular pathways (NF-κB, PI3K, AKT, mTOR, BCL-2), 
microenvironment modulators (CXCR4, HIF-1α) or inhibitors of self-renewal implicated pathways 
(Wnt, Hedgehog) (Felipe Rico et al., 2013). The approach to target LSC in acute leukemia raises 







In solid tumors, metastasis is the major cause of lethality in patients. However not every tumor cell 
has metastatic potential and is able to colonize distant organs. It was suggested that the epithelial-
to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a crucial event in the metastatic process, where cells loose cell 
contact and acquire a mesenchymal like migratory phenotype (Radisky, 2005)(Creighton et al., 
2010; Gupta et al., 2009; Hao et al., 2014). 
Importantly, EMT induction seemed highly dependent on the cell type and the tissue where it 
occurs, as not all cell types depend on the exactly same signaling pathways and downstream 
transcription factor (Thiery, 2003). Therefore it remains an important question, which signaling 
pathways are used in which cell types to activate the key transcription factors. Many EMT-
responsive genes themselves are activators of EMT and therefore establish positive feedback 
loops (Brabletz and Brabletz, 2010). 
Key transcription factors are ZEB family members (ZEB1, ZEB2), which were found to be crucial 
EMT activators and to form a positive feedback loop with members of the miR-200 family. This 
ZEB/miR-200 feedback loop is thought to regulate the delicate balance between EMT, stemness, 
survival and growth arrest on one side and on the other side MET, differentiation, proliferation and 
apoptosis. Therefore the mesenchymal state in cells, which could be induced by the process of 
EMT is not only associated with enhanced cellular motility, but also stem-cell like properties 
(Brabletz and Brabletz, 2010) (Figure 7). The importance of EMT has so far been mainly studied in 







However, Wnt/β-Catenin signaling was not only found to be crucial for leukemia stem cells but also 
have been linked to the ZEB/miR-200 feedback loop. MiR-8, the Drosophila ortholog of miR-200, 
was shown to inhibit Wnt signaling (Kennell et al., 2008) and in nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells 
miR-200a down regulated β-Catenin expression (Xia et al., 2010). It remains to be elucidated, how 
Wnt signaling, EMT or other pathways regulate cancer stem cells in leukemia and solid tumors. 
Especially, as hematopoietic cells already possess migratory capabilities and are embryonically 
derived from the mesoderm germ layer and contain potentially a mesenchymal-like cell state. 
  
Figure 7: ZEB together with miR-200 family members act as crucial regulators of EMT, modified from 



































This thesis comprises two projects, for which gene expression profiling was used to tackle the 

















This project mainly addressed the biological and clinical heterogeneity of MLL-rearranged 
leukemia on the example of MLL-AF9 in respect to the cellular origin of this disease by 
















Here, I compared the expression profiles of different cell populations to better understand 
an unexpected leukemic phenotype after ablation of Nsd1 histone methyltransferase in the 
hematopoietic system of the mouse. 
 
In both projects, I used comparative transcriptomics to tackle the cellular origin of AML. Previous 
knowledge influences largely the use and approach of gene expression profiling analysis. Whereas 
in the first project of MLL-rearranged leukemia, extensive knowledge is present regarding the 
underlying leukemogenic mechanisms, cytogenetic chromosomal translocations and involved 
pathways, such knowledge is still missing in the second case of acute erythroleukemia. 
In the first project, we therefore used comparative mouse-human transcriptomics to further dissect 
MLL-rearranged leukemia cases in subgroups of stem cell and progenitor-derived diseases. In the 
second project about acute erythroleukemia, we restricted ourselves to the discovery of cellular 
origin in the leukemogenic blast cells, its major changes in gene expression profiling and potential 

































































(Zeisig et al., 
2004) 
Hoxa9 and Meis1 Are Key 
Targets for MLL-ENL-Mediated 
Cellular Immortalization 




Transformation from committed 
progenitor to leukaemia stem cell 
initiated by MLL–AF9 
GMP retrovirally transduced with MLL-AF9 and 
transplanted (L-GMP) 
In vivo-derived L-GMP compared to wt GMP 
(Chen et al., 
2008b) 
Malignant Transformation Initiated 
by Mll-AF9:Gene Dosage and 
Critical Target Cells 
Knock-in model of MLL-AF9 
pre-leukemic sorted HSC, CLP, GMP and 
CMP compared to sorted wt 
(Somervaille 
et al., 2009) 
Hierarchical Maintenance of MLL 
Myeloid Leukemia Stem Cells 
Employs a Transcriptional 
Program Shared with Embryonic 
Rather Than Adult Stem Cells 
c-kit enriched BM retrovirally transduced 
Bone marrow from MllAf1, MllAf10, MllGas7, 
MllAf9, MllEnl 
in vivo sorted c-kithigh and c-kitlow Mll-Af10 
(Bernt et al., 
2011) 
MLL-Rearranged Leukemia Is 
Dependent on Aberrant H3K79 
Methylation by DOT1L 
GMP retrovirally transduced with MLL-AF9 and 
transplanted (L-GMP), in vivo GMP and HSC 
ChIP-Seq (Solexa) of H3K4me3, H3K27me3, 
H3K36me3, H3K79me2 and MLL-AF9 
(contains biotin tag) 
(Krivtsov et 
al., 2013) 
Cell of origin determines clinically 
relevant subtypes of MLL-
rearranged AML 
GMP and HSC retrovirally transduced with 
MLL-AF9 and transplanted (L-GMPHSC, L-
GMPGMP), wt LSK, wt MEP, wt CMP, wt GMP 











(Eppert et al., 
2011) 
Stem cell gene expression 
programs influence clinical 
outcome in human leukemia 
sorted and unsorted primary human acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML) samples 
sorted primary human cord blood samples 
(Guenther et 
al., 2008) 
Aberrant chromatin at genes 
encoding stem cell regulators in 
human mixed-lineage leukemia 
Cell lines SEM (Mll-Af4) and REH (non-MLL 
linked) 
ChIP-chip of RNAP, H3K4me3, H3K79me2, 












(Li et al., 
2009) 
Consistent deregulation of gene 
expression between human and 
murine MLL rearrangement 
leukemias 
SAGE of human MLL-ENL and MLL-ELL cell 
lines 
SAGE of murine retrovirally in vitro-derived 
MLL-ELL, MLL-ENL and in vivo-derived MLL-
ELL cell line 
(Wang et al., 
2011) 
MLL fusion proteins preferentially 
regulate a subset of wild-type 
MLL target genes in the leukemic 
genome 
MLL-ENL inducible cell lines and human cell 
lines MV4;11, THP-1, ML-2, HL60 and U937 
ChIP-Seq of MLL and H3K79me2 
(Zuber et al., 
2011a) 
RNAi screen identifies Brd4 as a 
therapeutic target in acute 
myeloid leukemia 
murine MLL-AF9/NrasG12D cell line and 
human THP-1 cell line 
treated with Brd4 inhibitor (JQ1), shRNA 
against Brd4 or overexpression of Myc 





























wild type in vivo LT-HSC 
wild type in vivo GMP 
control microarray experiment 
to assess variability of in vivo sorted wt LT-HSC 
and GMP from uninduced Mll-Af9+, rtTA+ animals 
 
NuGene Pico WTA protocol 
Mouse Gene 1.0 microarray platform 
mMA02 
(# 544) 
in vitro LT-HSC der. +dox 24h 
in vitro LT-HSC der. +dox 48h 
in vitro LT-HSC der. -dox 24h 
in vitro LT-HSC der. -dox 48h 
in vitro GMP der. +dox 24h 
in vitro GMP der. +dox 48h 
in vitro GMP der. - dox 24h 
in vitro GMP der. - dox 48h 
large scale in vitro induction experiment 
to determine genes early responsive to dox 
removal in vitro, differentially regulated in LT-
HSC-derived and GMP-derived cells 
 
 
NuGene Pico WTA protocol 
Mouse Gene 1.0 microarray platform 
mMA03 
(# 596) 
in vitro LT-HSC der. +dox 48h 
in vitro LT-HSC der. +dox 72h 
in vitro LT-HSC der. -dox 48h 
in vitro LT-HSC der. -dox 72h 
in vitro GMP der. +dox 48h 
in vitro GMP der. - dox 48h 
in vivo wt LT-HSC 
in vivo wt GMP 
in vivo BMT-LT-HSCearly 2x 
in vivo BMT-LT-HSClate 2x 
in vivo BMT-GMP 4x 
comparison experiment of wt, in vivo and in vitro-
derived samples 
to improve comparability include wt, in vivo and in 
vitro-derived sample in one big microarray 
experiment; 
to investigate a larger number of genes changed 
upon dox removal in in vitro-derived cells, assess 
later time points, especially for LT-HSC 
(improvement of mMA02) 
 
NuGene Pico WTA protocol 
Mouse Gene 1.0 microarray platform 
RNASeq02 
(# 808) 
in vivo wt GMP 
in vivo BMT-LT-HSCearly 5x 
in vivo BMT-LT-HSClate 3x 
in vivo BMT-GMP 4x 
repetition experiment in vivo only  
to collect larger number of LT-HSC-derived AML 
samples for better comparison of early vs late 
phenotype and in vivo sorted wt GMP as control 
 
mRNAseq Nugen protocol 






young LSK wt and Nsd1Δ 
old LSK wt and Nsd1Δ 
old MEP wt and Nsd1Δ 
old GMP wt and Nsd1Δ 
old FcγRII/III+ Nsd1Δ 
exploration experiment in vivo cellular origin 
to determine the cellular origin of acute 
erythroleukemia in Nsd1 deficient mouse model 
and compare phenotype of old and young LSK 
 
mRNAseq Nugene protocol 
HiSeq sequencing 4plex 
mMA stands for microarray experiment in murine cells 
RNASeq stands for RNA-Sequencing experiment 

























(Valk et al., 
2004) 
hMA33 Prognostically Useful Gene-
Expression Profiles in Acute 
Myeloid Leukemia 
GSE1159 
293 samples of adult AML, 5x 
NBM, 5x CD34+ cells 
HGU133A microarray platform 
(Wouters et 
al., 2009a) 
hMA35 Double CEBPA mutations, but 
not single CEBPA mutations, 
define a subgroup of acute 
myeloid leukemia with a 
distinctive gene expression 
profile that is uniquely 
associated with a favorable 
outcome 
GSE14468 
524 cases of adult de novo 
patient samples 
(cohort 2 and cohort 3) 
HGU133 Plus 2.0 microarray 
platform 




hMA37 Prediction of molecular subtypes 
in acute myeloid leukemia based 
on gene expression profiling 
GSE6891 
537 cases of adult AML with age 
< 60 years including survival time 
HGU133 Plus 2.0 microarray 
platform 
hMA stands for microarray experiment in human cells 








Embryonic stem cells were cultured on mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) in DME medium 
supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum, 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, 2 mM gluatamax, 
penicillin/streptomycin, 0.1 mM β-mercaptoethanol and 1000 U/ml LIF at 37°C in 5% CO2. The 
cDNA of human MLL-AF9 fusion gene (a kind gift from J. Hess, University of Michigan, USA) was 
subcloned into the pLox-Cre vector backbone. 20 µg of p2Low-MLL-AF9 vector DNA were 
electroporated into the A2Lox-cre targeting cells pretreated with doxycycline in order to active Cre 
recombinase and then selected using 300 µg/ml G418. Selected clones were used to generate 
chimeric transgenic lines using the aggregation method and standard protocols. Chimeric mice 
were backcrossed with C57BL/6 for up to 10 generations. Double heterozygous female mice were 










The isolated bone marrow cells were first stained with lineage cocktail antibodies against Cd5, 
Cd11b, Cd45R/B220, Ly-6G (Gr-1) and Ter119 (R&D Systems) and counter selected using 
magnetic beads. Cells were then stained with streptavidin Pacific Blue conjugated, biotin-
conjugated FcγRII/III, Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated Cd34, allophycocyanin-conjugated c-Kit and 
phycoerythrin-Cy7-conjugated Sca-1 monoclonal antibodies. If not stated otherwise, the following 














Granuolocyte macrophage progenitor cells 
(GMPs) 
IL-7Rα-, Lin- ,Sca-1-, c-Kit+, Cd34+, FcγRII/III-high 
Common myeloid progenitor cells 
(CMPs) 
IL-7Rα-, Lin-, Sca-1-, c-Kit+, Cd34+, FcγRII/III-low 
Common lymphoid progenitor cells 
(CLPs) 
IL-7Rα+, Lin-, Sca-1-, c-Kit+, Cd34+, FcγRII/III-low 
Long-term hematopoietic stem cells 
(LT-HSCs) 
Lin-, Sca-1+, c-Kit+, Cd34-, Cd48-, Cd150+ 
Short term hematopoietic stem cells 
(ST-HSCs) 
Lin-, Sca-1+, c-Kit+, Cd34+, Cd48+, Cd150- 
Multipotent progenitor cells 
(MPPs) 
Lin-, Sca-1+, c-Kit+, Cd34+, Cd48+, Cd150- 
Table 8: Overview of applied surface marker for FACS sorting experiments 
Methods	
  
If not stated otherwise, all computations and statistical analysis were done with Bioconductor 
(http://www.bioconductor.org)(Gentleman et al., 2004) in the RStudio software (www.rstudio.com) 








Microarray experiments comprise multiple steps: collection of samples, RNA isolation, synthesis of 
cDNA, labeling of cDNA and hybridization to microarrays. After hybridization, the arrays are 
scanned and the fluorescence intensities are extracted for each probe set and compiled into 






Preprocessing of microarray were done with the limma package (Smyth, 2005) and involved three 
steps: background adjustment, normalization and log2 transformation done with the RMA algorithm 
(R Script 1). One of the major disadvantages of microarray technology is the appearance of false 
positive expression values due to unspecific hybridization artifacts. In order to estimate the border 
between background expression and foreground expression, normal mixture model was applied to 








To determine key variables of the microarray expression data set and to visualize its 
multidimensional data in a simplified way (Raychaudhuri et al., 2000), principal component analysis 
(affycoretools package) (MacDonald, 2008) and multi-dimensional scaling analysis (limma 
package) were performed (R Script 3). Pearson correlations were determined and plotted as heat 














To determine differentially expressed genes, linear models were applied according to established 
protocols using the limma package (Smyth, 2005) (R Script 4). Since microarray data contain 
more than thousands of genes, thousands of significance testing are performed, which makes it 
inevitable to consider the effects of multiple hypothesis testing. In our analysis, we used Benjamin-








To generate heat maps and scatter plots, normalized log2 transformed were submitted to 
respective functions (R Script 5). In order to plot scatter plots with high numbers of dots, an 







P-Values and log fold changes were derived from limma and uploaded to IPA Ingenuity enrichment 
analysis platform (http://elife.elifesciences.org/content/2/e00633). Probe sets with cutoff > 1.5 fold 
change and adjusted p-values < 0.05 were selected for each investigated comparison. Core 
analysis of IPA Analysis was run taking direct and indirect relationships into account and right-
tailed Fisher’s exact test was used to calculate Z-Scores for enrichments. All categories for 
“Diseases and biological functions” and for “upstream analysis” were downloaded and processed 









In order to perform enrichment analysis with gene sets, limma and gage packages were loaded 
into the R/Bioconductor environment (Smyth, 2005; Luo et al., 2009). Romer algorithm (Langsrud, 
2005; Dørum et al., 2009) was used determine gene sets from the MSigDB C2 (Subramanian et al., 
2005) with p-values < 0.05, which were then further subjected to mroast() algorithm (Wu et al., 
2010) (R Script 7). In order to generate barcode plots and leading edges matrix from all tested 
gene sets, novel functions named runBarcodeplot.new and runLeadingedges.new were generated 
(R Script 8). In order to reveal the overlap of leading edges of different gene sets, a compiled 
matrix of all leading edges of gene sets was generated by generating the novel function 
runCompile.new (R Script 9). Manually generated lists of genes were loaded with the readList() 










RNA Sequencing experiments comprise multiple steps: collection of samples, RNA isolation, 
synthesis of sequencing libraries and sequencing with Illumina HiSeq 2000 machines (D-BSSE, 



















Reads were imported, processed and aligned to the mouse mm9 genome version using the FMI: 
DeepSeqRepository pipeline on the galaxy platform (galaxy.fmi.ch). Rawcountstables with RefSeq 








To display data at UCSC genome browser, each sample was extracted as wig file and converted to 
bigWig file format for easier data handling using the FMI galaxy platform. BigWig files were saved 
under group drive/public_html/external/Susanne and uploaded to UCSC by using the upload 






To determine differentially expressed RefSeq IDs, the edgeR package (Robinson and Smyth, 
2007; Robinson et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2012) was used, which functions are optimized for 
sequencing data. Likewise to microarray data, multiple testing corrections were applied (R Script 
10). To plot MDS, PCA, heat maps and scatter plots, the same functions were used as for 









In order to combine and compare murine expression profiles to human AML patient’s expression 
data, their annotations were mapped with the HomoloGen mapping file (build 67 from 12.12.12), 








To generate Kaplan-Meier plots and perform statistical analysis for all candidate genes in an 
automated way, two functions were generated with the help of Mathijs Sanders (MC Erasmus). 
The first Kaplan function was used to divide patient samples into two groups by median and 
compute p-values for overall survival or event-free survival between these two groups using the 
survival package (Therneau and Grambsch, 2000; Therneau and Lumley, 2014). The second 
Kaplan function was used to divide patients into two groups by kmeans clustering algorithm and 





















































Several chromosomal translocations involving chromatin-associated proteins have been found in 
tumor cells of patients with various hematological malignancies (Greer and Shi, 2012). One of the 
most frequently affected genes is the mixed lineage leukemia 1 (MLL) gene on the long arm of 
chromosome 11q23. Chromosomal translocations involving MLL most often result in replacement 
of the C-terminal part of the protein by over 60 different fusion partners leading to chimeric proteins 
(Eguchi et al., 2005; Meyer et al., 2009, 2013). MLL-rearrangements are associated with de novo 
and therapy-related AML and ALL in children and adult patients and have generally poor prognosis 
(Table 2, Figure 8) leading to on-going research of the underlying basis of pathogenesis in this 
disease and the search for better molecular targeted therapy. 
  
Figure 8: Distribution of MLL-rearranged leukemia in infant and adult AML and ALL and percentage of 
fusion partners in infant and adult MLL-rearranged leukemia, modified from (Krivtsov and Armstrong, 
2007). 
MLL-rearrangements are particular molecular hallmarks of infant acute leukemia and are found in 
over 70% of the cases (Yip and So, 2013; de Boer et al., 2013) and different MLL fusion proteins 
are associated either with AML, ALL or can occur in both subtypes of acute leukemia. In order to 
understand the molecular mechanisms leading to acute leukemia, various studies have addressed 






































































MLL is a crucial regulator of development with H3K4 methyltransferase activity and positively 
regulates gene expression (Mills, 2010; Ballabio and Milne, 2012; Deshpande et al., 2012). 
However MLL is not solely a transcriptional activator but rather functions as an assembly platform 
for both co-activator and co-repressor proteins (Table 9, Figure 9) and delicately regulates gene 
expression on the level of transcriptional elongation. In order to fulfill its assembly platform 
functions, MLL contains various functional domains and associated proteins have crucial impact on 
the function of the entire MLL-containing protein complex, as seen in Figure 9. 
  
Figure 9: Protein domain structure of wild-type MLL protein, modified from (Dou and Hess, 2008). 
BCR = break-point cluster region. 
MLL contains three AT hooks, which mediate binding to the minor groove of AT rich DNA sequences 
(Zeleznik-Le et al., 1994). The two sub-nuclear localization domains (SNL1, SNL2) are thought to lead 
to the punctate sub-nuclear staining pattern of MLL proteins in human cell lines (Yano et al., 1997). 
Two transcriptional-repressor domains (RD1, RD2) functions mainly as binding platforms for other 
repressive proteins such as Polycomb group proteins and HDACs. The CxxC domain within the RD1 
domain was shown to bind unmethylated DNA (Birke et al., 2002) but can also recruit the PAFc 
complex (Milne et al., 2010; Muntean et al., 2010. The four PHD fingers, mediate protein-protein 
interaction and PHD3 was found to bind H3K4me2 and H3K4me3. Together with the PHD3, the 
atypical Bromo domain and the proline in between is thought to mediate the switch of active MLL into 
its repressive state. Cleavage of MLL1 is needed for full activation, where TASP1 (Taspase) cuts MLL 
into a N-terminal 320 kDa fragment (MLLN) and a C-terminal 180 kDa fragment (MLLC) and later they 
are joined non-covalently though the FYRN and FYRC domains (Yokoyama et al., 2002; Hsieh et al., 
2003a, 2003b). The transcriptional-activation domain (TA) ensures full activation of target gene 
expression by binding of other protein complexes and the SET domain contains catalytic H3K4 
methyltransferase activity (Ballabio and Milne, 2012). 
Various domains mediate important protein-protein interactions of the MLL protein to its interaction 
partners, leading to the assembly of huge protein complexes. The most important interaction 
partners are summarized below (Table 9). 
MLL mainly functions as a positive regulator of gene expression and is crucial for the maintenance 
of Hox gene expression in early embryonic development (Figure 10). Long time it was thought, 
that the major function of MLL is regulation of Hox genes, however recent studies started to 
unravel the relevance of non-Hox targets (Artinger et al., 2013). In order to study Hox and non-Hox 
targets of MLL, genome wide binding studies were performed and compared to each other 


























via MEN1 (menin) 
N-terminus chromatin binding (Milne et al., 2005; Yokoyama et al., 
2004; Yokoyama and Cleary, 2008) 
CtBP, BMI1, HPC2 RD1 recruiting Polycomb group proteins (HPC2, BMI1) and co-
repressor CtBP (Xia et al., 2003) 
PAFc CxxC (RD1) recruiting the Polymerase-associated factor complex 
(PAFc) (Milne et al., 2010; Muntean et al., 2010) 
HDAC1, HDAC2 RD2 recruiting histone deacetylases (Xia et al., 2003) 
CYP33 PHD finger mediating protein-protein interactions, recruitment of 
CYP33 to further enhance association of HDACs to CxxC 
(RD2) domain (Xia et al., 2003) 
 Proline cis-proline blocks binding of CYP33 in the active state; 
CYP33 mediates switch to trans-proline allowing its own 
binding to PHD3, recruiting HDACs 
CBP/p300 (HAT) TA domain to achieve full transcriptional activation of target genes 
(Ernst et al., 2001; Dou et al., 2005; Ballabio and Milne, 
2012) 
MOF (H4K16 HAT) SET domain to achieve full transcriptional activation of target genes 





SET domain maximal enzymatic activity of H3K4 methyltransferase 
(Wysocka et al., 2005; Dou et al., 2006; Steward et al., 
2006; Cosgrove and Patel, 2010) 
Table 9: Interacting proteins with MLL and their respective function (Ballabio and Milne, 2012). 
The binding pattern of Mll was compared in HSC and progenitor cells by the use of chromatin 
immunoprecipitation on a genome wide scale. As expected, Mll was bound at Hox genes, however 
additionally also bound to genes implicated in HSC maintenance (Evi1 alias Mecom, Prdm16, 
Pbx1, Eya1 and HoxA9) and genes associated with cell cycle (Artinger et al., 2013). Associations 
to cell cycle genes is not surprising, as MLL was known to regulate the expression of cell cycle 
regulators like cyclins and cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) (Liu et al., 2007). 
Further the effects of condition depletion in HSC and progenitors were analyzed leading to the 
finding that condition depletion of Mll in HSC led to exit of quiescence, loss of self-renewal and 
induction of proliferation and differentiation, whereas loss of Mll in progenitors (MEP) led to 
enhanced proliferation (Jude et al., 2007; Ernst, 2013). These observations suggest that differential 
chromatin binding patterns of Mll leads to activation of different targets in HSCs and progenitors 
and thereby fulfills variable functions. 
In hematopoietic stem cells, MLL is thought to associate to chromatin via binding to MEN1 (menin) 
and PSIP1 (LEDGF/p75). Binding of WDR5, ASH2L, RBBP5 enables maximal H3K4 methyl 
transferase activity of MLL and the H3K4me3 mark is put on chromatin and binding of histone 
acetyl transferases MOF and CBP/p300 acetylates histones (Figure 10). Recruitment of the PAFc 
complex leads recruitment of E2 Ubiquitin ligase UBE2A (RAD6) and E3 ubiquitin ligase RNF20 or 








Kim et al., 2009). The dimer CDK9/CyclinT1/2 (pTEFb) of the PAFc complex phosphorylates 
Serine 2 at RNAPII, which is associated with elongation (Slany, 2010). In this active state of MLL 
with its associated proteins, efficient elongation is taking place leading to efficient transcription of 
its targets (Figure 10). Upon differentiation, the association of MLL to MEN1 and to chromatin gets 
lost and additionally CYP33 induces the switch to an inactive state of MLL by mediating the switch 
of a cis-proline to a trans-proline, which lies between the atypical bromo domain and the third PHD 
finger. Now, CYP33 can stably bind and mediate the recruitment of HDACs to the RD2 of MLL and 
Polycomb group proteins (BMI1, HPC2, CtBP) then bind the RD1 domain of MLL. Subsequently, 
the H3K4me3 methylation mark, together with the histone acetylation mark and the ubiquitination 
mark on the chromatin disappear (Figure 10). 
  










MLL translocations are probably induced by a failure of appropriate DNA double strand break 
repair in developing hematopoietic cells and lead to the formation of chimeric MLL fusion proteins. 
Up to date, over 60 different fusion partners have been identified, making it very difficult to study 
MLL rearranged leukemia with a single model system (Meyer et al., 2009; Mohan et al., 2010; 
Meyer et al., 2013). However fusion partners are classified into 4 major categories, whereas the 
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fusion proteins the best studied ones (Table 10). Additionally, it was suggested that fusion partners 











Group 1 Nuclear, putative DNA-binding proteins 
AF4, AF9, AF10, ENL, ELL, ... 
> 80 % 
Group 2 Cytoplasmic proteins with coiled-coil oligomerization domains 
AF6, AFX, EEN, GAS7, EPS15, ... 
> 10% 
Group 3 Cytoplasmic proteins, septin family which interact with cytoskeleton 
SEPT2, SEPT5, SEPT6, SEPT9, SEPT11, ... 
> 1% 
Group 4 Nuclear histone acetyltransferases 
CBP, P300, ... 
> 1% 
Table 10: Major groups of fusion partners for MLL rearrangements. 
As depicted in Figure 9, the break-point cluster region (BCR) in MLL lies between the CxxC (RD1) 
domain and the PHD finger domain. Importantly loss of PHD finger 3 seems to be necessary for 
MLL-ENL immortalization of HSC (Chen et al., 2008a; Muntean et al., 2008), suggesting that loss 
of regulation by CYP33 (Figure 10) is a crucial step during leukemogenesis. 
  
Figure 11: Protein domain structure of chimeric MLL fusion proteins. 
Essential elements for leukemogenesis of chimeric MLL fusion proteins include the ability to bind 
MEN1 (Menin) and PSIP1 (LEDGF/p75) (Yokoyama et al., 2004; Yokoyama and Cleary, 2008) and 
presence of CxxC domain with PHD fingers to enable proper H3K4me2/3 and PAF complex 
association with the MLL fusion protein (Milne et al., 2010) (Figure 11). As in MLL fusion proteins, 
the AT hooks, CxxC domain and the MEN1 interaction domain are always retained, suggesting 
that correct targeting of the MLL complex to chromatin and its targets are needed for 
leukemogenesis. Additionally, in systematic domain recruitment assays, MLL fusion proteins 
required the pre-binding of wild-type MLL for stable HoxA9 locus association and expression (Milne 
et al., 2010; Thiel et al., 2010). This suggests, that H3K4 methyl transferase activity, which is lost in 







Wild-type MLL seems to be a crucial regulator for fetal and adult stem cell self-renewal. 
Remarkably also the MLL fusion proteins such as MLL-ENL and MLL-AF9 potentially induce self-
renewal capabilities in committed hematopoietic progenitor cells (Cozzio et al., 2003; Krivtsov et al., 
2006). In contrast to MLL-fusions, other leukemia-associated mutations like activated kinases such 
as the BCR-ABL fusion only transform hematopoietic stem cells but not committed progenitor cells 






















It has been hypothesized that MLL group1 fusion partners like AF9, ENL or AF4 physically 
associate with either the super elongation complex (SEC) or the DotCom complex and thereby 
leading to constitutive expression of MLL target genes (Krivtsov and Armstrong, 2007; Bach et al., 
2010; Mohan et al., 2010), see Figure 12. Similar bypassing mechanisms could take place, when 
fusion partners are part of the DotCom complex, to drive the expression of targets of the Wnt 
pathway, which were found to be crucial for leukemia stem cell self-renewal and leukemogenesis 
(Wang et al., 2010b) (Figure 12). 
However further biochemical und functional studies are needed to dissect the similarities between 
wild type MLL and MLL fusion protein-mediated target expression to hopefully find novel points of 
attack for this difficult to treat disease. It was suggested that enhanced levels of K79 methylation 
are a hallmark of MLL-AF9 leukemia, which are mediated by the DotCom complex containing the 
Dot1l methyltransferase (Guenther et al., 2008; Bernt et al., 2011). Remarkably, pharmacological 
inhibition, shRNA knock down or condition knockout Dot1l models suggest a crucial role for Dot1l 
activity in MLL fusion protein-mediated transformation and thereby being one promising target for 
drug development in MLL-rearranged leukemia (Bernt and Armstrong, 2011). 
  
Figure 12: Protein complex assembly of MLL fusion protein during leukemogenesis, modified from 
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Several studies have demonstrated the potent leukemogenic activity of multiple MLL-fusion 
proteins in vitro and in animal models. Most often the fusion of interest was retrovirally 
overexpressed in murine bone marrow cells and evaluated for the capacity to provide self-renewal 
potential and to induce leukemia by transplanting of the transduced bone marrow cells into 
irradiated recipients (So and Cleary, 2002; So et al., 2003; Somervaille and Cleary, 2006; Krivtsov 
et al., 2006). 
Several transgenic mouse models have been established in which the respective fusion gene is 
expressed from a heterologous or the endogenous promoter (“knock-in”) (Cook and Pardee, 2013). 
An Mll-Af9 knock-in mouse clearly demonstrated the leukemogenic potential in mice by inducing 
myelo-monocytic AML that closely phenocopied the human disease (Corral, J. et al., 1996; Chen et 
al., 2008b). Another mouse model was generated by reciprocal translocation of chromosome 9 and 
11 to generate Mll-Af9 fusion gene under its endogenous Mll promoter, however these mice never 
developed full disease (Chen et al., 2008b). 
Cross-species gene expression studies comparing mouse models and human primary leukemic 
cells revealed a “global“ MLL-fusion gene transcriptional signature consistently deregulated in 
murine and human cell lines of MLL-rearranged leukemia (Li et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2011). 
These studies suggested the mouse is an ideal model to study the molecular biology of MLL acute 
leukemia. 
However, despite this progress there seem to be still significant inter-individual heterogeneity 
among MLL-fusion leukemia patients as well as in mice with MLL-fusion-induced acute leukemia. 
Different technologies (retroviral transduction vs. knock-in), different expression levels as well as 
different mouse strains might account for them, however, they could be the consequence of 








The presence of an MLL-fusion is generally seen as a marker of poor prognosis, however, the 
course of the disease differs between patients with different MLL-fusion partners: MLL-AF9 fusion 
driven disease were for example found to have relatively favorable outcome compared to 
MLL-AF10 driven disease, however this difference was not statistically significant due to small 
case number and significant clinical heterogeneity of patients within 11q23+ translocations 
(Grimwade et al., 1998). 
Even among patients with the same MLL fusion, some patients behave much worse than others 
even if all other potential risk factors like high age, therapy-related AML and high white blood cell 
counts are excluded. Similar to what has been proposed for solid cancers, one can hypothesize 








MLL-rearranged leukemia is not clear. Human HSC are rarely dividing and naturally protected 
against genomic lesions suggesting that most likely the disease originates most often in committed 
progenitor cells rather than in the stem cell compartment (Milyavsky et al., 2010). However, high-
throughput sequencing data suggests accumulation of about 10-15 genetic lesions per year during 








Recent studies revealed insights into leukemia stem cells (LSC) in a mouse model of MLL-ENL. It 
was demonstrated that β-Catenin was activated during the development from pre-LSC into LSC 
and suppression of β-Catenin reverted this process. Additionally, down regulation of β-Catenin 
expression led to sensitivity against GSK3 inhibitor of previously resistant LSC (Yeung et al., 2010). 
These experiments indicated crucial requirement of Wnt/β-Catenin signaling in LSC and linked it to 
enhanced resistance against chemotherapy. 
It has long been recognized that 11q23+ patients with high expression of EVI1 showed remarkably 
shortened life expectations (Bindels et al., 2012) and only recently it was suggested that EVI1 
could be a marker for CSC in leukemia. LSC in CML were shown to have enhanced levels of Evi1 
expression and showed enhanced drug resistance (Sato et al., 2014). These experiments highlight 
the importance of not only tackling the tumor bulk with regular chemotherapy, but also to tackle 
LSC with targeted therapy and expression of biomarkers like Evi1 could help to monitor cancer 







In order to estimate the risk of relapse and in light of risk-directed treatment, a multitude of 
parameters have been proposed. Risk assessment of leukemia patients includes cytogenetic 
analysis detecting many chromosomal aberrations and clinical parameters like age, white blood 
cell counts and the distinction of de novo and therapy related disease. Generally, 11q23 
aberrations are considered high risk in adult AML, however the outcome of these patients is highly 
variable and a more precise method of risk assessment is needed. To improve the risk assessment 
of AML patients, other genetic aberrations like activating K-RAS, N-RAS or FLT3 mutations (The 
Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2013) and expression levels of biomarkers have been 
suggested. Particularly, high expression of the EVI1 gene was shown to correlate with presence of 
11q23 translocations or monosomy 7 and very unfavorable prognosis (Burnett et al., 2011; 
Noordermeer et al., 2012). However the underlying molecular mechanisms how high EVI1 
expression levels would lead to a more aggressive leukemia remains unknown. 
As EVI1 is normally expressed at highest levels in hematopoietic stem cells and gradually 
decreasing upon differentiation lead to the hypothesis that only HSC-derived MLL-leukemia might 








Besides EVI1, which is an emerging biomarker in the clinics, a plethora of biomarkers are under 
investigation for their predictive significance in AML or subtypes of AML. For example high 
expression of ERG is as well associated with adverse survival prognosis in normal karyotype AML 
and childhood MLL-rearranged leukemia (Marcucci et al., 2005; Pigazzi et al., 2012; Marcucci et al., 
2011). Additionally, overexpression of ERG was linked to drug resistance in AML cell lines and a 
mesenchymal-like morphology indicating a molecular basis for the prognostic power of high ERG 













Several studies have used gene expression profiling (GEP) by microarrays or RNA-Sequencing to 
improve the current understand of diagnosis, prognosis and molecular mechanisms of AML 
(Wouters et al., 2009b). Gene expression profiling of human patients have mainly been used for 
class identification studies, class prediction studies or class comparisons (Wouters et al., 2009b; 
Verhaak and Valk, 2010). For example well-defined subgroups of AML harboring translocations 
like inv(16), t(8;21), t(15;17) or mutations in CEBPA and NPM1 could be predicted with high 
confidence by associated gene expression profiles (Shivarov and Bullinger, 2014). Notably, 
unsupervised clustering of 11q23+ AML profiles, CEBPA and EVI1 overexpression segregated into 
two separate clusters suggesting distinct profiles driven by the additional molecular lesions (Valk et 
al., 2004). 
Most studies involving human patient’s profiles did not take murine models into account as the 
methodology of cross-species comparisons are just starting to be established (Kristiansson et al., 
2013). However promising results were revealed by comparing murine and human sequencing 
data for APL (Wartman et al., 2011) and breast cancer subtypes (Bennett and Green, 2008). 
Additionally, a study demonstrated that mouse cancer genes are frequently deregulated in human 
AML (Erkeland et al., 2006). These first proof of concept studies suggested, that cross-species 
gene expression comparisons could be a powerful research tool and might help to define 















MLL-rearrangements are associated with adult and pediatric AML with a generally poor prognosis. 
Unlike other fusion proteins, MLL-rearrangements are thought to provide aberrant self-renewal 
capabilities to committed progenitor cells as well as hematopoietic stem cells. Therefore several 
murine models of MLL-rearranged leukemia have focused to study the self-renewal capabilities 
and the underlying molecular mechanism of MLL fusion proteins in progenitor cells, like GMPs, 
CLPs or CMPs. However, it is ongoing matter of debate whether MLL-acute leukemia, and AML in 
general, originates in HSCs or more committed progenitor cells. Is MLL-fusion leukemia the 
exception to the old paradigm that acute leukemia originates in progenitor cells? It has been long 
hypothesized that in addition to the nature of the initial genetic event the cell of origin could also 
contribute to the leukemia phenotype associated with different clinical outcome. For example, the 
expression of anti-apoptotic proteins and drug efflux pumps present in normal HSCs have been 
linked to increased drug resistance of potentially HSC-derived AML cells. However, we think that 
so far we lack appropriate models that allow the comparison of AML that originated from HSC from 
those emerging from more committed progenitor cells. 
On the other side, it was recognized that patients might profit from a risk-direct treatment 
management by taking fusion partners, further genetic aberrations and deregulated gene 
expression (“biomarkers”) into account. A further understanding of tumor heterogeneity and 
discovery of clinically relevant markers could therefore potentially lead to improved risk 
assessment for human AML patients. 
We hypothesized, that the combination of an appropriate mouse model that allows to phenocopy 
MLL-fusion gene-induced AML with different origin and comparative gene expression profiling will 
allow us to extract origin-dependent MLL-targets and eventually also clinically relevant biomarkers. 
We tackled the biological and clinical heterogeneity of MLL-rearranged leukemia focusing on the 
AML-associated MLL-AF9 fusion. In collaboration between the laboratories of Juerg Schwaller 
(UKBB) and Antoine Peters, we first developed an inducible mouse model of MLL-AF9 leukemia to 
model disease of different cellular origin. We then established gene expression signatures of in 
vitro and in vivo MLL-AF9 transformed cells of different origin focusing on HSC and GMP-derived 


































To study the role of the cellular origin in MLL-AF9 induced AML, a doxycyline (dox) inducible 
mouse model was generated. Dox inducible expression of MLL-AF9 is achieved in two steps. First, 
the reverse tetracycline controlled transactivator (rtTA) protein binds dox and together they can 
bind the Tetracycline Response Element (TRE). Second, dox-bound rtTA drives the expression of 
the MLL-AF9 transgene (Figure 13a). 
To generate dox inducible MLL-AF9 embryonic stem cells (ESC), a human MLL-AF9 fusion cDNA 
(a kind gift from J. Hess, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA) was inserted after a Tetracycline Response 
Element (TRE) into the hprt locus on the X chromosome and the reverse tetracycline controlled 
transactivator (rtTA) was inserted into the roas26 locus on Chromosome 6. For the generation of 
transgenic mice successfully modified ESCs were injected into blastocysts and the chimeric mice 
were tested for successful germ line transmission of the transgenes. 
To test dox-induced MLL-AF9 expression in hematopoietic cells, bone marrow from 6- 10 weeks 
old non-induced transgenic mice (rtTA+, MLL-AF9+) was isolated and induced with increasing 
amounts of dox (0-2 µg/ml) and myeloid growth factors (IL3, IL6, mSCF). As shown in Figure 13b, 
a dose-dependent increase in MLL-AF9 expression was observed 24 hours after induction. In 
comparison with previously established retroviral models of MLL-AF9, the dox inducible expression 
of MLL-AF9 was 10 times lower than in retrovirally transformed bone marrow cells of C57BL/6 
animals. 
To validate the functionality of the dox inducible MLL-AF9 transgene in hematopoietic cells, we 
compared the resulting colony types, cellular morphologies and immunophenotypes with previously 
retrovirally MLL-AF9 expressing pre-leukemic cells (Somervaille and Cleary, 2006; Krivtsov et al., 
2006). In the presence of dox, the majority of colonies in methylcellulose had a round and dense 
morphology (also known as type I colonies); fewer colonies showed a more differentiated 
a) Dox inducible expression of MLL-AF9 is achieved by dox binding the rtTA protein, binding to TRE 
DNA sequence and driving the expression of the human MLL-AF9 transgene. b) Expression levels of 
MLL-AF9 transcripts were measured in bone marrow-derived cell lines with increasing concentrations 
of dox. c) (i, iv) Bone marrow-derived cells were analyzed for colony morphologies using 
methylcellulose plating assays. (ii, v) Cellular morphologies of blood smears were assessed with 
Wright-Giemsa stains and immonophenotypes were assessed using flow cytometry with Mac-1 and 
Gr-1 surface marker stains. d) In vitro LT-HSC and GMP-derived MLL-AF9 cell lines were generated 
by FACS sorting cells and replate with dox three times in methylcellulose. e) Images of colony 
morphologies from LT-HSC and GMP-derived MLL-AF9 transformed cell lines at passage 2° were 
taken with a 2x magnification of cells grown in methylcellulose and the colony types were quantified by 
manual counting. f) Immunophenotyping of LT-HSC-derived cell lines and GMP-derived cell lines were 
assessed before and after removal of dox using c-kit and Mac-1 surface markers. g) Growth curves in 
Stem SpanTM medium of LT-HSC-derived and GMP-derived cells were obtained by counting total 
number of cells each day. The mouse model was established with the help of the FMI transgenic 









Figure 13: The cellular origin influenced colony formation and in vitro multi-lineage potential of cells 
from a novel doxycycline-inducible MLL-AF9 mouse model. 
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morphology with either a compact core and loose edges (type II) or without a compact core 
(type III) (Figure 13c, i). The colony morphologies and predominance of type I colonies is similar to 
what was observed in retrovirally transduced MLL-AF9 cells. Additionally, blast-like cellular 
morphology and immunophenotypes were confirmed with Wright-Giemsa stains of methylcellulose 
grown cells and flow cytometry (Figure 13c, ii, iii). 
To validate the phenotypic reversibility of MLL-AF9 expression in hematopoietic cells, bone 
marrow-derived dox-induced cell lines of MLL-AF9 were depleted from dox. Within 24 hours, 
mRNA expression of MLL-AF9 dropped to back ground levels (data not shown) and the cells lost 
their ability to form type I colonies (Figure 13c, iv). Upon removal of dox, the cells showed signs of 
further differentiation into monocyte/macrophage-like cells, as judged by Wright-Giemsa stains and 
by a characteristic increase of Mac-1 and Gr-1 surface marker expression (Figure 13c, v, vi). In 
summary, we could show that inducible MLL-AF9 expression in bone marrow cells from 
rtTA+MLLAF9+ transgenic mice showed similar behavior in vitro to previously retrovirally induced 
MLL-AF9 models, based on colony morphologies, cellular morphologies and immunophenotypes. 
To elucidate the impact of the cellular origin of MLL-AF9 expression in vitro, stem cell (LT-HSC) 
and progenitor (GMP)-derived MLL-AF9 cell lines were generated. First, LT-HSC and GMP were 
isolated from 6 - 10 weeks old non-induced (“naïve”) transgenic mice (rtTA+;MLLAF9+) using 
FACS sorting. The cells were plated in methylcellulose in the presence of 2 µg/ml dox and growth 
factors, which favor both the myeloid (IL3, IL6, mSCF) and lymphoid (IL7, Flt3) lineage. After three 
rounds in methylcellulose the cells were harvested and expanded and propagated as cell lines in 
growth factor containing liquid cultures (Figure 13d). 
Interestingly, while generating the cell lines, we observed that in the second methylcellulose plating 
(2°plating), the majority of GMP-derived colonies were more dense and round (type I) with a 
smaller proportion of type II and type III colonies. In contrast, the majority of LT-HSC-derived 
colonies did not shown any previously reported classical type I and type II of colonies, but exhibited 
a more “grape-like” morphology, referred to as the novel “type IV” colony (Figure 13e). This 
observation suggested a particular behavior of LT-HSC-derived cells, as compared to GMP-
derived cells, which has not been reported previously. 
To further compare MLL-AF9 expressing cells of different origin, we compared their in vitro 
differentiation potential. Upon dox-removal, LT-HSC-derived cells were able to differentiate into 
multiple c-kit/Mac-1 subpopulations in the absence of dox, whereas GMP-derived cells rapidly 
differentiated predominantly into c-kit low and Mac-1 high cells (Figure 13f), indicating a wider 
differentiation potential of LT-HSC-derived MLL-AF9 expressing cells. 
Non-transformed LT-HSC and committed GMP normally require particular combinations of 
cytokines to proliferate and differentiate in vitro. Therefore the differential requirements for growth 








SpanTM, supplemented with Flt3-L, IL11, TPO), which is designed for short-term culture to activate 
stem cells and immature progenitor cells. The lack of IL3 and IL6 prevents the survival and 
differentiation of later progenitors. As shown in Figure 13g, only LT-HSC-derived cells could be 
expanded in stem cell favoring medium but not GMP-derived cells, indicating that LT-HSC-derived 
MLL-AF9 expressing cells are more immature than GMP-derived MLL-AF9 expressing cells. 
In summary, these experiments indicate that the LT-HSC-derived MLL-AF9 immortalized cell line 
inherit particular stem cell properties, such as distinct colony morphologies, multiple differentiation 


























In order to study in vivo leukemogenesis, MLL-AF9 transgenic mice were directly induced by 
feeding them with dox containing food pellets (Figure 14a, upper part). All induced mice showed 
clear signs of the disease after a latency of 80 to 90 days (data not shown) and blood smears 
stained with Wright-Giemsa confirmed the presence of leukemic blasts with myelo-monoblastic 
appearance phenocopying AML-M5 in humans (Figure 14b). 
Direct in vivo induction (by feeding dox-impregnated pellets) was compared to transplantations in 
which naïve bone marrow cells were transferred into irradiated recipients that received dox (Figure 
14a, lower panel). Mice receiving such “primary bone marrow transplantations” (1°BMT-AML) 
showed very similar latency time to develop the disease (Figure 14c). In addition, the disease in 
transplanted animals was more or less identical to direct induction shown by histopathology and 
cellular morphology (data not shown). 
To address the presence of disease propagating cells, cells from 1°BMT-AML were transplanted 
into syngenic lethally irradiated C57BL/6 mice (“secondary bone marrow transplantations”, 2°BMT-
AML). Mice from secondary bone marrow transplantations developed AML with identical 
phenotypes, however after a much shorter latency time of 35 to 40 days (Figure 14c). 
Previous experiments indicated, that particular stem cell properties were inherited in in vitro LT-
HSC-derived cells and therefore we compared the phenotypic appearance of in vivo AML derived 
from stem or progenitor cells. To generate LT-HSC and GMP-derived AMLs in vivo, LT-HSC and 
GMP were sorted from naïve rtTA; MLL-AF9 transgenic mice and transplanted into irradiated 
C57BL/6 mice receiving dox (Figure 14d). While all transplanted animals developed AML, a 
significant shorter latency time was observed in animals receiving LT-HSCs (65.0 ± 17.5 days) 










Figure 14: Induction of AML upon conditional activation of MLL-AF9 in vivo: the cellular origin affected 
latency, invasion phenotypes and the response to chemotherapy. 

























































































































In order to assess the ability to efficiently induce AML, limited dilution transplantation experiments 
revealed that transplantation of 125 LT-HSC cells was sufficient to induce the disease in 5/5 
animals, whereas none of the animals transplanted with 1250 GMPs developed AML within 250 
days. Interestingly 3 mice receiving 500 or 1000 LT-HSCs developed the disease significantly 
earlier (≤ 40 days, p.value < 0.001), here referred as “AML-LT-HSCearly” cases, whereas the other 
animals are here referred as “AML-LT-HSClate”. 
In order to acquire further evidence for phenotypic differences of LT-HSC-derived AML, diseased 
mice were examined for the degree of metastases. Histopathology of diseased animals showed 
extensive infiltrations of leukemic blasts in multiple organs. Interestingly, AML-LT-HSCearly 
animals showed very extensive leukemic infiltrations, accompanied with an almost complete loss of 
normal organ architecture (here shown in the spleen and lung). In contrast, leukemic infiltrations in 
the lungs of AML-GMP mice were mostly localized around vessels and/or large airways and the 
architecture of the spleens was at least partially maintained (Figure 14g). These observations 
suggested cellular origin-dependent invasion capabilities of the leukemic blasts. 
Patients harboring the MLL-AF9 fusion have variable response to chemotherapy. Leukemia-
initiating cells have been proposed to escape cytotoxic chemotherapy (Ishikawa et al., 2007). 
Interestingly, in vivo Ara-C cytotoxic treatment significantly prolonged the latency of the disease in 
AML-GMP derived blasts (8.8 ± 0.6 days) but not in AML-LT-HSCearly blasts (0.8 ± 0.4 days) 
(Figure 14h), indicating that the phenotypes of AML-LT-HSCearly resembled a more difficult to 
treat disease. 
Taken together, LT-HSC-derived AML displayed phenotypic differences to GMP-derived AML, 




a) For induction of the MLL-AF9 fusion protein in vivo, mice were fed with dox containing food pellets. 
Primary bone marrow transplantations (1°BMT-AML) were obtained by isolating bone marrow cells 
from non-induced rtTA+, MLL-AF9+ transgenic mice (dox off) and injecting into irradiated C57BL/6 
mice receiving dox. Secondary bone marrow transplantations were obtained by isolating bone marrow 
from diseased 1°BMT-AML mice and directly injecting into irradiated C57BL/6 mice under dox. 
b) Blood smears of in vivo induced AML mice were stained with Wright-Giemsa stain. c) Latency times 
of 1°BMT and 2°BMT experiments for a cohort of ten mice each was plotted as survival curves. d) LT-
HSC and GMP cells were sorted from transgenic mice and transplanted directly into C57BL/6 mice 
under dox leading to LT-HSC or GMP-derived AML. e) Survival of mice transplanted with 1000, 500, 
250 or 125 LT-HSC were plotted as Kaplan-Meier curves. f) Survival of mice transplanted with 5000, 
2500 or 1250 GMP were plotted as Kaplan-Meier curves. g) Sections of lungs and spleens of 
diseased mice showed aggressive infiltrations in AML-LT-HSCearly than in AML-GMP mice. h) Sub-
lethally irradiated secondary recipients were injected with 105 leukemic cells derived from AML-LT-
HSCearly or AML-GMP mice. 13 days post transplantations the mice received 5 doses of 
100 mg/kg/day Ara-C as chemotherapeutic treatment. Difference of survival time was compared to 




























LT-HSC and GMP derived cell lines proliferated extensively in vitro and showed similar 
appearance of blast-like cells (data not shown), surface marker expression (c-kit, Mac-1, Gr-1) and 
signs of terminal differentiation upon dox removal. Likewise, in vivo induction of MLL-AF9 
expression led to efficient transformation and resulted in M4/M5 leukemia in all observed animals 
confirming the powerful oncogenic activity of the MLL-AF9 fusion protein in vitro and in vivo. 
We hypothesize, that the fusion protein exerts its oncogenic program through expression of the 
target genes that are likely key regulators of self-renewal, proliferation and survival. We further 
suggest, that upon turning-off the expression of the fusion, these key drivers will be down regulated 
and therefore identification of these genes could provide insights into MLL-AF9 oncogenic program. 
To examine the transcriptional changes in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cell lines, we obtained 
genome wide transcriptomes using Mouse Gene 1.0 st microarrays from Affymetrix. Hereby, LT-
HSC and GMP-derived cells were harvested from methylcellulose at passage 3 and further 
cultured in liquid medium in presence or absence of 2 µg/ml dox for 48 hours or 72 hours 
respectively. In order to allow multiple lineages to proliferate and survive, the liquid medium 
contained growth factors supporting the myeloid (IL3, IL6, mSCF) and lymphoid lineage (IL7, Flt3-
L) (Figure 15a). Cells were harvested from liquid medium, RNA was isolated and submitted to 
microarray profiling. Transcriptome profiles were checked for quality, outliers were removed and 
data was normalized using Robust Multi-array Average (RMA) algorithm (Irizarry et al., 2003). 
For genome wide comparisons, I plotted the first two principal components of the transcriptome 
profiles, LT-HSC-derived +dox samples separately well from GMP-derived +dox samples as well 
as -dox samples from +dox samples (Figure 15b). Principal component 1 (PC1) seemed to mainly 
separate +dox from -dox samples and Principal component 2 (PC2) mainly captured the difference 
between the different cellular origins. 
a) Stem cell and progenitor-derived MLL-AF9 in vitro immortalized cell lines were generated as 
described before. Cells were harvested from methylcellulose at passage 3 and plated into liquid 
medium in absence or presence of dox for either 48 hours or 72 hours. b) Principal component 
analysis of genome wide transcriptome profiles separated all five investigated groups from each other. 
c) Limma statistics using BH-adjusted p.values < 0.01 and absolute fold changes > 1.5 identified 
common up and down regulated genes in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cells upon removal of dox. 
d) 129 probe sets were significant up regulated in presence of dox independent of the cellular origin 
and displayed as heat map with normalized absolute expression levels. e) 184 probe sets were 
significant down regulated in presence of dox independent of the cellular origin and displayed as heat 
map using normalized absolute expression levels. f) IPA enrichment analysis revealed pathways 
associated with the “Cancer” category (leukemogenesis, acute myeloid leukemia and Cancer) and 
pathways associated with the “Cellular growth and proliferation” category (proliferation of 
hematopoietic progenitor cells, proliferation of bone marrow cells and proliferation of cells) in LT-HSC 
and GMP-derived cells upon dox removal g) IPA upstream regulators analysis revealed the up 
regulation of target genes of HOXA9, HOXA10, MYB, MLL (KMT2A) and BRE1A (RNF20) in LT-HSC 










Figure 15: Transcriptome profiling of stem cell and progenitor-derived MLL-AF9 cell lines show similar 
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To get further insights into MLL-AF9 driven oncogenic program, next we determined common up 
and down regulated probe sets upon removal of dox in both cell lines (Supplementary Table 1, 
Supplementary Table 2). A large proportion of probe sets were found to be similar regulated upon 
removal of dox in stem and progenitor-derived cell lines (Figure 15c) indicating that a large 
proportion of the gene expression program upon dox removal is driven by the disappearance of the 
MLL-AF9 transgene. Several of the previously defined MLL-fusion target genes such as Eya1, 
HoxA9, HoxA10, Meis1 or Six1 (Wang et al., 2011), Mef2c (Faber et al., 2009) and Myb (Dassé et 
al., 2012; Zuber et al., 2011b) were found (Figure 15d), which are well known key regulators of 
hematopoiesis, survival and proliferation in normal and oncogenic cells. 
The high proportion of shared target genes additionally highlights the overall similarity of the in vitro 
leukemogenic transcription program in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cell lines. 
Loss of the fusion protein led to terminal differentiation and also to loss of blast-like cellular 
morphology (Figure 13c). We therefore investigated the common up regulated genes in the course 
of dox removal and found multiple genes previously reported to be associated with myelo-
monocytic differentiation (Alcam, C5ar1, Ccr1, Cd68, Cd80, Il1r2, Sat1, Tlr2, Xdh, Zyx) (Brown et 
al., 2006) and myeloid Cebpα network (Anxa1, Ltf, Mmp8) (Kamikubo et al., 2010), indicating that 
morphological change upon dox removal is accompanied by changes in the transcriptomes. 
To reveal relationships between potential target genes, we submitted them to the Ingenuity 
Pathway Analysis platform, which is a literature-based manually curated database of pathways, 
networks and regulatory circuits. “Cancer” was the most enriched category related to diseases and 
disorders in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cells involving 61 and 101 genes respectively. The terms 
“leukemogenesis”, “acute myeloid leukemia” and “cancer” represented a selection of significant 
terms in the cancer category and contained together all the associated genes (Figure 15f). 
“Cellular proliferation and growth” was in the top 5 of enriched terms related to molecular and 
cellular functions and contained within this term most genes (36 genes or 65 genes respectively). 
The top three up regulated terms contained signatures of proliferation independent of cellular 
context and signatures of hematopoietic cells (Figure 15f). 
To further determine upstream regulators, Ingenuity analysis revealed higher activation z-Scores 
than 1.5 for HOXA9, HOXA10, MYB, MLL1 and BRE1A (RNF20) except for HOXA10 in GMP-
derived cells and with p-values smaller than 0.05. HoxA9, HoxA10 and Myb are known 
downstream targets of MLL-fusion proteins (Faber et al., 2009; Zuber et al., 2011b; Jin et al., 2010) 
indicating that the observed transcriptional changes upon dox removal resemble the MLL-AF9 
induced leukemogenesis program. Additionally, MLL1 and RNF20 target genes were up regulated 








These findings strengthen our previous findings, that MLL-AF9 possesses powerful oncogenic 
capabilities in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cells, which is accompanied by transcriptome changes of 
































Previous experiments and analysis showed up regulation of key genes and pathways in dox 
treated cells (Figure 15). Next, we compared the gene expression profiles of our in vitro 
immortalized conditionally MLL-AF9 expressing cell lines with gene expression profiles from other 
models of MLL-rearranged leukemia and other forms of AML. 
Hereby, I used the gene set enrichment approach with the C2 Molecular Signature Database 
(MSigDB) (Mootha et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005), which consists of gene sets from 
publications. To calculate p-values, false-discovery rates (FDR) and the proportion of genes found 
in the top 5% of the ranked gene lists, the romer and roast functions were used (see Chapter 2 - 
Materials and Methods). Gene sets often appear in pairs with up and down regulated genes 
(Supplementary Table 3, Supplementary Table 4). 
The majority of genes and pathways changed similarly in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cells upon dox 
removal (Figure 15), so I focused on shared enriched gene sets. “Targets of HoxA9 and Meis1” 
(Hess et al., 2006), “AML with t(9;11)” (Yagi et al., 2003) were enriched in +dox samples and 
showed links to MLL-rearranged leukemia (Figure 16a). Notably, down regulated targets of HoxA9 
and Meis1 were as well enriched in the -dox profiles, indicating a large overlap with our inducible 
model of MLL-AF9. Hess et al. used tamoxifen inducible MLL-ENL cell lines to constitutively 
overexpress HoxA9 and Meis1: their expression profiles were generated upon withdrawal of 
tamoxifen compared to empty controls. The large overlap could thus be explained by the similarity 
of the model system to compare short time points after withdrawal of the fusion protein in relatively 
homogenous cell populations. Interestingly, the observed similarity suggests shared oncogenic 
pathways in MLL-AF9 and MLL-ENL leukemic cells. The paired gene sets of Myc targets (Zeller et 
al., 2006) were enriched in +dox and -dox samples respectively (Figure 16a and b). Myc activity is 
crucial for cell cycle progression, apoptosis, cellular transformations and was also implicated in 
stemness and re-acquisition of an ESC-like transcriptional program in normal and cancer cells 
(Wong et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010). Likewise, we found the “Embryonic stem cell core” signature 
enriched in +dox profiles, further suggesting that ESC-like programs could be active in MLL-AF9 
cells as well. Additionally, the enriched signature of “Stemness” was derived from shared genes in 
non-transformed embryonic, neural and hematopoietic stem cells (Ramalho-Santos et al., 2002), 
indicating similarities of expression profiles under dox conditions with other studies of MLL-










Figure 16: Expression profiles of in vitro immortalized stem and progenitor-derived cells were enriched 
for gene sets from leukemia stem cells, embryonic stem cells and poor prognosis genes in AML. 
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Further, I investigated the overlap of aberrant expression profiles of in vitro MLL-AF9 immortalized 
cells to normal wildtype cells during hematopoietic differentiation. Gene sets of hematopoietic stem 
cells (Ivanova et al., 2002) were enriched in +dox samples, whereas -dox samples showed 
enrichment for differentiated myeloid cells (Jaatinen et al., 2006), “Myeloid cell development”, 
“Myeloid Cebpα network” and “Chemokine signaling pathways” strongly associating gene sets 
in -dox samples to be associated with cellular differentiation of myeloid lineage cells (Kanehisa and 
Goto, 2000; Brown et al., 2006; Kamikubo et al., 2010; Kanehisa et al., 2014). This suggested, that 
terminal differentiation of MLL-AF9 induced cells is not only observed in vitro (Figure 13), but as 
well accompanied by the respective gene expression changes (Figure 16b). The enrichments for 
“transcription” and “translation” (not shown) in +dox profiles most likely represent the highly 
proliferative state of the observed cells, which is lost upon terminal differentiation as well. 
Interestingly, up regulated Tgfβ target genes were found in +dox and down regulated Tgfβ targets 
in -dox cells. Tgfβ target genes were determined in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF), which 
derive from the mesodermal embryonic germ layer like hematopoietic cells. Tgfβ signaling is an 
essential signaling pathway regulating cellular functions like proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis 
as well as EMT (see “Epithelial-to-Mesenchymal transition involved in CSC”), however it so far 
remains unclear how Tgfβ signaling could be involved in leukemogenesis in both LT-HSC and 
GMP-derived cells. In summary, we found interesting gene sets enriched in either +dox or -dox 
cells, unfortunately signatures of MLL-AF9 leukemia from previous studies were not contained in 
the C2 MSigDB. 
To compare our gene expression profiles with other MLL-AF9-derived signatures, we manually 
curated the respective gene sets and tested them as before with romer and roast function. To our 
surprise, the p-values for overlap with studies from the Armstrong lab and Kersey lab (Krivtsov et 
al., 2006; Chen et al., 2008b) were greater than our cutoff of 5% (data not shown). In contrast, the 
manually curated gene sets derived from Somervaille et al. were significantly enriched in LT-HSC-
derived and GMP-derived cell lines (Somervaille et al., 2009) (Figure 16c, Supplementary Table 
5, Supplementary Table 6). 
 
a) Selected enriched gene sets of C2 MSigDB in the LT-HSC and GMP-derived + dox samples or b) -
 dox samples were plotted as bar diagram. Percentage of genes contained in the indicated gene sets 
found in the top 5% (Prop Up) or bottom 5% (Prop Down) of ranked genes according to t-statistics in 
the indicated contrasts were plotted in red, respectively in blue. c) Additional manually curated gene 
sets derived from (Somervaille et al., 2009) were plotted as bar diagram showing the percentage of 
top 5% and bottom 5% enriched genes. Gene sets marked with a star (*) were plotted in d) as barcode 
plots for the indicated contrast, either LT-HSC +/- dox or GMP+/- dox. Black stripes represent genes 
contained in the indicated gene set and their positions represent their appearance in the ranked list of 
LT-HSC +/- dox or GMP +/- dox according to t-statistics. e) 25 probe sets were shared in the leading 
edges for the LSC signature in LT-HSC +dox and GMP +dox and displayed as heat map with 
normalized absolute expression levels. f) 47 probe sets were shared in the leading edges for the Core 








Here, the “Leukemia stem cell” signature represent the intersect from MLL-leukemia (MLL-AF9, 
MLL-ENL) with high frequency of LSC compared to MLL-leukemia with low frequency of LSC 
(MLL-AF1, MLL-AF10, MLL-GAS7) and from c-kithigh expressing MLL-AF10 compared to c-kitlow 
expressing MLL-AF10 cells. 
In order to determine the major contributions for the “LSC signature”, I re-analyzed the publicly 
available .cel files and plotting of genes contained in the “LSC signature” were plotted as heat 
maps showed markedly higher expression changes in c-kithigh versus c-kitlow expressing cells than 
high-LSC versus low-LSC leukemia (data not shown), indicating that “LSC signature” represents 
mostly the difference of c-kithigh and c-kitlow expressing cells of MLL-AF10 leukemia. 
Like in the study of Somervaille et al., the “Core ESC-like gene module” signature and “Embryonic 
stem cell (ES)-derived signatures” (Wong et al., 2008; Ben-Porath et al., 2008) and “Poor 
prognosis genes in AML” (Yagi et al., 2003) were as well enriched in +dox profiles. To display the 
distribution of genes contained in the gene sets, they are labeled as black stripes in the barcode 
plots and the red and blue endings represent the top 5% and bottom 5% of genes in the total data 
set ranked by t-statistics. The “Leukemia stem cell signature” and “Core ESC-like signature” were 
plotted for +/- dox in LT-HSC and GMP-derived cells and showed a highly polarized distribution of 
genes towards the upper 5% of genes in the ranked data set (Figure 16d). 
To further investigate the driving genes from the “LSC” signature, the leading edges in common for 
LT-HSC and GMP-derived +/- dox were plotted (Figure 16e and f). To analyze the overlap of 
leading edges between different gene sets, the compiled matrix (see Scripts for R/Bioconductor 
analysis) revealed that the leading edges of LSC signatures contains overlap with the Core ESC 
signature (10 genes; 22%), but not with other gene signatures including the Poor prognosis genes 
for AML (Supplementary Table 7, Supplementary Table 8). Overlapping genes were plotted in 
bold for the leading edge of LSC signature (Figure 16e) and the Core ESC signature (Figure 16f). 
In summary, Figure 15 and Figure 16 showed overall similar genes, pathways, networks, 
upstream regulators and gene sets upon removal of dox in LT-HSC-derived and GMP-derived cell 
lines. However it remained unclear how the cellular origin of in vitro immortalized cell lines is 
associated to the underlying transcriptome program. Therefore we further investigated the specific 
changes between LT-HSC-derived and GMP-derived +dox samples and related those changes to 































LT-HSC-derived and GMP-derived cell lines showed different behavior regarding their colony 
forming capabilities and differentiation potential. Similarly, AML derived from LT-HSC had shorter 
latency times and showed increased degree of infiltrations and decreased sensitivity to 
chemotherapy treatment. This raised our attention to the origin dependent differences in the 
transcriptional programs of in vitro immortalized and in vivo generated cells. First, we focused on 
the specific transcriptional difference of in vitro immortalized stem cell versus progenitor-derived 
cell lines. 
To study the impact of the cellular origin of in vitro immortalized MLL-AF9 cell lines, their 
transcriptomes were directly compared to each other. 244 probe sets were more highly expressed 
in LT-HSC-derived cells compared to GMP-derived cells and 120 probe sets vice versa more 
highly expressed in GMP-derived cells (Figure 17a, Supplementary Table 9, Supplementary 
Table 10). Additionally, 32 probe sets and 12 probe sets of these two classes were regulated in a 
dox dependent way (Figure 17b, Supplementary Table 11, Supplementary Table 12). 
Aff3, Cd96, Evi1, Mds1 and Tet1 were higher expressed in LT-HSC-derived +dox cells and were 
down regulated upon dox removal (marked in bold). Cd96 (Gerber et al., 2012), Evi1/Mds1 
(Bindels et al., 2012) and Flt3 (Chillón et al., 2012) have been associated with leukemia before, but 
also novel potential candidates like Aff3, Foxd1 and Zeb1 were found (Figure 17c). Tet1 occurs in 
a TET-MLL fusion associated with AML (Lorsbach et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2013b) and was shown 
to be essential for the development of MLL-rearranged leukemia by co-regulating HoxA9, Meis1 
and Pbx3 targets (Huang et al., 2013). Only 9 genes (12 probe sets) were higher expressed in 
GMP-derived +dox cells and down regulated upon dox removal. Whereas Mylk (Krivtsov et al., 
2006), Six1 and Six4 (Wang et al., 2011) have been associated with leukemia before, other genes 
like Aff2, Adma3, Gpr150, Lair1 and Ncam have not been yet associated with this disease (Figure 
17d). In summary, few genes showed origin dependent and dox dependent expression, which 
suggests that the origin dependent change in the transcriptome is more indirectly regulated by 
MLL-AF9. 
In order to assess the influence of the cellular origin on the transcriptome independent of their dox 
regulation, we compared in vitro MLL-AF9-immortalized cells to in vivo sorted non-transformed wild 
type stem and progenitor cells (Experiment mMA03, see Materials). 1593 probe sets were higher 
expressed in wt LT-HSC and 1885 probe sets were higher expressed in wt GMP (Figure 17e). The 
large number of differentially expressed genes most likely represents the distinct cell cycle state of 
quiescent LT-HSC compared to the proliferative GMP, the decreased potential for self-renewal in 











Figure 17: The expression program of in vitro immortalized MLL-AF9 cell lines partly resembles the 
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To identify the inherited genes from wt LT-HSC in LT-HSC der. MLL-AF9 cells, we intersected the 
comparisons within wt and in vitro immortalized samples. 129 probe sets were shared in the two 
contrasts, which could be indicative for stem cell origin independent from the oncogenic program in 
LT-HSC der. MLL-AF9 cells (Figure 17f, Supplementary Table 13). Contrariwise, to identify 
genes from wt GMP in GMP der. MLL-AF9 cells, we focused on reciprocally differentially regulated 
probe sets. 38 probe stets were shared in the two contrasts and could be characteristic for GMP 
origin in GMP der. MLL-AF9 cells (Figure 17f, Supplementary Table 14). Taken together, 129 
probe sets (53%) are indicative for stem cell origin and 38 probe sets (32%) for progenitor origin. 
Although a large fraction is shared in wt and in vitro immortalized samples, the majority of origin 
driven changes in in vitro immortalized cells cannot be sorely attributed to their originating cell type. 
This is likely due to complex interactions of the oncogenic program with the origin-derived 
transcriptional programs. 
A selection of origin-derived genes is plotted as heat maps for common LT-HSC origin genes 
(Figure 17g) and common GMP origin genes (Figure 17h). Aff3, Cd96, Evi1, Tet1 and Zeb1 are 
associated to stem cell origin (labeled in bold) and Evi1 is generally associated with stemness (Arai 
et al., 2010; Kataoka et al., 2011) and is a key lineage fingerprint gene for hematopoietic stem cells 
(Chambers et al., 2007). Angpt1 and Gpr56 were suggested to be associated with Evi1 high 
expression in MLL-ENL cells derived from HSCs (Kataoka et al., 2011) and the authors suggested 
that Evi1 up regulation exclusively occurs in HSC and not committed progenitor cells. Itga6 was 
linked to Evi1 by enhancing drug resistance (Yamakawa et al., 2012) and Gata2 is a potential 
target gene of Evi1 (Yuasa et al., 2005). Zeb1 has been shown to be a key regulator of EMT 
(Figure 7) and metastasis in solid cancer by repressing stemness-inhibiting microRNAs and 
thereby promoting tumorigenesis (Schmalhofer et al., 2009). Etv5 was linked to invasion 
phenotypes of endometrial carcinoma cells correlated with enhanced expression of MMP2 and 
MMP9 (Planagumà et al., 2011). These at first sight unexpected findings could be explained by 
recent publications, which linked EMT-induced states to the appearance of cancer stem cells 
(Singh and Settleman, 2010; Wang et al., 2010c; Hao et al., 2014) however exclusively in solid 
cancers (Figure 6, see Introduction “EMT involved in CSC”). 
a) Mean expression values were calculated from normalized expression values for LT-HSC-derived 
+dox samples and compared the mean expression values of GMP-derived +dox samples. Significant 
differentially expressed probe sets were labeled in purple or orange respectively. b) Dox responsive 
probe sets were labeled additionally in black. c) Significant higher expressed probe sets in LT-HSC-
derived cells were plotted as heat map using the mean of normalized absolute expression values and 
dox responsive genes were highlighted in bold*. d) Likewise, significant higher expressed probe sets 
in GMP-derived cells were plotted as heat map and dox responsive genes highlighted in bold*. 
e) Mean expression values were calculated from normalized expression values from both wt LT-HSC 
samples and wt GMP samples and compared to each other. Significant probe sets were labeled in 
black*. f) Significant up regulated probe sets or down regulated probe sets in wt LT-HSC compared to 
wt GMP and in vitro immortalized LT-HSC-derived cells compared to GMP-derived cells were 
displayed in a Venn diagram. g) Mean normalized expression values of common LT-HSC and 
h) common GMP associated probe sets were displayed as heat map*. * BH-adjusted p.value < 0.01 








Interestingly, Cd27 and Hgf are both linked to Wnt signaling; Cd27 is implicated in LSC of CML to 
activate Wnt target genes and thereby promoting disease progression (Schürch et al., 2012). 
Interestingly, Hgf was linked to Wnt signaling and EMT (Fodde and Brabletz, 2007), indicating the 
stem cell derived origin genes could be indicative for extensive infiltration and aggressiveness, as 
we observed previously in our mouse model of LT-HSC-derived AML (Figure 14). We therefore 
speculated, that in vitro LT-HSC-derived MLL-AF9 cells could be enriched in cancer stem cells with 
an EMT-like signature similarly to solid cancers. 
Among the genes, which were associated with a GMP origin, Ncam1 expression was found as a 
fingerprint gene for granulocytes (Chambers et al., 2007). However none of these genes were 
clearly regulated in a dox dependent manner or shared in wt GMPs (Figure 17h). 
Infiltration and multi-organ expansion are processes, which can hardly be studied in vitro and we 
therefore examined the expression profiles of AML induced in vivo. We first wanted to validate our 
novel MLL-AF9 model system on the basis of transcriptome profiles before exploring it for potential 





















As described in Figure 15 and Figure 16, transcriptome analysis revealed up regulation of key 
genes, pathways and gene sets during MLL-rearranged leukemogenesis of in vitro immortalized 
cell lines. Next, we wanted to analyze the up and down regulated genes and pathways in the 
development of MLL-AF9 induced AML leukemia in vivo. 
We hypothesized that the fusion protein might maintain a similar oncogenic program during in vivo 
MLL-AF9 induced AML like in cell lines generated in vitro. To examine the transcriptional 
differences in stem and progenitor cell-derived AML and their normal counterparts; we profiled 
them in parallel in a first experiment (experiment mMA03). However, we realized while collecting 
the first LT-HSC-derived AML samples, that they showed more phenotypic heterogeneity than 
expected (Figure 14b, data not shown). We therefore performed an additional transcriptome 
profiling experiment to increase the number of LT-HSC-derived AMLs (experiment RNASeq02). 
a) LT-HSC and GMP cells were sorted from transgenic mice and injected into recipient mice with 
addition of dox. Bone marrow cells of diseased mice were directly submitted for RNA isolations and 
RNA-Seq expression profiling. b) Multidimensional scaling plot revealed three major clusters by 
plotting the first two dimensions. c) Limma statistics determined significant up regulated and down 
regulated RefSeq IDs in AML-LT-HSC compared to wt GMP or AML-GMP compared to wt GMP*. 
Significant RefSeq IDs were labeled in red or blue respectively. d) 655 RefSeq IDs were found 
significant up regulated in AML-LT-HSC and AML-GMP compared to wtGMP samples*. Mean 
normalized log2 cpm counts of significant RefSeq IDs were displayed as heat map. e) Minus log10 of 
p-values for enriched pathways from the Ingenuity analysis (“Cancer” and “Cellular growth and 
proliferation” category) for AML-LT-HSC compared to wtGMP were plotted as bar diagrams. 
f) Significant enriched gene sets from the Roast analysis with C2 MsigDB were plotted as percentage 
of top 5% and bottom 5% enriched genes. g) Leading edge genes of the “Mullighan Mll signature (1)” 
were plotted with normalized log2 cpm counts as heat map.* BH-adjusted p.values < 0.01. Sophie 










Figure 18: Gene expression profiles of in vivo generated MLL-AF9 AML revealed genes, pathways 
and gene sets associated with leukemogenesis. 
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To define the transcriptional differences in LT-HSC and GMP-derived AMLs, we collected the 
entire bone marrows and spleens from diseased animals that were composed of >90% of 
infiltrating leukemic blasts. Washed and pelleted cells were passed to the Genomics Facility 
(FMI, Basel) for RNA isolation, library preparation and RNA-Sequencing. The transcriptome 
profiles were checked for quality, outliers were removed and data was further processed with the 
edgeR package (Figure 18a). 
To compare genome wide transcriptomes, the multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot displayed the 
first two dimensions. Dimension 1 captured mainly the difference between healthy control samples 
(wtGMP) and disease samples (AML), whereas dimension 2 separated partly the cellular origin of 
the analyzed AML samples (Figure 18b). 
To get first insights into in vivo MLL-AF9 driven leukemogenesis, we compared AML samples to 
wtGMP, which resembles best the differentiation status of MLL-AF9+ leukemic blasts and has 
been used before (Krivtsov et al., 2006). We determined in common up and down regulated 
RefSeq IDs (Figure 15c). A large proportion of RefSeq IDs were found similarly regulated in AML-
LT-HSC and AML-GMP cells, similarly to what was observed in in vitro immortalized cells 
(Supplementary Table 15, Supplementary Table 16). 655 RefSeq IDs were higher expressed in 
AML samples than in wt GMP and plotted as heat map (Figure 18c). 
Some previously reported “classical” MLL-fusion target genes including Eya1, HoxA5, HoxA7, 
HoxA9, HoxA10, Meis1 or Pbx3 (Wang et al., 2011) but also additional novel genes like chromatin-
modifying enzyme Jmjd1c, protein kinase Fgr and transcription factor Ets1 were found (Figure 
18d). 
In order to reveal potential connections of common targets, we submitted significant up regulated 
RefSeq IDs to the Ingenuity Analysis platform (IPA). “Cellular proliferation and growth” was the in 
the top 5 enriched categories for molecular and cellular functions and contained 167 genes. 
Genes associated with cell transformation and metastasis (“Cancer” category) were highly 
enriched in both AML-LT-HSC and AML-GMP samples (Figure 18e, Supplementary Table 17, 
Supplementary Table 18). Interestingly, the terms “invasion of tumor” and “invasion of tumor cells” 
were only enriched in AML-LT-HSC (data not shown). Like observed before, in cell lines 
immortalized in vitro (Figure 15), stem and progenitor cell-derived AML utilize similar genes and 
pathways, which are probably driven by the MLL-AF9 fusion protein. 
In order to expand our resource pathways derived from publications, we used the C2 MSigDB 
(Mootha et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005) of manually curated gene sets to look for uniquely 
used pathways in AML-LT-HSC or AML-GMP samples. To calculate significant enrichments based 
on p-values and FDR, we used the romer and roast function (Supplementary Table 19, 








studies with MLL-rearrangements (Mullighan et al., 2007; Ross et al., 2004). CXCR4 signaling 
(Biocarta data base) (Nishimura, 2001; Vastrik et al., 2007) has been linked to various down 
stream signaling like Jak/Stat, Rac/Rho, Akt, NFkB and to affect cancer cell proliferation, invasion 
and metastasis, therefore linking occurrence of cancer stem cells to Cxcr4 signaling (Dubrovska et 
al., 2013). Interestingly, Cxcr4 belongs to the family of G protein coupled receptor proteins (GPCR), 
whose signatures (Reactome data base) (Matthews et al., 2007) were also enriched in AML 
(Figure 18f). How GPCR signaling via CXCR4 is linked to MLL-rearranged AML is not yet clear. 
However it was recently shown, that LSC interaction with the bone marrow stroma promotes 
survival and drug resistance in MLL-rearranged ALL. This interaction can be overcome with the 
CXCR4 inhibitor plerixafor leading to enhance chemotherapy sensitivity (Sison et al., 2013). 
Together, these findings strengthen our hypothesis that MLL-AF9 possesses powerful oncogenic 
capabilities in vitro and in vivo, which are accompanied by transcriptome changes of key regulatory 














LT-HSC-derived in vitro MLL-AF9 immortalized cell lines (Figure 13) and AML-LT-HSC (Figure 
14) showed variable behavior compared to GMP-derived cell lines and AML. After having analyzed 
the origin dependent changes in vitro (Figure 17), we focused on the analysis of impact of the 
cellular origin for in vivo derived MLL-AF9 induced AML. 
We directly compared the expression profiles between AML-LT-HSC and AML-GMP samples to 
understand uniquely used genes in the development of more aggressiveness phenotypes in AML. 
As noted before, we observed a large variability within AML-LT-HSC samples, which is also 
depicted by the spread of the AML-LT-HSC samples in the 3rd dimension of the MDS plot (Figure 
19a). When we compared the expression profiles of AML-LT-HSC to in vitro MLL-AF9-
immortalized LT-HSC-derived cells, previous noted origin associated genes like Evi1 or Zeb1 (data 
not shown) were only expressed in part of the AML-LT-HSC samples (Figure 19b). Interestingly, 
we had observed a higher degree of aggressiveness in these animals based on latency times, 
degree of invasion and drug resistance and they have been named “AML-LT-HSCearly”. We 
speculated, that the disease phenotype of AML-LT-HSC animals could be correlated to the 
presence of additional expression of Evi1 or Zeb1. 
In order to correlate genes identified in our mouse model to human patients data, we analyzed 
additional known biomarkers for their expression in AML-LT-HSC animals. Hereby we observed 
that in vivo generated AML-LT-HSC but not AML-GMPs expressed high levels of the transcription 
factor Erg (Figure 19b). EVI1 and ERG are both associated with poor survival prognosis not only 
in MLL-rearranged AML (Noordermeer et al., 2012) but also overall in human AML (Barjesteh van 









These findings led us to propose a concept to comparative analysis of the cellular origin in mouse 
and human AML using the two biomarkers Evi1 and Erg (Figure 19c). Three distinct signatures 
resulted from comparisons between the three groups Evi1-high/Erg-high, Evi1-low/Erg-high and 
Evi1-low/Erg-low. The combination signature compared AML-LT-HSCearly to AML-GMP profiles 
and represented a collection of genes and potentially collaborating pathways correlated to worse 
disease phenotypes in MLL-AF9 AML. The origin signature captured mainly the difference between 
Erg high and Erg low expression or stem cell versus progenitor origin respectively and the 
aggressiveness signature captured mainly the difference between Evi1 high and Evi1 low 
expression within AML-LT-HSC samples, respectively AML-LT-HSCearly were compared to AML-
LT-HSClate. The origin and aggressiveness signatures dissected the contributions of Evi1 and Erg 
expression, whereas the combination signature joined these two effects and revealed potentially 
synergistic effects. 
To study the transcriptional changes between Evi1-high AML-LT-HSC and AML-GMP, we directly 
compared their transcriptomes to each other. 843 RefSeq IDs were higher expressed and 500 
were lower expressed in AML-LT-HSCearly mice compared to AML-GMP contributing to the 
combination signature in murine AML (Figure 19d, Supplementary Table 21, Supplementary 
Table 22). Likewise, 370 RefSeq IDs were higher and 134 RefSeq IDs were lower expressed in 
AML-LT-HSClate mice compared to AML-GMP (origin signature, Figure 19e, Supplementary 
Table 23, Supplementary Table 24). The aggressiveness signatures consisted of 86 higher 
expressed RefSeq IDs and 52 lower expressed RefSeq IDs (data not shown, Supplementary 
Table 25, Supplementary Table 26). 
To show the relationship between the combination, origin and aggressiveness signatures, the up 
regulated RefSeq IDs were plotted as Venn Diagrams (Figure 19f). 289 RefSeq IDs (78%) from 
the origin signature were contained in the combination signature and 42 RefSeq IDs (49%) from 
the aggressiveness signatures were contained in the combination signature. This indicated, that 
the combination signature could partly represent the two underlying origin and aggressiveness 
signatures as well. 
a) Multidimensional scaling plot of genome wide expression profiles, where dimension 1 was plotted 
against dimension 3. b) Expression levels of Evi1 and Erg for wtGMP, AML-LT-HSC and AML-GMP 
samples were plotted as normalized cpm counts. c) The concept of origin-derived gene signatures 
hypothesize three states of MLL-AF9 AML leukemia, which are associated with Evi1 and Erg 
expression levels. d) Scatter plot of mean normalized cpm counts of AML-LT-HSClate (Evi1-low) 
compared to AML-GMP. Significant higher expressed RefSeq IDs of AML-LT-HSClate were colored in 
purple and lower expressed in orange. e) Scatter plot of mean normalized cpm counts of AML-LT-
HSCearly (Evi1-high) compared to AML-GMP. 843 significant higher expressed RefSeq IDs in AML-
LT-HSCearly were displayed in purple and 500 lower expressed were displayed in orange. 
f) Significant up regulated RefSeq IDs from the comparisons AML-LT-HSCearly - late, AML-LT-
HSClate - AML-GMP and AML-LT-HSCearly - AML-GMP were displayed as Venn diagram. g) 843 
RefSeq IDs were found significant up regulated in AML-LT-HSCearly compared to AML-GMP and 
h) 370 RefSeq IDs were found significant up regulated in AML-LT-HSClate compared to AML-GMP.*. 
Mean normalized log2 cpm counts of significant RefSeq IDs were displayed as heat map. * BH-
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However, 51% (44 RefSeq IDs) of the aggressiveness signature was not found back in the 
combination signature, which is higher than for the origin signature, where only 22% (81 RefSeq 
IDs) could not be found back. This could be due to different group sizes or biological reasons, 
which remained currently unclear. Interestingly, 61% (516 RefSeq IDs) of the combination 
signature was not found in the other two signatures, maybe due to potential synergistic effects or 
other unknown effects. 
To investigate the genes contained in the combination and origin signatures, we plotted them as 
heat maps and manually compared the genes with each to reveal potential common patterns 
(Figure 19g and h). As expected, we found Evi1 and Erg in the combination signature and Erg 
additionally in the origin signature. Next, we investigated the overlap between in vitro derived 
signatures and in vivo origin signatures and found Flt3, Evi1, Zeb1 back in these lists. Zeb1 
together with Il1b, Cd177, Jhdm1b, Kdm5b and Pbx1 were also found in the aggressiveness 
signature, indicating an association with Evi1 and increased aggressiveness in murine AML. Fos, 
Jak1, Jak2, Stat6, Mmp8, Nfkb2, Nfkia, Plaur and Tgfb1 were sorely found in the combination 
signature, whereas Akt3, Alcam, Cd34, Cd44, Jhdm1b, Fosl1, Lats2, Mmp9, Notch2, Nfkbiz, Padi4, 
Stat4, Stat5b, Tgfbi, Tcf4, Trps1 and Vim were significant in the combination and origin signature. 
We found several associations of these genes to invasion, metastasis and poor survival in cancer 
(Figure 19g and h). 
For example, IL-1β (Il1b), Mmp8 and Il6st (signaling transducer protein for IL6, LIF, CNTF and 
OSM) have been previously linked to the tumor microenvironment by promoting inflammation and 
the inflammatory microenvironment surrounding tumor cell in gastric adenocarcinomas (Huang et 
al., 2014). This study also linked elevated levels of IL-1β to increased expression of c-Fos, Mmp2 
and Mmp9 (see Table 11). In colon cancer cells, IL-1β treatment led to sphere formation, gain of 
mesenchymal phenotype and up regulation of ZEB1 expression (Li et al., 2012), therefore linking 
IL-1β signaling through Wnt signaling to activation of ZEB1 activation, which is key regulator of 
EMT (Brabletz and Brabletz, 2010). In colorectal carcinoma cell lines, β-Catenin/TCF4 (TCF7L2) 
was found to be upstream regulators of EMT, as they directly bound the ZEB1 promoter and drove 
its expression (Sánchez-Tilló et al., 2011). 
A number of genes we found associated with murine and human aggressive AML, were linked to 
invasion and EMT in other cancer types, such as Alcam in oral carcinomas (OSCC) (Kaur et al., 
2013) or Cpne3 in lung carcinomas (NSCLC) (Lin et al., 2013). Mmp8 and Mmp9 are matrix 
metalloproteases breaking down extracellular matrix during developmental processes but also 
during metastasis (Johansson et al., 2012). Mmp8 belongs to the family of Collagenases and was 
linked to inflammation (Dejonckheere et al., 2011), whereas Mmp9 is a Gelatinase linked to poor 
prognosis in various cancer types (Planagumà et al., 2011; Vandooren et al., 2013). Fos family 








(Junb) forming the AP-1 transcription complex, which has been implicated in motility and invasion 
of lung and liver carcinomas (Hsieh et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014). Interestingly, Evi1 was found as a 
synergistic factor for Fos mediated invasion in ovarian carcinomas (Bard-Chapeau et al., 2012), 
however Fos proteins were not contained in the aggressiveness signature of Evi1-high expressing 
AML. 
KDM5B, a histone demethylase for H3K4, was shown to promote EMT in epithelial breast cancer 
and colon cancer cell lines by repressing the expression of miR200 family members and thereby 
increasing the expression of ZEB1 and ZEB2 (Enkhbaatar et al., 2013). In contrast to Zeb1, which 
is a transcription factor and therefore very difficult to tackle by specific inhibitors, Kdm5b would be 
a more suitable drug target. 
Tgfβ, NfκB, Wnt signaling and others have been shown to induce EMT in different cell types 
(Zheng and Kang, 2013). Wnt/β-Catenin signaling has been linked to EMT and chemoresistance 
and metastasis in leukemia stem cells (LSC) (Wong and Cheong, 2012). Wnt signaling could 
potentially link the appearance of LSC to an EMT-like process or to a yet unknown process that 
uses partly use the same regulators as in canonical EMT. Additionally, IL-1β signaling could 
stabilize β-Catenin together with Tcf7l2 and Wnt/β-Catenin signaling has been linked to EMT and 
maintenance of cancer stem cell properties previously (Kaler et al., 2009).  
In order to further strengthen our finding that the combination signature contains various genes 
linked to invasion, metastasis and EMT, we wanted to test manually curated gene sets for 











Il1b, Mmp8  Il1b 






EMT Kdm5b, Trps1, Plaur, 
Tcf4, Vim, Zeb1 
Trps1, Vim Kdm5b, Tcf4, Zeb1 
Jak / Stat signaling Jak1, Jak2, Stat6, 
Stat4b, Stat5b 
Stat4b, Stat5b  
Tgfβ signaling Tgfb1, Tgfbi Tgfbi  
NfκB signaling Nfkb2, Nfkbia, Nfkbiz Nfkbiz  
Wnt signaling Cd44 Cd44  
Worse survival Cd34 Cd34  
Surface markers Cd34, Cd44 Cd34, Cd44 Cd44, Prom1 (Cd133) 
Table 11: Genes and associations of the combination, origin and aggressiveness signatures curated 

























As presented in Figure 19, direct comparison of murine MLL-derived subtypes generated 
interesting gene signatures with genes linked to invasion, metastasis and EMT. To study their 
significance and to retrieve up regulated pathways, we performed enrichment analysis using 
manually curated gene sets from the C2 MSigDB (Mootha et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005). 
In order to test for significant pathways in the combination signature, up regulated RefSeq IDs with 
Benjamin-Hochberg (BH)-adjusted p-values > 5% were submitted to the Ingenuity analysis 
platform. “Cancer” was in the top 5 enriched categories for molecular and cellular functions and 
contained most genes (more than 500 genes). “Metastasis” and “Growth of tumor” were contained 
in the cancer category and had z-scores of 3.87 and 2.847 respectively and p-values below 10-12. 
77 genes in the “metastasis” category (Figure 20a, Supplementary Table 27) and 63 genes 
contained in the “growth of tumor” term were plotted as heat maps (Figure 20b, Supplementary 
Table 28). 
The concept of EMT and its implications in disease has been widely studied in the field of solid 
cancers. It was suggested, that many major signaling pathways (including Tgfb, Wnt, RTK/Ras, 
NfkB, Notch) could induce master regulators of EMT (Snail, Twist, Zeb and others) leading to a 
mesenchymal phenotype, enhanced migration, invasion, blocked senescence, cancer stemness 
and immune suppression of cancer cells (Figure 20c) (Zheng and Kang, 2013). Therefore we used 
gene set enrichment analysis with the romer and roast functions (Figure 16, Figure 18) to get 
further insights into the similarities to solid cancer EMT in our combination signature of murine AML. 
To get an overview of gene sets associated with EMT and its inducing signaling pathways, the 
gene sets were classified according their directionality into either up regulated (activated), down 
regulated (inhibited) or unspecified and whether they showed a p-value enrichment below or above 
5%. Surprisingly, EMT signatures derived from glioblastoma, breast cancer and liver carcinoma 
a) Ingenuity signature for “Metastasis”, which consisted of 74 significant up regulated RefSeq IDs, was 
plotted as heat map with mean normalized log2 cpm counts*. b) Ingenuity signature for “Growth of 
tumors” consisted of 63 significant up regulated RefSeq IDs and the mean normalized cpm counts 
were plotted as heat map*. c) Schematic drawing, which signaling pathways induce the master 
regulators and lead to EMT and its pathological implications in solid cancer. d) EMT associated gene 
sets were tested for significant enrichment in the combination signature with the Romer algorighm. 
Gene sets were categorized into enriched with a p-value < 5% and not enriched with a p-value > 5%. 
The number of gene sets was plotted as bar diagram. e) Percentage of top 5% (Proportion Up) and 
bottom 5% (Proportion down) of ranked genes in the combination signature were plotted as bar 
diagram. N.s. stands for not significant enriched gene sets and gene sets with a star showed 
enrichment with a p-value < 2%. f) Selected enriched gene signatures were used to generate barcode 
plots. Black lines represent genes in the mentioned gene sets found in the ranked list of genes for the 
comparison AML-LT-HSCearly versus AML-GMP. g) Leading edge of the not enriched gene set 
Charafe (breast cancer, mesenchymal cells) were plotted as heat map with mean normalized log2 
transformed log2cpm values. h) Manually curated set of Zeb1 and EMT associated genes were plotted 
as heat map using mean normalized log2cpm values. Genes labeled with a star were found significant 









Figure 20: Gene expression programs from AML-LT-HSCearly animals were enriched in signatures for 
signaling pathways, metastasis and tumor growth using GSEA analysis and the IPA Ingenuity 
resource. 
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were not enriched in the profiles of AML-LT-HSCearly. A number of gene sets associated with 
hypoxia and Wnt signaling were found in the category with < 5% p-values. High numbers of gene 
sets with up regulated directionality with p-values < 5% were observed in NFκB associated gene 
sets, Tgfβ and Wnt associated gene sets. However Wnt signaling showed even higher numbers in 
the category with > 5% p-values. (Figure 20d, Supplementary Table 29). 
In order to retrieve the proportion of enriched genes in the upper and lower 5%, we tested all EMT-
associated gene sets with the roast algorithm. None of the EMT associated gene sets were 
enriched in our combination signature, whereas the p53 hypoxia gene set was enriched (Nishimura, 
2001). The combination signature was enriched for β-Catenin targets (Fevr et al., 2007; Onder et 
al., 2008) and for the non-canonical Wnt pathway (Schaefer et al., 2009), but several gene sets 
with canonical Wnt signaling pathway were not enriched (data not shown, Supplementary Table 
30), indicating a more unknown regulation of β-Catenin and Wnt signaling in murine AML-LT-
HSCearly. In order to display the distribution and number of genes in the respective gene sets, the 
genes were labeled as black striped in the barcode plot, whereas the red and blue endings 
represent the top 5% and bottom 5% of genes in the total data set ranked by t-statistics. In 
summary, all selected gene sets contained only very few genes and to analyze the overlap of 
leading edges, the compiled matrix of leading edges revealed only minor overlap with each other 
(Figure 20f, Supplementary Table 31). 
The gene set “Charafe from mesenchymal breast cancer” was not enriched, however the leading 
edge showed an overlap with 6 genes with the “Fevr, β-Catenin targets” (Tgfbi, Gadd45a, Stk10, 
Anxa2, Ndel1, Tnfaip3)(Fevr et al., 2007) and we therefore plotted the leading edge contained in 
this gene set as heat map (Figure 20g). This led to an interesting subset of genes contained in the 
combination signature and additionally related to mesenchymal state in breast cancer cells. Akt3, 
Cd44, Cpne2, Met, Tgfbi, Tnfaip3, Vim and Zeb1 were contained in this list, which caught our 
interest previously. 
In order to investigate further the similarities and dissimilarities of our combination signature with 
published EMT-signatures and Zeb1-associated genes, we compiled a list of candidate genes and 
plotted them as heat map (Figure 20h). Whereas key regulators were expressed and even 
significantly up regulated in AML-LT-HSCearly compared to AML-GMP, others were not even 
expressed in murine AML (Table 12). 
In summary, gene set enrichment analysis was not able to provide a more specific picture of which 
pathways or networks that define the mesenchymal-like status of LT-HSCearly induced MLL-AF9 
AML. To explore potential target genes, which had previously reported to be associated with EMT 
in solid cancer, we performed cross-species comparisons of murine AML to human patient 
















Transcription factors Klf4, Zeb2, Sox4, Myb 
Zeb1* 
Gsc, Gsc2, Snai1, Snai2, 
Snai3, Sox2, Sox9, Zfpm2 
Chromatin Bmi1, Ezh2  
Tgfβ signaling Tgfb1, Tgfbr1, Tgfbr2 
Tgfbi* 
Tgfb2 
Wnt signaling Ctnnb1  
Tnf signaling Tnfrsf1a, Tnfrsf1b, Tnf 
Tnfaip2*, Tnfaip3* 
 
others Plcg1, Hgf 
Spred1* 
Areg, Cdh1, Cyr61, Edn1, 
Ereg, Errf1, Itgb4, Mgmt, Olig2, 
Palld, Ptpn13, Robo1, Wasf 
Table 12: Genes and associations of the combination, origin and aggressiveness signatures curated 




















To identify potential target genes that define the mesenchymal state of LT-HSCearly induced MLL-
AF9 disease, we performed cross-species comparisons of murine AML to human patient samples. 
Normally cells from leukemia patients are not routinely profiles with microarrays, however several 
research studies including large patient cohorts were conducted, which assessed genome wide 
expression profiles (Bullinger et al., 2004; Valk et al., 2004; Wouters et al., 2009a). We therefore 
decided to use these data sets and to compare them to the signatures from our mouse model of 
MLL-AF9 induced AML. 
We used expression of the biomarkers EVI1 and ERG to group murine AML into three classes: 
AML-LT-HSCearly, AML-LT-HSClate and AML-GMP (Figure 19b and c). In order to make the 
human data comparable to our murine AML data, we classified the human patient profiles into 
three groups based on EVI1 and ERG expression (Figure 21a). We divided MLL-rearranged 
positive (11q23) human patients into EVI1-high and EVI1-low cases by a cutoff expression of 2.0. 
EVI1 expression followed a clear bimodal distribution and the classification has a clear cutoff at 
expression levels of 2.0. However ERG expression showed a less clear behavior and automated 
kmeans clustering led to a cutoff for ERG at -1.5. This resulted in three groups comprising of 14 
cases with high-high expression, 14 cases with low-high expression and 11 cases with low-low 
expression. 
We hypothesized, that the three patients group had variable overall survival outcome, predicted by 
the prognostic value of the biomarkers in normal karyotype AML (CN-AML) and MLL-rearranged 
leukemia (Barjesteh van Waalwijk van Doorn-Khosrovani, 2002; Marcucci et al., 2005, 2011; 
Noordermeer et al., 2012). Indeed, MLL-rearranged patients with high expression of EVI1 and 
ERG showed poor overall survival, whereas cases with low expression of EVI1 and ERG had best 








(Figure 21b). This indicated that EVI1 and ERG expression could be used to stratify patients to 
overall survival in the selected data sets of MLL-rearranged. 
For murine AML, we proposed a concept of origin-derived signatures and correlated them to the 
expression of Evi1 and Erg (Figure 19c). We speculated, that the origin could as well be reflected 
by EVI1 and ERG expression in 11q23+ patients and we therefore applied the same concept of 
origin-derived signatures to human patient data (Figure 21c). 
The comparisons of expression profiles between the three groups resulted again in a human 
combination signature, human origin signature and human aggressiveness signature. We 
hypothesized that the human origin signature captures mainly ERG associated changes, the 
aggressiveness signature captures mainly EVI1 associated changes and the combination 
signature joined these effects and could potentially also catch synergistic effects (Figure 21c). 
In order to retrieve EVI1 and ERG-associated changes, human patients were pooled according to 
their EVI1-ERG classification and then compared to each other. Overall we found 1711 probe sets 
that were higher expressed and 2027 probe sets that were lower expressed in EVI1-ERG high-high 
cases compared to low-low cases with a p-value < 5%, fold change > 1.5 without limma modeling 
(see Methods, Figure 21d, Supplementary Table 32, Supplementary Table 33). Likewise, the 
human origin signature contained 577 up regulated probe sets and 885 down regulated probe sets 
(Figure 21e, Supplementary Table 34, Supplementary Table 35). The human aggressiveness 
signature consisted of 845 up regulated probe sets and 745 down regulated probe sets (data not 
shown, Supplementary Table 36, Supplementary Table 37). 
To study the relationship between the human combination, origin and aggressiveness signatures, 
the up regulated probe sets were plotted as Venn Diagrams (Figure 21f). 64% (452 + 116 probe 
sets) from the origin signature were captured in the combination signature and 82% (571 + 116 
probe sets) from the aggressiveness signature were part of the combination signature. 
 
a) EVI1 and ERG expression were plotted against each other for 11q23+ AML human patients. 
b) Kaplan-Meier plot for human 11q23+ AML patients according to EVI1 and ERG expression 
indicated differences for overall survival prognosis. c) Mean normalized log2 expression values from 
11q23+ AML EVI-ERG low-high cases were plotted against low-low cases. 85 significant up regulated 
probe sets were labeled in light purple and 51 significant down regulated probe sets were labeled in 
orange. d) Mean normalized log2 expression values from 11q23+ AML EVI-ERG high-high were 
plotted against mean log2 expression values of low-low cases. Significant up regulated 1194 probe 
sets were colored in dark purple and 1094 significant down regulated probe sets were colored in 
orange. e) Significant up regulated probe sets of the combination signature, aggressiveness signature 
and origin-derived signature were displayed as Venn diagram. f) Mean normalized log2 expression 
values from 11q23+ AML EVI1-ERG high-high cases were plotted against mean log2 expression of 
low-low cases. Significant probe sets of the combination signature were colored in dark purple, shared 
probe sets with the aggressiveness signature were colored in light purple and shared probe sets with 
the origin-derived signature were colored in orange. g) Mean normalized log2 expression values of 
1194 significant up regulated probe sets and h) 1094 down regulated probe sets were displayed as 
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This indicated, that the combination signature captured a good fraction EVI1- and ERG-associated 
effects, which represents a larger fraction of genes than the 36% (317 probe sets) of the ERG 
associated changes and 18% (152 probe sets) of the EVI1 associated, which were not found back 
by the combination signature (Figure 21f). 
To investigate the genes in the combination signatures, we plotted them as heat maps and 
manually compared the genes with the murine set of genes in the combination signature (Figure 
21g and h). As expected, EVI1 and ERG were contained in the combination signature (put in bold, 
Figure 21g). Interestingly, we found IL1B, JARID1B (KDM5B), CPNE3, MMP8, NFKB2 and 
NFKBIA in the human combination signature like we found them in the murine combination 
signature, like we found CLIP, CD44, KLF2, LATS2, MAP3K1, JHDM1D, PADI4, TRPS1 and TCF4 
back in the murine origin signature. These genes have been previously linked to EMT, 
inflammation signaling, extracellular matrix digestion, invasion, Wnt and NFκB signaling. Therefore 






















Based on the hypothesis, that the AML classification with Evi1 and Erg expression in murine and 
human AML could classify similar groups, we compare the transcriptomes with each other that 
could also identify cross-species relevant genes (Figure 22a). 
To define a cross-species combination signature, we plotted the fold change differences of murine 
Evi1-Erg “high-high” against “low-low” samples and human fold changes of EVI1-ERG “high-high” 
versus “low-low” cases (Figure 22b, Supplementary Table 38, Supplementary Table 39). 
Hereby, we could identify 246 significantly higher expressed matches (111 genes, dark purple 
dots) and 64 significantly lower expressed matches (40 genes, orange dots) in the cross-species 
combination signature and we plotted the 111 unique genes up regulated in the combination 
signature as heat maps for murine and human AML (Figure 22d). For the cross-species origin 
signature, 142 matches (36 unique genes, light purple dots) and 8 matches (6 unique genes, 
orange dots) could be identified (Figure 22c, Supplementary Table 40, Supplementary Table 
41). Interestingly, all three signatures seem mainly driven by the overexpression of candidate 
genes, as all signatures contained more up than down regulated probe sets (data not shown, 
Supplementary Table 42, Supplementary Table 43). 
To study the potential benefit of cross-species comparisons, we compared it to the usage of more 
stringent cutoffs for human data only. When plotting both comparisons as Venn diagram (Figure 
22e), we still found around half of matches (127, 52%) in human data with more stringent cutoffs. 








were not contained in the cross-species combination signature. Potentially these genes are 
regulated in a species-specific manner or the murine orthologous gene is not known or even the 
statistical cutoffs for the murine comparison were too stringent. 
We classified potential candidate genes according to their major function using literature research 
into 7 major categories: cytokine, cytoskeleton related, enzyme, regulatory protein, surface protein, 
transcription regulation and unknown function. Additionally the genes were checked for their 
association with EMT or invasion using literature research (Supplementary Table 44). All genes 
were attributed to the functional categories plotted as bar diagrams (Figure 22f, Supplementary 
Table 45). A number of genes were attributed to 4 classes: enzyme, regulatory proteins, surface 
proteins and transcriptional regulators. It was remarkable, that the combination signature contained 
a large number of transcriptional regulators and enzymes. Both enzymes and transcriptional 
regulators are often up stream regulators of biological responses and they often modify a number 
of genes potentiating their biological activity. Additionally, enzymes are preferred drug targets and 
potential links of aggressive leukemia to enzymes like kinases or histone demethylases could turn 
them into promising drug targets. 
In order to display genes associated with a mesenchymal state in AML, we plotted heat maps for 
murine and human AML samples (Figure 22g). The genes were split into two major groups by 
hierarchical clustering: genes similarly expressed in all ERG high samples (AML-LT-HSC or high-
high and low-high cases) and genes similarly expressed in EVI1 high cases (AML-LT-HSCearly or 
high-high cases). This indicated that still in the fraction of mesenchymal-associated combination 
signature genes, they followed either an origin-like expression pattern or aggressiveness-like 
expression pattern (Figure 22g). Some prominent candidate genes are discussed in more detail: 
IL1B (IL-1β) is a pro-inflammatory cytokine contributing to the inflammatory microenvironment of 
tumor cells. Signaling through IL-1β was found to stabilize β-Catenin and together with Tcf7l2 
stably induce Wnt target genes in colon cancer cells (Kaler et al., 2009). Additionally, IL-1β 
treatment in primary colon cancer cells led to sphere formation, gain of mesenchymal phenotype 
and up regulation of ZEB1 (Li et al., 2012). This indicated a link between IL-1β signaling through 
Wnt signaling to activate ZEB1 expression in colon cancer cells. 
Further, JUNB, which is a Jun family member, was shown to dimerize with Fos family members 
(Fos, Fosb, Fosl1, Fosl2) forming the AP-1 transcription complex, which has been implicated in 














Figure 22: Comparative analysis of mouse and human 11q23 AML using the EVI1-ERG classification 
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In gastric adenocarcinoma, IL-1β signaling induced activation of p38, cell migration and invasion 
by increasing MMP2 and MMP9 expression. Luciferase reporter assays suggested, that IL-1β 
induced p38 activation lead to AP-1 (JUNB/FOS) binding to the MMP9 promoter and its enhanced 
expression in gastric adenocarcinoma cells. Additionally, IL-1β correlated to MMP2, MMP9 and 
c-fos levels in human gastric adenocarcionoma (Huang et al., 2014). 
ZEB1 (TCF8) is an master regulator of EMT (see Epithelial-to-Mesenchymal transition involved in 
CSC) and high expression of ZEB1 was correlated to higher recurrence rates, therapy resistance 
and metastasis in glioblastoma (Siebzehnrubl et al., 2013). Intriguingly, ZEB1 expression was 
found to be dependent on active Wnt signaling in mantle cell lymphoma, down regulation of ZEB1 
increased the drug sensitivity towards chemotherapeutic drugs and inhibition of Wnt signaling by 
salinomycin and cytotoxic treatment with doxorubicin displayed synergistic effects in primary 
mantle cell lymphoma cells (Sánchez-Tilló et al., 2014). 
IGF1R, which is a receptor tyrosine kinase, has been linked to EMT phenotype previously. IGF-1 
and insulin by binding to IGF1R could stimulate the β-Catenin pathway through activation of 
PI3K/AKT pathways in liver carcinoma cell line (Desbois-Mouthon et al., 2001). Additionally, in 
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients, high expression of IGF1R was associated with worse 
survival prognosis after surgical treatment (Cappuzzo et al., 2010). 
In epithelial breast cancer and colon cancer cell lines, KDM5B was shown to promote EMT by 
repressing the expression of miR-200 family members and thereby increasing the expression of 
ZEB1 and ZEB2 (Enkhbaatar et al., 2013). 
 
 
a) Cross-species transcriptome comparisons were based on the classification of human and murine 
AML into Evi1 and Erg high expressing cases (AML-LT-HSCearly, case i, dark purple), Evi1 low and 
Erg high expressing cases (AML-LT-HSClate, case ii, light purple) and Evi1 and Erg low expressing 
cases (AML-GMP, case iii, orange). b) Log fold changes in murine AML Evi1-Erg high-high (AML-LT-
HSCearly) compared to low-low samples (AML-GMP) were plotted against the log fold changes in 
human 11q23+ AML samples of EVI1-ERG high-high cases compared to low-low samples. Significant 
probe sets derived a cross-species combination signature and significant up regulated genes were 
colored in dark purple and significant down regulated genes were labeled in orange*. c) Log fold 
changes of murine AML Evi1-Erg low-high (AML-LT-HSClate) compared to low-low (AML-GMP) 
samples were plotted against the log fold changes in human 11q23+ AML samples of EVI1-ERG low-
high cases compared to low-low cases. Significant matches derived a cross-species origin signature 
and significant up regulated probe sets were colored in light purple and significant down regulated 
matches were labeled in orange* d) Up regulated genes of the cross-species combination signature 
were plotted as heat maps. e) Venn diagram displayed matches of cross-species combination 
signature up compared to human data analysis with higher cutoffs only. f) Unique genes of cross-
species combination signature were classified according to biological functions and additionally 
classified according to literature-based association with EMT or invasion. g) Literature-based EMT 
associated genes were plotted as heat maps for murine and human AML expression data. * for human 
AML samples BH-adjusted p.value < 0.05 and fold change > 1.5 and for murine AML samples BH-








LATS2 kinase has been reported to directly phosphorylate Snail1, which retained Snail1 in the 
nucleus and enhanced EMT and tumor cell invasion in a TGFβ dependent manner (Zhang et al., 
2012). It remains however unclear, how LATS2 could promote EMT in MLL-rearranged AML, 
where none of the Snail proteins was expressed (Figure 20h). 
MAP3K8 (TPL2) overexpression was observed in various cancers (medullablastoma, clear cell 
renal cell carcinoma, gastric adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma) (Vougioukalaki et al., 
2011). Additionally, MAP3K8 was shown to promote migration and invasion in breast cancer cell 
lines, melanoma cell lines (Hatziapostolou et al., 2008) and clear cell renal carcinoma (Lee et al., 
2013a). 
MMP8 was linked to inflammation (Dejonckheere et al., 2011) and other metalloproteases were 
shown to have pro-tumorigenic functions, recent studies suggested a protective role of MMP8 
against tumor growth and metastasis (Noël, 2012). 
S100A8 and S100A9 were found to form together extracellular calprotectin, which acted pro-
inflammatory and supposedly as a potent amplifier in cancer development and tumor spread. 
S100A8/A9 were shown to interact with RAGE receptors to activate MAPK, PI3K/Akt and NFκB 
signaling pathways and leading thereby to cell survival and proliferation (Yin et al., 2013; Chen et 
al., 2014). Additionally, S100A8/A9 promoted cell migration and invasion by activating NFκB and 
p38, which led to increased MMP2 and MMP12 expression in gastric cancer (Kwon et al., 2013). 
Overexpression of S100A8 or S100A9 were implicated as poor prognosis factor in human cancers, 
like bladder cancer, invasive ductal breast carcinoma, lung carcinoma (NSCLC) and prostate 
cancer (Yin et al., 2013; Grebhardt et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2014). Recent study in prostate cancer 
indicated a link of S100A8/S100A9 expression to hypoxia signaling, where hypoxia induced HIF1α 
direct bound S100A8/A9 promoters. Additionally, prostate cancer tumor samples showed similar 
staining patterns for HIF1α, S100A8 and S100A9 and high S100A9 expression correlated to higher 
frequency of tumor recurrence (Grebhardt et al., 2012). 
CEACAM1 (carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule) had both tumor suppressive 
and invasion promoting activities in colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line (Liu et al., 2013), human 
thyroid cancer cell line (Liu et al., 2006) and melanoma cell line (Ebrahimnejad et al., 2004). 
Additionally, high expression of CEACAM1 was linked to malignant progression and metastasis in 
melanoma, lung carcinoma (NSCLC), bladder, prostate, thyroid, breast, colon and gastric 
carcinomas (Fiori et al., 2012), indicating a link to tumor metastasis in various cell types. 
PLAUR (UPAR, u-PAR, CD87) was indicated to be a receptor for urokinase plasminogen activator 
(PLAU), which was involved in degradation of extracellular matrix, tumor cell migration, EMT and 








TCF4 (E2-2) overexpression led to induction of EMT in canine kidney cells, as they acquired 
expression of mesenchymal markers, showed enhanced motility and invasion (Sobrado et al., 
2009; Forrest et al., 2014). Additionally, elevated levels of β-Catenin during neoplastic 
transformation led to up regulation of E2-2 (ITF-2, TCF4) and its up regulation promoted the 
neoplastic transformation, indicating a positive feedback loop of β-Catenin signaling to E2-2 
(Kolligs et al., 2002). 
ERG (Ets related gene), beside its function as a biomarker for worse survival in AML, has been 
implicated in EMT and is the most frequently overexpressed gene in prostate cancer (Kao et al., 
2013). ERG was shown to activate Wnt/β-Catenin signaling by direct up regulation of LEF1 
expression leading to EMT in prostate cancer cells (Wu et al., 2013). Src kinases, Hgf and EGF 
signaling were suggested to be up stream regulators of miR-30 family members, which in turn are 
negative regulators of ERG expression and other EMT-regulators (Kao et al., 2013). ERG itself 
was shown to be an inducer of ZEB1 expression (Leshem et al., 2011), therefore linking ERG 
expression to Wnt/ β-Catenin signaling and EMT maintaining positive feedback loops. 
High expression of EVI1 (MECOM) was associated with worse survival in leukemia, however it was 
as well found as a synergistic partner for Fos-mediated invasion in ovarian carcinomas (Bard-
Chapeau et al., 2012). However, Fos proteins were not found in any cross-species signature. 
In summary, the genes that define the cross-species combination and the origin signature had 
strong associations with tumor microenvironment signaling, EMT process, tumor invasion and 
migratory phenotypes. However due to inappropriate matching of human and mouse orthologous 
genes, we cannot exclude to have missed relevant genes. We are however convinced, that the 
number of cross-species identified genes is large enough to investigate their prognostic value in 






















We next tested the cross species candidate genes for their prognostic value for overall survival 
(OS) and event-free survival (EFS) in MLL-AF9 (t9;11), 11q23+ AML and all forms of AML in 
human patient data sets. 
We classified the patients into high and low expressing cases for each candidate gene using k-
means algorithm (Hartigan and Wong, 1979) and then looked for significant differences in overall 
survival. We are aware that only a small subset of patients harbored MLL-rearrangements: this fact 
will potentially lead to insufficient group sizes to search for prognostic biomarkers. Therefore we 
also tested all cross-species candidates for survival in all AML, keeping the large heterogeneity of 








High TRPS1 and ETS2 expression was linked to worse overall survival prognosis in all three 
groups of AML (Table 13, Figure 23a and b), indicating that TRPS1 and ETS2 potentially have a 
role in aggressive AML independent of the oncogenic transformation event. 
High expression of ALCAM, CXCL3, LSP1, EVI1 (MECOM) and P2RY1 was associated with poor 
overall survival prediction in overall AML and t9;11 positive AML, however not in 11q23+ AML. 
Most probably these genes could also be involved in the establishment of aggressive 11q23+ AML, 
however their prognostic p-values are underestimated as 11q23+ AML have generally lower 
overall survival rates compared to overall AML and t9;11 AML (Tamai and Inokuchi, 2010; Chen et 
al., 2013). 
Interestingly, high expression of CEACAM1, ERG, ITGA6, KLHL6, MMP8, SEPT1, SYNE1, TCF4, 
ZEB1 (Figure 23c) was linked to poor survival prognosis only in overall AML, where a majority has 
been discussed to show a connection to EMT (CEACAM1, ERG, MMP8, TCF4 and ZEB1), 
indicating that overexpression of major EMT regulators could be as well be linked to worse survival 
prognosis in leukemia like in solid cancer (Nieto, 2011). 
However high expression of CLEC5A, BTG1, IKZF2 and KDM5B, whose expression were 
correlated to high EVI1 and ERG in mouse and human, was linked to better overall survival 











overall AML, 11q23, t9;11 TRPS1, ETS2 
overall AML and 11q23 CPNE3 
overall AML and t9;11 ALCAM, CXCL3, LSP1, EVI1 (MECOM), P2RY1 










overall AML, 11q23, t9;11 CLEC5A 
overall AML and 11q23  
overall AML and t9;11 BTG1 
only in overall AML IKZF2, KDM5B 
Table 13: Correlation of candidate gene’s expression to prognosis in overall AML. Genes is bold were 
linked to EMT and invasion previously 
Despite a fraction genes with high expression were found predictive for worse prognosis in overall 
AML, we further identified potential biomarkers for MLL-rearranged leukemia. High expression of 
ANXA1, MXD1, CD14, CKAP4, CSRNP1, CPNE2, FCN1, GADD45A, IQGAP2, LATS2 and 
S100A9 were correlated to worse survival prognosis in MLL-rearranged leukemia independent of 
the fusion partner gene, whereas DUSP1 was only significant for 11q23 AML, however the p-value 
for overall survival was just slightly above the cutoff at 0.07, probably due to smaller group sizes in 








correlated to worse survival in t(9;11) AML only. As noted before, genes associated to EMT were 
found prognostic for survival in overall AML, like LATS2 and S100A9 showed links to EMT and had 
prognostic value in MLL-rearranged leukemia. 
 
  
Figure 23: Overall survival analysis in human patients according to indicated subgroups of candidate 
genes classified into high expressing and low expressing cases (kmeans clustering). 
Survival analysis was done in collaboration with Mathijs Sanders and Peter Valk (Erasmus University 
Medical Center, Rotterdam) using the data set hMA35plus (Valk et al., 2004). a) Kaplan-Meier curves 
were plotted for OS of ETS2 high expressing cases and low expressing cases in t9;11 positive AML, 
11q23+ AML and overall AML. b) Kaplan-Meier curves for OS of TRPS1 high expressing cases and 
low expressing cases in t9;11 positive AML, 11q23+ AML and overall AML. c) Kaplan-Meier curves for 
OS of EVI1 high expressing cases and low expressing cases, TCF4 high expressing cases and low 
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Lastly, high expression of a number of genes (ALOX5, ATP2C1, BTG2, C1orf38, DMXL2, 
FAM129A, IL1B, JHDM1D (KDM7A), MAP3K8, NFKBIA, NFKBIZ, PLAUR, PRAM1, PTPRE, 
SAMSN1, STK17B, SVIL, TNFAIP3, TREM1) was linked to worse survival prognosis in MLL-AF9 
leukemia, making them interesting candidate genes to follow up in further studies and test for their 











11q23 and t9;11 ANXA1, MXD1, CD14, CKAP4, CSRNP1, CPNE2, (DUSP1), 
FCN1, GADD45A, IQGAP2, LATS2, S100A9 
only in 11q23 DUSP1 
Table 14: Correlation of candidate gene’s expression to prognosis in MLL-rearranged AML. Genes is 
bold were linked to EMT and invasion previously. 
In summary, several candidate genes emerging from the cross-species comparison previously 
linked to EMT and invasion predictive for overall survival in human AML, 11q23+ AML or t(9;11) 
AML, indicating for the first time that EMT-associated pathways are not only important in solid 











only in t9;11 ALOX5, ATP2C1, BTG2, C1orf38, DMXL2, FAM129A, IL1B, 
JHDM1D (KDM7A), MAP3K8, NFKBIA, NFKBIZ, PLAUR, 
PRAM1, PTPRE, SAMSN1, STK17B, SVIL, TNFAIP3, TREM1 















In MLL-rearranged leukemia, the N-terminal part of the MLL1 protein is fused to C-terminal 
fragments of various fusion proteins, thereby leading to expression of chimeric fusion proteins with 
transformation capabilities. The presence of MLL-rearrangements in AML patients is generally 
associated with poor prognosis. Nonetheless, despite profound analysis of MLL-fusion proteins in 
human cells and murine mouse models, the mechanisms underlying heterogeneity in disease 
progression and clinical outcome among MLL-rearranged leukemia patients are still unknown. We 
therefore asked, whether the cellular origin of the leukemia could influence and contribute to the 












We used a novel conditional (dox-regulated) and fully reversible transgenic mouse model for MLL-
AF9-induced AML. In order to define direct transcriptional targets of MLL-AF9, we first performed a 
time course experiment upon dox removal in MLL-AF9 immortalized bone marrow cells and 
assessed the genome wide expression changes by microarray analysis. Gene expression 
programs of in vitro immortalized cell lines and in vivo AML samples revealed a large overlap with 
known regulators of MLL-rearranged leukemogenesis and gene sets derived from other studies 
were enriched. For in vitro immortalized cell lines, the largest overlap was found with signatures of 
HoxA9 and Meis1 previously identified in a cell line upon tamoxifen inducible MLL-ENL expression 
(Hess et al., 2006) and specifically expressed in pediatric AML with t(9;11) translocation (Yagi et al., 
2003), see Figure 16. Importantly, the overlap with leukemia stem cells (LSC) derived signature 
from various MLL fusions was significant (Somervaille et al., 2009) like the enrichments with gene 
sets associated with embryonic stem cells and poor prognosis (Figure 16). Interestingly, the LSC 
signature was mainly driven by the c-kithigh subpopulation in Mll-Af10 leukemia (Somervaille et al., 
2009). 
In contrast, we did not observe a significant overlap with gene sets from leukemic GMP (L-GMP) 
obtained from mice that had received retrovirally transduced MLL-AF9 expressing bone marrow 
cells (Krivtsov et al., 2006). Likewise, we observed no significant overlap with gene sets from the 
pre-leukemic knock-in model of MLL-AF9 (Chen et al., 2008b). The small overlap L-GMP could 
merely be due to differences between in vitro cell lines versus in vivo derived cells. Moreover, the 
comparison of L-GMP to naïve GMP could capture a large proportion of indirect targets, which 
were not down regulated in the short time of dox removal in our in vitro cell line. The small overlap 
with the knock-in model of MLL-AF9 could be due to the difference of using sorted pre-leukemic 
subpopulations and unsorted in vitro derived cells. 
The dox inducible MLL-AF9 model can be used to tackle yet unsolved questions that could not be 
fully addressed by the widely used retroviral model systems. During the course of this study, we 








has an inherent leakiness, mice without dox treatment never developed any disease. The induction 
of disease was clearly dox-dependent, as only animals receiving > 0.5 mg dox/per developed AML. 
Transformation by a critical dose of the fusion might also explain the incomplete development of 
AML previously observed in the knock-in model of MLL-AF9 by Chen and colleagues (Chen et al., 
2008b). 
We determined targets of MLL-AF9 by expression profiling, however we cannot exclude the 
possibility of indirect target expression, as it is known that various down stream targets of MLL-AF9 
(HoxA9 and Meis1) are themselves potent transcriptional regulators. We excluded this possibility 
as much as possible by using short time points during our time course experiment. However only 
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) of MLL-AF9 could determine direct targets, which would 
require the addition of a tag to the fusion protein, like it was done for retroviral transformed cells 
with a biotin-tagged MLL-AF9 fusion (Bernt et al., 2011). 
Together, we concluded that the newly generated dox inducible model system of MLL-AF9 
recapitulates nicely transcription programs from other studies and therefore it can be used to 
assess the influence of cellular origin in vitro and in vivo. However we find it noteworthy to stress 
the point, that although a large proportion of expressed genes were shared in stem cell and 
progenitor-derived MLL-AF9 immortalized cell lines and AML cells (Figure 15, Figure 18), but 
substantial differences were observed in their cellular behavior and gene expression patterns in 
vitro and in vivo. This raises the question, whether certain target genes could be maintained in 
















To dissect the difference of transcriptional programs in stem cell and progenitor-derived MLL-AF9 
leukemia, we compared their expression profiles. We concluded that the different transcriptome 
programs reflected the poor disease phenotype of stem cell-derived AML. Additionally, we 
hypothesized, that the combination of EVI1 and ERG expression could be used as biomarkers for 
HSC origin and aggressiveness in MLL-rearranged leukemia. 
By this finding, we started to tackle the interplay of cellular origin and disease phenotype in AML 
and MLL-rearranged leukemia. Interestingly, a number of genes were up regulated in aggressive 
leukemia previously described as EMT regulators in solid tumors. The process of EMT was not 
only studied in normal development but also metastasis and was implicated in general stemness 
properties (Zheng and Kang, 2013). We hypothesized, this potentially indicated overlapping 
mechanisms of cancer stemness properties or in stem cells of leukemia and solid tumors. 
Potentially these pathways could be active in some patients to induce high relapse rates, however, 








Although other studies have also tried to address the impact of cellular origin in MLL-rearranged 
leukemia before, the overlap to our results remained marginal. Potentially, the knock-in model of 
MLL-AF9 (Chen et al., 2008b) only incompletely modeled stem cell-derived leukemia, as they 
sorted aberrant populations by surface markers of pre-leukemic cells. This highlights the 
importance of selecting suitable surface markers to enrich for LSC and that surface markers of wild 
type cells can only partially be applied to aberrant cells. In contrast, gene signatures from c-kit 
enriched LSC showed significant overlap with poor prognosis genes and in vitro immortalized LT-
HSC-derived cells (Somervaille et al., 2009)( Figure 16). 
During the course of this study, we started to investigate the influence of cellular origin in MLL-
rearranged leukemia by comparing leukemia originating from stem or progenitor cells. Retroviral 
induction of MLL-AF9 in HSC and GMP by others led to the similar findings, that stem cell-derived 
AML showed higher chemotherapy resistance, higher Evi1 expression and associations with worse 
survival in human AML patients with MLL-rearrangements (Krivtsov et al., 2013) like in our own 
study. However in contrast to our study, Krivtsov et al. did not link high Erg expression nor 
expression of EMT regulators to stem cell origin. This could be potentially due to limited profiling of 
only 4 samples of stem cell-derived AML or lack of cross-species comparisons to human AML 
patients. Unfortunately, the expression profiles from Krivtsov et al. were not publically available and 
could not be further investigated for any differences to our own findings. 
A potential limitation in our study was that the use of transcriptome analysis was performed with 
unsorted populations of cells simply due to the lack of suitable validated surface markers. In future, 
it would be important to further investigate the contribution of mesenchymal-associated regulators 
in well-defined subpopulations of cells or even in single cells. Regarding single cell transcriptome 
analysis, major advances were made in recent years to address research questions on a single 
cell level (Shivarov and Bullinger, 2014). As suggested from other studies, applying these novel 











In order to determine genes associated with aggressive disease phenotypes, we determined the 
cross-species conserved genes by classifying human patients into three states determined by EVI1 
and ERG expression. A number of genes were consistently found in human and murine AML and a 
subset was able to predict overall survival in human AML or 11q23 AML. This indicated, that our 
mouse model of stem cell and progenitor-derived AML is found in humans with shared key 
regulators associated with mesenchymal states, stemness and invasion. It is important to note that 
mesenchymal associated regulators have not been implicated so far to play a major role to 








The molecular circuits and signaling pathways involving mesenchymal-associated regulators could 
be promising drug targets and could provide a different way of attack in aggressive or 
metastasized human cancer similarly in leukemia and solid tumors. Unfortunately, despite the 
identification of major regulators of mesenchymal phenotypes and invasion, gene set enrichment 
analysis did not allow to further clarify which signaling pathways could be involved to induce 
expression of mesenchymal-linked regulators in leukemia cells, probably due to lack of comparable 
model systems and gene sets in the MSigDB. Identification of involved signaling pathways could 
lead to a better understanding of shared and differential used pathways in solid cancers and 













Zeb1 was significantly overexpressed in aggressive AML-LT-HSCearly animals, whereas other key 
regulators of EMT like Snail, Twist1, Sox2 or Sox9 were not even expressed in hematopoietic cells. 
This suggested that in hematopoietic cells a mesenchymal-like state with a minimal set of EMT 
regulators would be active. Studies performed in solid tumor and tumor cell lines revealed 
associations of EMT-linked candidate genes like TCF4 (E2-2), ZEB1, ERG, KDM5B, IL-1β, IGF1R 
and β-Catenin/Wnt signaling (Figure 24). 
  
Figure 24: Literature-based findings in various model systems linked mesenchymal-associated 
candidate genes in MLL-rearranged leukemia to each other. 
Arrows indicate positive regulation in studies derived from the indicated citation, whereas KDM5B 
exhibit negative regulation on miR-200 and likewise miR-200 inhibits EMT-like process. a) (Brabletz 
and Brabletz, 2010) b) (Kolligs et al., 2002) c) (Cano and Portillo, 2010) d) (Kaler et al., 2009)(Li et al., 
2012) e) (Desbois-Mouthon et al., 2001) f) (Wu et al., 2013) g) (Leshem et al., 2011) h) (Enkhbaatar et 
al., 2013) 
Various studies provided us links of how mesenchymal-associated candidate genes are associated 
among each other in other model systems. For example, Wnt/ β-Catenin have been linked to IL-1β, 
IGF1R signaling, TCF4 and ERG (Kaler et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Desbois-Mouthon et al., 2001; 





























leukemia (Yeung et al., 2010) indicating that Wnt/β-Catenin could function through cancer stem 
cell promoting network of ZEB1-TCF4-ERG regulation (Figure 24). 
Additionally, it is still unclear whether certain identified canonical EMT regulators play only a role in 
11q23 AML or whether they are of importance for all AML and their survival predictions. It is 
noticeable, that the number of cases with EVI1 high expression is significantly smaller in overall 
AML than the cases of high expression of ZEB1, however we can only speculate about the 
relevance of high expressing cases of ZEB1 in AML, which correlated to poor survival prognosis 
(Figure 23). Interestingly, Zeb1 expression was found in the leukemia stem cell signatures (LSC-
R) derived from CD34+CD38- sorted primary human cells from AML patients (Eppert et al., 2011), 
further suggesting that high expression of ZEB1 could be a hallmark of leukemia stem cells in AML 
generally. 
Due to the higher number of cases with ZEB1 expression in AML, ZEB1 is potentially another 
biomarker for worse survival. Especially in solid tumors it was suggested to use ZEB1 as a 
biomarker for metastasis (Schmalhofer et al., 2009). Further advances are needed on the 
diagnostic side of cancer research and the molecular links of ZEB1 expression to metastasis 
formation in order to elucidate the usefulness of ZEB1 expression as biomarkers and its molecular 
circuits as eligible drug targets. The identification of regulators of mesenchymal states in stem cell-
derived leukemia could lead to the reconsideration and re-focus on similarities of leukemia and 
solid cancers and potentially of LSC and CSC, however many questions remain unsolved. 
In order to further dissect the transcriptome of LSC, it would be crucial to assess Zeb1 expression 
and other markers associated with worse survival in murine LSC. Further transcriptome analysis 
could potentially link expression of Zeb1 to up regulated surface marker leading to cleaner 





















































There is growing evidence that deregulation of chromatin modifying enzymes have important roles 
in cellular transformation, as they were frequently found mutated or translocated in hematological 
malignancies (Table 1). NSD1 is a SET domain containing histone methyltransferase and has 
been linked to myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) and acute leukemia presenting potentially gain of 
function phenotypes and to eventually lead to cellular transformation or failure of stem cells in the 
hematopoietic system (Table 16). Interestingly, NSD1 alterations have also been linked to prostate 
cancer, brain tumor and breast cancer, however its function in these diseases remains unknown. 
Based on these findings, we wished to further elucidate the function of Nsd1 in the course of 
normal development in the hematopoietic system. We therefore studied the conditional depletion of 













childhood de novo AML, adult AML (Jaju et al., 2001; 
Wang et al., 2007; 
Thol et al., 2013) 





cognitive and/or motor skill 
deficiencies 
(Kurotaki et al., 
2002) 






gene silencing hypermethylation of NSD1 
associated with poor outcome in 
high-risk neuroblastoma 
(Berdasco et al., 
2009) 
Breast Cancer translocation breast cancer cell line contained 
chimeric transcript of 1’265 aa 5’ 
NSD1 and 19 aa of intergenic 
region from Chromosome 8 
(Zhao et al., 2009) 








Nsd1 belongs to the family of NSD proteins, together with NSD2 (WHSC1) and NSD3 (WHSC1L1), 
which have all been implicated in maintaining chromatin integrity (Morishita and di Luccio, 2011), 
however their molecular functions remain still largely unknown. 
NSD family members contain all two PWWP domains, at least four PHD fingers and a SET domain 
including a post-SET domain (Figure 25). NSD1 additionally was shown to interact in two fashions 
with nuclear receptors by two nuclear receptor interaction domains (NID+L, NID-L). NID-L was shown 
to interact with only unliganded retinoic acid receptors (RAR) and thyroid hormone receptor (TR), 







estrogen receptor (ER) (Huang et al., 1998). This finding raised the question how such binding 
patterns translate into a biological context of NSD1 function, which is however not yet clear. 
NSD1, like NSD2 and NSD3, contains two PWWP domains, which were named after a conserved 
Pro-Trp-Trp-Pro motif (Shun et al., 2008) and which were suggested to mediate protein-protein 
interactions (Stec et al., 2000). The PHD fingers of NSD1 were tested for their ability to bind 
histone methylation marks in vitro by binding assays, in which various PHD fingers were able to 
bind mono, di and tri methylated H3K4 and H3K9 (Pasillas et al., 2011). The fifth PHD finger 
(PHD5) and its adjacent Cys-His-rich domain (C5HCH) were both required for binding to HOXA 
locus in NUP98-NSD1 transformed cells. Additionally, PHD5, C5HCH and the SET domain were 
required for increased HOXA expression in these cells (Wang et al., 2007). Deletion of the SET 
domain did not prevent binding to the HOXA locus, but interfered with transcriptional activation and 
subsequently with proliferation, indicating a vital function of NSD1’s enzymatic activity for 
transformation by NUP98-NSD1 (Wang et al., 2007). 
Although NSD family members contain similar functional domains and all of them have been linked 
to H3K36 methylation, their exact biological functions remain to be elucidated (Wagner and 
Carpenter, 2012; Kudithipudi et al., 2013). 
  










Importantly, NSD1 deletion led to embryonic lethality due to failed gastrulation (Rayasam et al., 
2003) and NSD1 was shown to bind various promoter associated with development like BMP4 and 
ZFP36L1 in human colon carcinoma cells (HCT116) (Lucio-Eterovic et al., 2010).	
  
Beside histone methyltransferase activity towards H3K36me1, H3K36me2, H4K44me in vivo and 
in vitro (Wagner and Carpenter, 2012), recent studied observed the strongest methylation levels 
towards linker histone H1.5 at K168 (H1.5K168), a yet poorly characterized linker histone mark 
(Kudithipudi et al., 2013). Interestingly, enhanced levels of K168 monomethylation on the H1 linker 
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breast cancer to K168 H1 linker methylation and the enzymatic function of NSD1. It remains to be 
elucidated, whether NSD1 is able to discriminate variants of linker histones. 
The development of Sotos syndrome is most likely due to a loss of enzymatic activity of NSD1 
(Qiao et al., 2010) and enzymatic activity of NSD1 in the NUP98-NSD1 fusion protein is needed for 
leukemogenesis (Wang et al., 2007). These findings strongly indicate a major function of NSD1 








Surprisingly, during the course of this study Nsd1 deletion in the hematopoietic system led to the 
development of acute erythroleukemia in animals. 
Acute erythroleukemia is a rare type of AML, which occurs in less than 5% of all AML cases (Zuo 
et al., 2010) with a similar ratio of occurrence in de novo and secondary therapy-related AML (Park 
et al., 2002). Traditionally, at least two subtypes are distinguished. Erythroleukemia is the much 
more common subtype and is characterized by expansion of both erythroid and myeloid blasts. In 
contrast, only expansion of immature eryhroid cells takes place in pure erythroid leukemia (Santos 
et al., 2010). In such diseases, patients suffer from loss of red blood cells, platelets and leukocytes 
(pancytopenia), abnormal red blood cell morphologies (Santos et al., 2010) and in some cases 
they have enlarged spleen (splenomegaly) and liver (hepatomegaly) (Park et al., 2002). 
Classification of AEL has been changed several times and is largely unclear due to large 
heterogeneity within this group of patients. Additionally it is difficult to distinguish MDS from AML 
with erythroid contribution, as they represent very similar disease phenotypes (Santos et al., 2010; 
Zuo et al., 2010). Up to date, few recurring translocations were found associated with AEL, for 
example translocation t(1;16)(p31;q22) leading to ZMYND8-RELA fusion protein, translocation 
t(3;5)(q25;q35) leading to NPM1-MLF1 fusion protein or t(1;16)(q31;q22) leading to NFIA-
CBFA2T3 fusion protein (Panagopoulos et al., 2013). Additionally there is a overrepresentation of 
complex karyotypes, chromosomal 5 and chromosome 7 related abnormalities found in patients 
with AEL (Santos et al., 2010). These molecular aberrations are already associated with poor 
prognosis in overall AML and therefore patients with AEL have poor outcome as well (Santos et al., 
2010). To study the molecular mechanism of leukemogenesis in this deadly disease is of great 
importance, as only on the basis of molecular mechanisms targeted molecular therapy can 
eventually be developed. Additionally, there is high need of model systems, which accurately 






The ignorance of underlying recurrent chromosomal translocations and aberrations made it difficult 
to study the subtypes of acute erythroleukemia in model systems. Decades ago, it was recognized 







erythroblastosis virus (AEV) containing mutated thyroid hormone receptor α v-ErbA and oncogenic 
EGF tyrosine kinase v-ErbB (Frykberg et al., 1983; Graf and Beug, 1983; Moreau-Gachelin, 2006) 
and consequently, this model system provided major insights into erythroid differentiation. 
Murine model systems of erythroleukemia were developed later by insertional mutagenesis of the 
spleen focus forming virus (SFFV), which harbors the wild type Sfpi1 gene under the control of a 
LTR containing promoter leading to extensive overexpression of Spi1 (PU.1) upon genomic 
insertion. Alternatively, transgenic knock-in models of SFFV (Moreau-Gachelin et al., 1988, 1996) 
recapitulated this overexpression and led to a multi-step development of leukemia. 
Spi1 belongs to the family of ETS family of transcription factors and plays a crucial role in all 
lineages of hematopoiesis. Spi1 was shown to be expressed in erythroid progenitor cells and was 
silenced at early stages of erythropoiesis, indicating that enhanced expression of Spi1 could cause 
blocked erythroid differentiation leading to the observed accumulation of proerythroblasts in AEL 
(Gupta et al., 2006). 
The multistage development of leukemia resembled the development of acute leukemia in human 
by leading first to the formation of blasts with erythroid progenitor morphologies and later to blast 
crisis (Moreau-Gachelin, 2006). Later studies suggested additionally the requirement of constitutive 
Spi1 overexpression in order to develop AEL, as knock-down of Spi1 was sufficient to re-initiate 
erythroid differentiation (Rimmelé et al., 2007). 
To elucidate the molecular mechanism of Spi1-mediated leukemogenesis in AEL, Sfpi1 target 
genes were determined by chromatin immunoprecipitation and compared to gene expression 
changes in wild type erythroblast cells against Spi1 knock down cells (Ridinger-Saison et al., 2012). 
Spi1 was suggested to induce expression of large number of genes (> 1000 genes), which were 
associated with cell death, cellular growth and erythroid differentiation. Spi1 was thought to induce 
their expression by directly binding Spi1-binding motifs without the need of other cooperating 
transcription factors. In contrast, repression of Spi1 bound genes was suggested to require the 
binding of Gata1 indicated by the presence of Gata1/Tal binding motifs (Ridinger-Saison et al., 
2012). These findings indicate variable outcome on gene expression depending on complex 
composition of Spi1 bound to chromatin. 
Although Spi1 overexpression models provided useful insights into human AEL, the link of human 
cytogenetic aberrations leading to Spi1 overexpression and eventually to AEL remains elusive. 
Therefore novel models of murine AEL could potentially reveal insights into subtypes of AEL or 














Nsd1 aberrations have been linked to hematological malignancies. Especially NUP98-NSD1 fusion 
proteins have been shown to induce MDS and AML, but the underlying molecular mechanism is 
largely unknown. A large number of genes found in recurring chromosomal translocations are not 
only inducers of leukemia but also important regulators of hematopoiesis. 
We hypothesized, that Nsd1 could play crucial role during hematopoiesis and the dissection of 
Nsd1 deficiency would reveal novel insights into its function. Comparison to established gene 
signatures would reveal underlying associations with existing studies of Nsd1 deficiency and its 
observed phenotypes. 
Therefore we aimed to identify the gene signatures of Nsd1 deficient bone marrow cells and their 
association to murine erythroleukemia by using comparative transcriptomics. The laboratory of 
Juerg Schwaller (UKBB) with the help of Tianke Wang, Frederic Zilbermann and the Transgenic 
Facility (FMI, Basel) developed a conditional animal model of Nsd1. Upon genetic ablation of Nsd1, 
cell populations in the hematopoietic system changed severely leading ultimately to death. 
Especially misbalances of the LSK compartment and the erythroid lineage was observed, leading 
to a selection of cell types, which were further investigated for their gene expression profiling. 
RNA-Sequencing allowed us to derive gene signatures and comparative transcriptomics revealed 
enriched pathways and we could link Nsd1 deficient gene expression profiles to studies with similar 

























To study the effect of Nsd1 during normal hematopoiesis, a novel conditional deletion model for 
Nsd1 was generated originating from a constitutive deletion model. The constitutive deletion model 
of Nsd1 gene (L3/+) mouse strain led to failed gastrulation and early embryonic death (Rayasam et 
al., 2003). In order to study Nsd1 genetic deletion in hematopoiesis, a conditional deletion model of 
Nsd1 (L2/+) was generated by eliminating the pgk Neomycine cassette and maintaining at the 
same time a floxed exon 5 (Figure 26a). 
In order to verify the generation of correct DNA fragments, multiplex gDNA PCR detected and 
discriminated between the floxed allele (fl), wild type allele (+) and excised allele in bone marrow 
cells of Nsd1 fl/fl, Nsd1 fl/+ Vav-Cre and Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl mice (Figure 26a). To verify the 
generation of truncated mRNA upon Nsd1 deletion in Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl, exon specific qPCR 
expression analysis revealed significant lower expression of exon 5 compared to exon 2 and exon 
13 (Figure 26b). Exon 5 contains 2560 base pairs and its deletion is expected to lead to a frame 
shift, however it seemed that Nsd1 mRNA was still effectively transcribed in Nsd1 deleted bone 
marrow cells. Together, this indicated that Nsd1 is effectively deleted upon Vav-Cre action in 
hematopoietic cells. 
Strikingly, the most prominent phenotype after generation of Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl mice was their 
decreased viability starting at the age of 50 days and within a time window of 120 days all 
observed Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl mice were found dead (Figure 26c). 
To further investigate the cause of decreased viability upon Nsd1 deletion, histopathology of 
deceased animals was performed and all observed animals showed largely increased size of 
spleen (splenomegaly) as well as increased size of liver (hepatomegaly, data not shown) (Figure 
26d). This indicated, that a proliferative malignancy could likely be the cause of death and 
therefore further analysis of blood smears was performed to examine in more detail the nature of 
the underlying disease. 
Blood count analysis revealed significant loss of platelets (thrombocytopenia), loss of mature 
erythrocytes leading to a mild anemia and increase of immature red blood cells (reticulocytosis) 
(data not shown). Additionally, blood smear analysis revealed distinct blue stained cells with 
aberrant morphology similar to the morphology of blasts in acute erythroleukemia (personal 









Figure 26: Nsd1 deficient animals died over time and displayed splenomegaly, appearance of blue 
blast cells, misbalanced erythroid differentiation and hypocellular bone marrow.  
C Kaplan-Meier survival curves:
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Blood counts and blood smear analysis (Figure 26e) indicated an involvement of the erythroid 
lineage in the disease morphology. Therefore flow cytometry analysis was performed to further 
characterize erythroid differentiation in Nsd1 deficient animals. Ter119 and Cd71 surface markers 
are able to discriminate five cell populations occurring during the course of erythroid differentiation. 
The most immature R0 population (Ter119, Cd71 double negative) differentiates into R1 and R2 
population by first gaining expression of Cd71 and later Ter119. Further differentiation generates 
R3 and R4 population, where the presence of Cd71 surface protein is gradually lost leading to a 
single positive Ter119 R4 population (Figure 26g, upper panel). Flow cytometry analysis of Nsd1 
fl/fl Vav-Cre spleen cells revealed significant increase of immature R1, R2 and R3 population 
compared to Nsd1 fl/fl, whereas the number of cells in the R4 population was markedly decreased 
(Figure 26g, lower panel). 
Interestingly, it was noted that Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl animals contained significant less bone marrow 
cells (Figure 26h), indicating a generally misbalanced hematopoietic compartment beyond the 
phenotype of misbalanced erythroid differentiation and appearance of erythroleukemic blast cells. 
Therefore further analysis aimed to dissect the disease progression in young mice and to analyze 


















In order to further dissect the disease progression, which showed a broad onset of disease (Figure 
26c), young animals with Nsd1 deletion were analyzed. Already at the age of 3 to 5 weeks, 
Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl animals displayed enlarged spleens (splenomegaly, Figure 27a) and in average 
the spleens doubled in weight (Figure 27b). 
Additionally, liver infiltrations were visible (Figure 27c) indicating an early onset of the observed 
proliferative disease with however slow progression leading to moribundity only at the age of 10 to 
15 weeks. 
a) Nsd1 was floxed by two loxP sites around exon 5. PCR analysis detected floxed allele in Nsd1 fl/fl 
BM cells, wild type (+) allele and excised allele was detected in Nsd1 +/fl Vav-Cre BM cells and 
excised allele in Nsd1 fl/fl Vav-Cre BM cells. b) Exon specific qPCR analysis was used to determine 
relative expression of exons 2, 5/6 and 13 from Nsd1 in Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl BM cells compared to Nsd1 
fl/fl BM cells. c) Kaplan-Meier curves displayed the survival of animals with Nsd1 fl/fl genotypes 
compared to Nsd1 deficient (Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl) animals. d) Nsd1 deficient animals were collected at 
the age of 10 - 15 weeks and they showed enlarged spleens compared to Nsd1 fl/fl littermates. 
e) Blood smears of Nsd1 deficient BM was stained with Wright-Giemsa stains and compared manually 
to Nsd1 fl/fl littermates. f) Cohorts of animals with Nsd1 fl/fl or Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl genotype were 
analyzed for their survival times and displayed as Kaplan-Meier curves. Additionally bone marrow 
transplantations (BMTs) using whole bone marrow from deceased Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl mice were 
analyzed for 120 days and plotted as Kaplan-Meier curve. g) Spleen cells were stained against Ter119 
and Cd71 surface proteins and analyzed using flow cytometry. Relative numbers of populations R1, 
R2, R3 and R4 were plotted for Nsd1 wild type (Nsd1 fl/fl) and Nsd1 deficient (Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl) 
spleen cells. h) The average of total bone marrow cells per animal from Nsd1 fl/fl animals and Nsd1 
deficient (Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl) animals was calculated and plotted. Experiments were done by Katharina 










Figure 27: Asymptomatic Nsd1 deficient mice showed splenomegaly, liver infiltrations and a 
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In accordance with these finding, blood counts of red blood cells (RBC) and thrombocytes 
(platelets, PLT) were slightly decreased whereas reticulocytes (RTC) showed enhanced levels 
(Figure 27d). Again, this indicated an early onset of the disease at the age of 3 to 5 weeks with 
however relatively mild phenotypes and a slow progression of the proliferative disorder. 
The bone marrow is replenished a life long by the LSK compartment, which is composed of stem 
cells (HSC) and multipotent progenitor cells (MPPs) expressing high levels of surface proteins c-kit, 
Sca1 and being deficient for lineage markers of lymphoid cells (Cd5, B220), myeloid cells (Cd11b, 
Gr-1, 7-4) and erythroid cells (Ter119). In order to further examine potential causes leading to 
hypocellular bone marrow in moribund mice (Figure 26h), the LSK compartment was analyzed in 
young animals. Interestingly, the bone marrow of young mice was already hypocellular however 
less prominent (data not shown). Additionally Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl animals showed a decrease of 
LSK cells in young and old animals using flow cytometry analysis when compared to Nsd1 fl/fl 
littermates (Figure 27e). These results indicated that the observed hypocellularity of the bone 
marrow could be a consequence of constant deprivation of stem cells and multipotent progenitor 
cells in Nsd1 deficient mice. 
In order to determine the decreased subpopulations within the LSK compartment in Nsd1 deficient 
animals, flow cytometry analysis was performed. Generally, several subpopulations of stem cells 
can be found in the LSK compartment and their variable functions and properties are still under 
investigation. The best-studied cell population, which is deficient of Cd34 surface protein, is the 
long-term HSC (LT-HSC, Cd48 negative, Cd150 positive), which was shown to have long-term 
repopulating capacities. Additionally, two not further characterized populations with either double 
positive expression of Cd48 and Cd150 (Pop. 2) or single positive expression of Cd48 (Pop. 3) 
were analyzed. These populations are still under debate in the literature, however it was suggested 
that these populations could show either myeloid-biased or lymphoid-biased phenotype with 
different levels of repopulating capacities, ranging from less than 6 months to more than 12 months 
(Ema et al., 2014) (Figure 27f, left side). 
 
a) Spleen size and morphology from Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl mice were compared to Nsd1 fl/fl littermates at 
the age of 3 to 5 weeks and representative picture is displayed. b) Spleen weights of Nsd1 deficient 
animals and Nsd1 fl/fl littermates were plotted individually as dots and the average calculated. 
c) Dissected livers of 3 to 5 weeks old Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl animals were submitted to histological 
analysis in order to determine amount and degree of infiltrations. d) Blood counts of red blood cells 
(RBC), reticulocytes (RTC) and thrombocytes (platelets, PLT) were determined from Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl 
animals and compared to Nsd1 fl/fl littermates. e) Relative proportion of LSK cells (Lin-, c-kit+, Sca1+) 
within the total bone marrow cells was determine at the age of 3 - 5 weeks and 10 - 15 weeks in both 
Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl and Nsd1 fl/fl mice and averages were plotted including standard deviations. 
f) Schematic drawing of the LSK compartment, which is first divided into Cd34+ and Cd34- cells. 
Whereas LT-HSCs belong like the Pop.2 and Pop.3 to the Cd34- compartment, ST-HSCs and MPPs 
belong to the Cd34+ compartment. g) Absolute numbers of indicated populations were determined 
using flow cytometry from Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl and Nsd1 fl/fl mice. Experiments were done by Hélène 







The Cd34 positive cells are divided into either short-term HSCs (ST-HSCs, Cd150 single positive) 
or MPP cells, which are single positive for Cd48 surface marker (Figure 27f, right side). 
The number of LT-HSC, ST-HSC and MPP cells were significantly decreased in Nsd1 fl/fl Vav-Cre 
animals compared to Nsd1 fl/fl (Figure 27g, upper panel). Whereas the number of LT-HSCs was 
markedly decreased, the population of CD34 negative cells was increased mainly due to an 
accumulation of cells in the yet poorly characterized population 3 (LSK, CD34-, CD48+, CD150-) 
(Figure 27g, lower panel). 
A misbalance of cell populations within the LSK compartment could potentially explain both 
phenotypes of loosing stem cells and having hypocellular bone marrow and in addition developing 
signs of erythroleukemia. However these links needed further investigations, which we tried to 















To gain insights into the aberrant gene expression profiles leading to loss of LT-HSC and the 
development of erythroleukemia in Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl animals, we analyzed the gene expression 
profiles of sorted LSK, MEP, GMP and FcγR+ cells. 
In order to investigate the transcriptional changes in wt and Nsd1 deficient cells, asymptomatic 
Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl and Nsd1 fl/fl animals were sacrificed at the age of 3 - 5 weeks or 10 - 15 weeks 
to isolate total bone marrow and respective cell types were obtained by FACS sorting (Figure 28a 
and b). Washed and pelleted cells were submitted to the Genomics Facility (FMI, Basel) to isolate 
RNA, prepare sequencing libraries and submit for HiSeq RNA Sequencing. The genome wide 
expression profiles were checked for quality, outliers were removed and data was further analyzed 
using the edgeR package. 
To exclude genotyping mistakes, BigWig files were generated for all samples and submitted to 
UCSC Genome browser to verify the presence of transcribed exon 5 in wild type cells (Nsd1 fl/fl) 
and its loss in Nsd1 deficient cells (Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl) (Figure 28c). 
 
a) LSK cells were sorted from young and old Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl and Nds1 fl/fl littermates. Additionally 
MEP, GMP and FcγR+ cells were sorted from old Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl and Nsd1 fl/fl animals. 
b) Representative image from FACS sorting scheme was shown to obtain LSKs, MEPs, GMPs and 
FcγR+ cells. c) Representative UCSC browser track for MEP wt (1) and MEP ko (3) samples was 
plotted for the Nsd1 gene highlighting targeted exon 5. d) MDS from genome wide expression profiles 
was plotted for the first two dimensions. e) Limma statistics using BH-adjusted p.value < 0.01 
identified common up and down regulated RefSeq IDs in young and old LSK cells by comparing wt 
against Nsd1 deficient cells. f) Expression changes of AEL-associated genes and Nsd family members 
Nsd1, Nsd2 and Nsd3 were plotted as log2 cpm values and significant changes were indicated with a 
star (*). Katharina Dumrese and Hélène Mereau performed FACS sorting experiments, Stéphane 
Thiry (Functional Genomics facility, FMI) isolated RNA for RNA-Sequencing experiments and Kirsten 










Figure 28: RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis revealed major transcriptome changes in LSK and MEP 
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In order to determine the overall similarities of the obtained gene expression profiles, MDS plot 
was displayed for the first two dimensions (Figure 28d). As expected, samples from the same cell 
types as well as the same genotype clustered together, indicating that cell type and genotype were 
major determinants of the MDS plot. The number of LT-HSC, ST-HSC and MPP cells were 
significantly decreased in Vav-Cre Nsd1 fl/fl animals compared to Nsd1 fl/fl (Figure 27g, upper 
panel). Whereas the number of LT-HSCs was markedly decreased, the population of Cd34 
negative cells was increased mainly due to an accumulation of cells in the yet poorly characterized 
population 3 (LSK, Cd34-, Cd48+, Cd150-) (Figure 27g, lower panel). 
However, LSK samples seemed not to be discriminated for age within the first two dimensions of 
the MDS plot, indicating young and old LSK shared a very similar gene expression profile. To 
further validate this finding, the log fold changes of Nsd1 deficient and Nsd1 wild type LSKs were 
compared in young and old mice to display common up and down regulated RefSeq IDs (marked 
as red points). Overall, log fold changes correlated to a high degree with each other and a large 
proportion of significant changed genes were shared in old and young LSK samples (Figure 28e, 
Supplementary Table 50), indicating that the transcriptional changes leading eventually to the 
loss of stem cells in Nsd1 deficient mice was already present at young age. 
In order to evaluate the expression changes of genes associated with AEL (acute erythroleukemia) 
and genes belonging to the Nsd gene family, mean log2 cpm expression values were plotted for 
LSKs and MEPs (Figure 28f). Beside decreased expression of Nsd1 in LSK and MEP ko cells, 
Gata1 expression levels were significantly decreased in Nsd1 deficient cells compared to wild type 
and in MEP ko cells Spi1 (PU.1) expression was significantly increased (labeled with a star). 
However expression levels of the AEL-associated genes Fli1 and Trim33 (Tif1g) remained 
unchanged like the expression levels of Whsc1 (Nsd2) and Whsc1l1 (Nsd3). 
As suggested from previous studies (Moreau-Gachelin et al., 1988, 1996), Spi1 overexpression is 
a hallmark of erythroleukemia in mice and similarly, Nsd1 deficient MEPs showed significant Spi1 
overexpression suggesting a similar underlying mechanisms of erythroleukemia. Additionally, 
major changes in gene expression profiles were observed in LSKs and MEPs and to further 
elucidate up and down regulated pathways and gene signatures; their expression profiles were 





























To reveal up and down regulated pathways in Nsd1 deficient LSK cells, we submitted the 
transcriptional changed RefSeq IDs to Ingenuity IPA, which is a literature based manually curated 
database of pathways, networks and upstream regulators. Pathway analysis revealed up regulated 
genes associated with cell death and proliferation (Figure 29a), which are oppositional categories. 
Enrichments for genes associated with cell death could on one hand explain the observed loss of 
stem cells in the LSK compartment, however on the other hand terms of cellular proliferation were 
also enriched. Potentially, this analysis was biased and severely influenced by changed 
composition of the LSK compartment in Nsd1 deficient LSK cells. 
Further, expression profiles of LSK Nsd1 deficient cells were enriched in pathways associated with 
migration, whereas pathways associated with migration were depleted (Figure 29b). The 
regulation of migration and adhesion are crucial for function and behavior of stem cells and 
perturbations likely influence stem cell capacities as suggested by previous experiment in Nsd1 
deficient animals (Figure 27e, g). However overrepresentation of ST-HSC and MPP cells within 
the LSK compartment could as well explain the enrichment of genes involved in cellular migration 
and loss of genes involved in adhesion. ST-HSC and MPP cells loose their niche contacts, which 
associates with a loss of adhesion and migrate out of the bone marrow during the normal course of 
differentiation. 
Ahr, Gata1 or Pim2 were associated with cellular death in immune cells (Figure 29b), but are also 
crucial genes for HSC and stemness, indicating that certain transcriptomic changes in LSK cells 
were due to the loss of stem cells within the LSK compartment. 
In order to determine upstream regulators in Nsd1 deficient LSK cells, Ingenuity analysis revealed 
higher z-scores than 2.0 for TNF, IL2, IL7, EGFR, IL12 and lower than -2.0 for MKL2, BMP4, 
CDKN2A and PGR (Figure 29c). TNFα is not only a pro-inflammatory cytokine, but also regulates 
various biological processes like cell proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (Du et al., 2014). In 
physiological conditions, TNFα was shown to promote HSC proliferation, whereas overproduction 
of TNFα was linked to increased oxidative stress, profound physiological changes, damage of the 
HSC compartment and bone marrow failure (Du et al., 2014) and Ingenuity analysis found a 
number of genes associated with TNF signaling (Figure 29d). 
Interestingly, transcriptional changes of MKL2 target genes suggested an inhibited action of MKL2, 
which is a crucial regulator of megakaryocyte maturation and platelet formation (Smith et al., 2012). 
This finding potentially indicates a loss of LSK cells with megakaryocyte lineage biases (Sanjuan-










Figure 29: Enrichments analysis in Nsd1 deficient LSK revealed up regulated pathways involved in cell 
death, proliferation migration and down regulated pathways involved in adhesion. 
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Additionally, depletion of BMP4 target genes revealed an interesting link to NSD1 in human U2OS 
cells and HCT116 cells, where NSD1 binding was found upstream of BMP4 and ZFP36L1 and 
NSD1 knock down led to reduced Serine 5 phosphorylation of RNAP2, reduced levels of H3K36 
and reduced gene expression (Lucio-Eterovic et al., 2010) (Figure 29f). BMP4 has been linked to 
stress erythropoiesis (Paulson et al., 2011; Hegde et al., 2012), however it’s expression was not 
detectable by our RNA-Seq experiments (data not shown). Therefore it remains unclear, which 
roles BMP4 and BMP4 signaling could play in the LSK compartment of Nsd1 deficient cells. 
Gene set enrichment analysis using Romer and Roast functions did not reveal significant enriched 
terms in LSK Nsd1 deficient cells compared to Nsd1 wt cells (data not shown), indicating that 
transcriptional changes of LSKs were difficult to analyze, as the composition within the LSK 
compartment was severely altered. The function of up regulated TNFα signaling could be further 
explored in in vitro cells and eventually in vivo, however the large proportion of transcriptome 
changes remained difficult to explain. In order to get a more detailed picture of gene expression 
changes leading to loss of stem cells and hypocellular bone marrow, it would be necessary to 
obtain expression profiles of subpopulations within the LSK compartment. 
In order to further analyze, transcriptional changes in Nsd1 deficient animals, I applied enrichments 
























To get further insights into up and down regulated pathways and relate the observed phenotypes 
of hematopoietic Nsd1 knock out mice to published findings, we performed enrichments analysis 
with the Ingenuity platform now focusing on MEPs, which showed the largest number of changed 
genes upon Nsd1 depletion (data not shown). 
To obtain an overview of up and down regulated pathways, Ingenuity analysis revealed enriched 
pathways associated with migration, cellular proliferation, adhesion, inflammation and reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) production (Figure 30a). Pathways linked to migration were enriched in 
Nsd1 deficient LSK expression profiles, however enhanced migration is as well a property of tumor 
cells likely residing in the MEP compartment of AEL. 
In order to reveal up stream regulators of these process, Ingenuity analysis revealed enhanced 
activity of TNF and TGFβ cytokines and reduced activity of Interferones. 
 
a) Bar plot for Z-scores of top up and down regulated pathways from Ingenuity IPA analysis for 
transcriptome changes in LSK old Nsd1 ko versus wt cells. b) Genes contained in the enriched 
pathway of “cell death of immune cells” were displayed as heat map. c) Bar plot of Z-scores of top up 
and down enriched upstream regulators in LSK old ko versus wt cells derived from the Ingenuity IPA 
platform. d) TNF target genes, e) MKL2 target genes and f) BMP4 target genes were plotted as heat 









Figure 30: Ingenuity analysis in Nsd1 deficient MEPs revealed up and down regulated pathways and 
up stream regulators involved in migration, cellular growth, inflammation and generation of ROS. 
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Interestingly, EGFR (HER1) and ERBB2 (HER2) target genes were enriched in Nsd1 deficient 
MEP cells. EGFR and ERBB2 are receptor tyrosine kinases belonging to the ErbB family and 
enhanced activity is associated with various cellular responses like cytoskeleton rearrangements, 
anti-apoptosis and increases cell proliferation leading to tumorigenesis in various tissues (Tebbutt 
et al., 2013). Interestingly, the avian erythroblastosis inducing v-ErbB gene is a truncated, related 
version of human EGFR and v-ErbB was shown to transform cells in a ligand independent manner 
and likely possesses constitutive active kinase activity (Boerner et al., 2003). 
CEBPD target genes were enriched in MEPs deficient of Nsd1. Interestingly, CEBPD is an 
important transcriptional activator for inflammation associated genes, but is also induced upon 
DNA damage in Fanconi anemia indicating activated pathways of DNA damage in Nsd1 ko MEPs 
(Wang et al., 2010a) (Figure 30b). 
Reduced activity of IRF2, SRF and MKL1 was observed in MEP Nsd1 deficient cells. As IRF2 
(Interferon regulatory factor 2) is a key inducer of megakaryocytic differentiation (Stellacci et al., 
2004), like SRF and MKL1 (Smith et al., 2012), their reduced activity indicated a loss of potential 
for megakaryopoiesis. 
It remains unclear how inflammation associated pathways could contribute to the establishment of 
erythroleukemia. In Fanconi anemia, TNFα induced inflammation is linked to enhanced ROS levels, 
enhanced DNA damage leading eventually to the clonal expansion of leukemic blasts providing 
interesting links among the revealed pathways in Nsd1 deficient MEPs (Du et al., 2014) (Figure 
30d). 
RUNX1 and HOXA9 are major transcriptional regulators of hematopoiesis and their enhanced 
activity is strongly linked to leukemogenesis (Koh et al., 2013), indicating that most likely aberrant 
blasts were present in sorted MEPs. Further analysis revealed that Runx2, Stat3, Cd34, Spi1 and 
Cebpa were found to be targets of Runx1, indicating that Runx1 could be one of the upstream 
regulators for Spi1 overexpression and therefore potentially be crucial for development of acute 
erythroleukemia (Figure 30e). Whereas analysis of HOXA9 targets revealed Erg, HoxA9, Flt3 and 
Sox4, which have been linked to leukemogenesis previously (Figure 30f). 
Pathway analysis using the Ingenuity platform revealed a set of interesting pathways linked to 
leukemogenesis, TNFα mediated inflammation, loss of megakaryocyte potential and a potential 
link to Fanconi anemia. However in order to further dissect links of Nsd1 deficient MEP cells, we 
wanted to compare the gene signatures to manually curated gene sets from the MSigDB. 
a) Bar plot for Z-scores of top up regulated pathways from Ingenuity IPA analysis for transcriptomic 
changes in old Nsd1 deficient MEPs compared to wt MEPs. b) Bar plot of Z-scores of top up and down 
enriched upstream regulators in Nsd1 deficient MEPs’ transcriptomes derived from the Ingenuity IPA 
platform. c) Expression values of TNF target genes were plotted as heat map for MEP Nsd1 deficient 
and wt using log2 cpm counts. d) Schematic of TNFα inflammation induced AML in Fanconi anemia, 
modified from (Du et al., 2014). e) Log2 cpm counts of RUNX1 target genes and f) HOXA9 target 



























In order to get further insights into up and down regulated pathways for the generation of AEL in 
the mouse model of hematopoietic Nsd1 knock out, we used the gene sets from the MSigDB C2 
(Mootha et al., 2003; Subramanian et al., 2005) and compared them to MEP Nsd1 deficient and 
wild type transcriptomes. 
Gene set enrichments analysis of MEP ko versus wt found top enriched pathways associated with 
general AML, for example “Wang immortalized by HoxA9 and Meis1” (Wang et al., 2005), 
inflammation “Reactome Inflammasomes” (Vastrik et al., 2007; Matthews et al., 2007) and on the 
contrast loss of erythroid differentiation “Riz Erythroid differentiation” (Riz et al., 2007), depletion of 
interferone signaling (IFNα, IFNγ) and DNA repair pathways involving ATR, BRCA and ATM 
(Figure 31a). It remains to be investigated whether depletion of interferone signaling and the 
involvement of DNA repair pathways influence the development of acute erythroleukemia in Nsd1 
deficient animals or whether this is a expression of impaired erythroid differentiation, as oxygen 
carrying erythrocytes contain numerous protective mechanisms against ROS induced DNA 
damage (Morceau et al., 2010) and IFNγ has been reported to inhibit growth and proliferation of 
erythroblasts (Morceau et al., 2010). 
Interestingly, we found both corresponding gene sets for ETO2 (CBFA2T3) targets enriched in 
MEP Nsd1 deficient and wild type cells, with a large number of genes contained in the leading 
edges (Figure 31b). Eto2 (Mtg16, Cbfa2t3) is able to form translocations t(16;21) which induce 
AML like its bigger brother Eto1 in the very frequent AML-ETO1 translocation t(8;21). In a Mtg16 
deficient mouse model, Mtg16 was required for hematopoietic cell fate decisions and for early 
progenitor cell proliferation (Chyla et al., 2008). The function of ETO2 in MEPs is not fully clear, 
however up to date ETO2 is thought to mainly function as a transcriptional repressor as part of 
larger protein complexes together with GATA1, SCL/TAL and others. Overexpression of ETO2 in 
erythroleukemia cells led to repression of typical erythroid proteins, which were partly also bound 
by the transcriptional activator Gata1 suggesting a functional interplay of GATA1 and ETO2 in 
erythroblasts (Fujiwara et al., 2013). These finding suggests a loss of ETO2 repression in Nsd1 
deficient MEPs, whereas NFIA expression was also largely reduced in Nsd1 deficient cells. 
 
 
a) Bar plot of ratios of genes found in the top and bottom 5% of the leading edges in the MSigDB C2 
for the comparison of MEPs deficient for Nsd1 compared to wt. Selected gene sets were marked with 
a star (*) b) and displayed as barcode plot. c) Enriched genes in the leading edges of ETO2 targets up 
regulated or d) down regulated were plotted as heat maps using normalized log2 cpm counts. 
e) Ratios of genes found in the top and bottom 5% of the leading edges in own gene sets were plotted 
as bar plots. f) Expression values of genes contained in the gene signature from “AEL SPI1 regulated 









Figure 31: Gene set enrichments analysis revealed significant overlap with ETO2 target genes and 
murine Sfpi overexpression model of AEL. 
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Targets of ETO2 have been determined by comparing the transcriptomes of lineage depleted bone 
marrow cells from Eto2 deficient and wild type animals (Chyla et al., 2008). Loss of Eto2 led to 
biased lineage decisions towards the granulocytic/macrophage lineage while reducing MEPs and it 
impaired expansion of ST-HSC, MPPs under stress conditions showing contrary phenotypes to 
Nsd1 deficient animals. However erythroid differentiation was unaltered in Eto2 knock out animals 
(Chyla et al., 2008), indicating a major function in erythroid precursor cells rather than definitive 
erythroid differentiation. Eto2 up regulated targets contained 179 genes and one of the top up 
regulated targets was Gfi1, a master regulator of hematopoiesis (Figure 31c). Down regulated 
targets of Eto2 showed less severe changes, as compared to up regulated targets (Figure 31d). 
One of the top down regulated targets was Nfia, which was recently identified by high-throughput 
sequencing in a patient with acute erythroleukemia (Micci et al., 2013), however to reveal the 
relationships between those genes would need further investigations. 
To determine the overlap with other studies of murine acute erythroleukemia and loss of stem cells, 
which were not covered in the MSigDB C2 gene set collection, we manually curated the respective 
gene sets and tested them with the Romer and Roast function. We found a large overlap with the 
overexpression model of Spi1 (Ridinger-Saison et al., 2012) for both corresponding gene sets in up 
an down regulated genes (Figure 31e). 
Meis1, Fli1 and Etv6 have been found top up regulated and in the leading edge of Spi1 occupied 
genes (Figure 31f), indicating a link to leukemogenesis (Meis1, Etv6) and erythroleukemia (Fli1). 
Likewise, gene signatures for self-renewal from Krivtsov et al. (Krivtsov et al., 2006) were enriched 
in Nsd1 ko MEPs. A number of interesting gene sets were enriched in MEPs, however to a lesser 
extend compared to the mentioned gene sets (Figure 31e). Animal models of Foxo deletions have 
been linked to oxidative stress protection in HSCs and 46 genes were contained in the leading 
edges (data not shown) indicating a subset of similarly regulated genes in Foxo deficient myeloid 
progenitor cells and Nsd1 deficient MEPs. 
In summary, Nsd1 deficient MEPs showed an enrichment of Eto2 targets in both directions with 
interesting links to acute erythroleukemia, however the link to Nsd1 function remains elusive. Eto2 
expression was decreased in Nsd1 deficient MEPs compared to wild type cells, however the 
change was not significant. How reduced expression of Eto2 or presence of NFIA-ETO2 fusion 
protein would eventually lead to acute erythroleukemia remains to be tackled. Enrichment analysis 
using own gene sets revealed a large overlap with the Spi1 overexpression model of AEL, 













Nsd1 is a methyltransferase, which was frequently found mutated or translocated in leukemia, solid 
cancers and Sotos syndrome. Its enzymatic activity was shown to be crucial during 
leukemogenesis (Wang et al., 2007). The methylation targets of Nsd1 were thought to be mainly 
H3K36. However, recent studies suggested more efficient methylation of the linker histones H1.2 
and H1.5 on position K168 and H1.3 on position K169 in vitro using peptide arrays and H1.5K168 
methylation was validated in vivo in HEK293 cells using Mass Spectometry (Kudithipudi et al., 
2013). 
The biological function of Nsd1 is largely unknown and therefore we aimed to further investigate 
these by conditional deletion of Nsd1 in the hematopoietic system. Nsd1 deletion during 
hematopoiesis led to acute erythroleukemia (AEL) and is therefore a novel alternative model of 
murine acute erythroleukemia. AEL in human patients is very rare and occurs only in 5% of all AML 
cases. It is associated with poor prognosis and unclear cytogenetic alterations, however there is an 
enrichment of deletions affecting chromosome 5q, 7q and an overrepresentation of cases with a 
complex karyotype. Interestingly, NSD1 is located on chromosome 5q35 potentially linking murine 















Nsd1 deletion led already at young age to a disrupted stem cell compartment with a loss of stem 
cells potentially leading to the observed hypocellular bone marrow, enlarged spleen and liver. The 
presence of these phenotypes suggested, that the development of AEL is comparatively slow 
compared to other AML types. When mice became symptomatic at older age, the full AEL 
phenotype became visible including severely enlarged spleen, enlarged liver and multi-organ 
infiltrations. As Nsd1 deficient model of murine AEL phenocopied many aspects of human AEL, it 
is a valuable novel model of AEL. Interestingly, human MDS with large 5q chromosomal 
aberrations were shown to have a poor survival outcome indicating a potential involvement of 
NSD1 in high risk MDS as well (Jerez et al., 2012). 
Nsd1 potentially could function as a tumor suppressor gene not only in leukemia but in solid tumors 
as well. Nsd1 inactivation by promoter hypermethylation was linked to human neuroblastoma and 
glioma formation and predictive for poor survival in high-risk neuroblastoma (Berdasco et al., 2009). 
To reveal the common mechanism of Nsd1 mediated tumor suppressive functions, the conditional 
Nsd1 deletion model could be combined with other tissue specific Cre recombinases. 
The function of Nsd1 in HSC maintenance is more difficult to tackle, as the LSK compartment was 
already severely depleted of stem cells at young age. In addition, the various subtypes of stem 
cells and their potentially variable contributions to the different lineages further complicate the 







challenges, an animal model with inducible Nsd1 deletion could potentially reveal more direct 
effects of Nsd1 depletion. Alternatively, the existing model would need to be studied during fetal 
























Major changes of gene expression profiles were observed in LSKs and MEPs based on the 
number of up and down regulated genes. Pathway analysis with the Ingenuity pathway platform 
revealed significant overlap for both cell types. However gene set enrichment analysis revealed 
only significant gene sets for MEPs. Generally, gene expression changes in LSKs were more 
challenging to interpret given the changes in cell type composition in the LSK compartment of 
Nsd1 deficient compared to control mice. Ingenuity pathway analysis revealed terms with opposite 
functions, for example proliferation and cell death, migration and adhesion, which we interpreted as 
an overrepresentation of more proliferating and migrating multipotent progenitor cells. Pathway 
analysis and enrichment analysis suggested loss of megakaryocyte lineage in MEPs deficient for 
Nsd1. Enriched genes of TNFα mediated inflammation potentially linked inflammation to bone 
marrow failure and development of leukemia in Fanconi anemia. However, none of the Fanconi-
associated proteins were significantly down regulated in Nsd1 deficient cells, only Hes1 showed 
significant down regulation in old, young LSKs (10 fold or 6.2 fold respectively) and not significant 
3.9 fold down regulation in MEPs. Hes1 was shown to be a novel interacting protein of FA core 
complex and Hes1 depleted cells exhibited FA-like phenotypes in fibroblasts (Tremblay et al., 
2008). Additionally, Hes1 belongs to the family of basic helix-loop-helix transcription factors with 
mainly repressive function and has been suggested to be induced by Notch signaling and 
Hedgehog pathway in quiescent and cancer cells (Sang et al., 2010). 
Gene set enrichment analysis showed an interesting enrichment of Eto2 (Cbfa2t3) targets and 
Spi1 targets in Nsd1 deficient MEPs, providing interesting links to already established murine 
models erythroleukemia. We hypothesize, that development of AEL in Nsd1 deletion model 
depends on overexpression of Spi1 and further experiments would be needed to resolve this 
question. In the case of Eto2, the mechanistic link to Nsd1 is less clear. In MEPs, Eto2 expression 
was down regulated by 1.5 fold and its targets were up regulated. The later findings are consistent 
with the notation that Eto2 is thought to mainly act as a transcriptional repressor together with 
Gata1 (Fujiwara et al., 2013). Both Gata1/Eto2 and Gata1/Spi1 were suggested to repress 
erythroid genes in K562 cells (erythroleukemia) or murine erythroleukemic cells (Ridinger-Saison 
et al., 2012; Fujiwara et al., 2013). 
To assess functions of Nsd1 during normal development and leukemogenesis, mapping of Nsd1 
binding sites, methylation patterns of H3K36 and H1.5K168 could reveal further insights how the 







































In this thesis, I applied comparative transcriptomics to two different subtypes of AML and in both 
projects valuable insights into leukemogenesis were revealed. Additionally in the first project, novel 
subgroups of AML could be identified. 
In the first project, comparative transcriptomics was applied to MLL-rearranged leukemia, where 
novel subgroups could be identified in murine in vivo AML samples and later compared to human 
patient samples. This approach required plenty previous knowledge and available data for human 
patient data. Importantly, this approach emerged to be successful in identifying novel potential 
regulators in aggressive subtypes of MLL-rearranged leukemia with predictive power in human 
patients. 
In this project, we focused mainly on the heterogeneity between different patients. However tumor 
cells within the same patient are largely heterogeneous and concepts of clonal expansions and of 
cancer stem cells emerged to explain the observed heterogeneity. We divided stem cell-derived 
AML into “early” and “late” based on high or low expression of Evi1 and potentially this subdivision 
reflects the frequency of these Evi1-high LSC. Additionally, we speculate that in expression profiles 
of bulk tumor cells with high Evi1 expression, the frequency of leukemia stem cells is particularly 
high showing enhanced leukemia initiating capabilities and enhanced chemotherapy resistance, 
which have been suggested previously in CML (Sato et al., 2014). 
In order to tackle this further, single cell transcriptomics would reveal this contribution of LSC in the 
subtypes of MLL-rearranged leukemia. Additionally, we could investigate the correlation of Evi1 
and Zeb1 expression on a single cell level, as we hypothesized that Zeb1 expression like Evi1 is 
more likely a feature of LSC. 
In the second project, comparative transcriptomics were applied to acute erythroleukemia model 
induced by Nsd1 deficiency. This approach identified that largest changes happening in the LSK 
compartment and in MEP cells. The major leukemogenesis expression profiles were found to 
reside in the MEPs. Due to the lack of knowledge regarding underlying mechanisms of 
leukemogenesis, comparative transcriptomics was used as an exploratory tool to shed light on 
potentially involved genes and pathways. In contrast, the requirements of relatively large numbers 
of cells made it necessary to assess genome wide expression profiling on a pool of cells. 
Like for the first project, this major drawback could be resolved in future by using single cell 
transcriptomics combined with time course analysis. This approach could resolve in more detail the 
type of cell populations getting lost during the course of the disease or which major pathways could 
be involved. As the disease presents itself with a subsequent loss of stem cells and with a 

















Analyzing and comparing gene expression profiles of murine and human MLL-rearranged 
leukemia significantly impacted the choice of target genes for subsequent functional validation. In 
the case of MLL-rearranged leukemia, potential links to a mesenchymal state of leukemic cells 
were uncovered. 
In contrast, the comparison of murine Nsd1 deficient transcriptomes and human data is 
problematic due to several reasons. Acute erythroleukemia occurs even more rarely than MLL-
rearranged leukemia and collections of human patients contain only very few cases. In addition, it 
was hypothesized that samples from AEL patients contain less blasts than in other forms of AML, 
therefore masking gene expression changes by the presence of normal cells. Most likely, in human 
patients the assessment of gene expression profiling from an unsorted bone marrow aspirate is not 
appropriate in the case of AEL and more sophisticated sampling methods would be needed. 
Together, small numbers of cases with AEL and specialized sampling techniques make large AML 
cohort studies less useful for the comparison to murine AEL model systems and cross-species 
transcriptomics could not be applied to existing data. 
Gene expression profiling of AML patients have been very successful, likely also due to high 
representation of blasts, however the contribution of LSC could reveal more insights into tumor 
heterogeneity and the cellular hierarchy within AML. Like in murine AML, single cell transcriptomics 
could reveal tumor heterogeneity in human patients as well. Potentially, such analysis could link 
tumor heterogeneity to survival prognosis. High EVI1 expression was linked to survival prognosis 
and potentially, ZEB1 expression could represent an alternative marker for LSC. 
The link to EMT-associated regulators and a mesenchymal-like state in aggressive forms of AML 
could open doors to tackle cancer stem cells by similar ways in solid tumors and leukemia. To 
tackle cancer stem cells in human patients, the development of appropriate diagnostic techniques 
on a single cell level would be crucial. In addition to monitoring disappearance of tumor cells in 
general, the disappearance of CSC would need to be monitored. Sensitive diagnostics of both 
tumor cells and CSC go likely hand in hand with the development of targeted therapies. 
In summary, lack of appropriate model systems for leukemia subtypes and rare cancer types are 























For both projects, comparative transcriptomics analysis was used as exploratory tool to discover 
interesting genes and pathways. In addition, the obtained data collection could serve as a useful 
resource for later questions. With novel techniques like RNA-Sequencing, it is now even possible 
to discover alternative splicing sites in tumor cells, aberrant repeats expression and novel fusion 
transcripts, which enables researcher to answer yet unanswered questions. 
Pathway analysis and enrichment analysis present useful tools to reveal similarities to already 
published studies and model systems. However it requires constant efforts to maintain databases 
and a large contribution is done by the Broad database for GSEA analysis (MSigDB). If existing 
knowledge is sparse, novel pathways are more difficult to identify. For example, we found no 
enrichment for conventional EMT signatures in MLL-AF9 leukemia despite the presence of master 
regulators and their prognostic value in human AML. Thus, applying enrichment analysis likely 










Gene expression profiling for large cohorts of AML patients was helpful for cross-species 
comparisons for MLL-rearranged leukemia. The number of patients with MLL-rearrangements were 
low, but could still be used for subgroup identifications. However if more rare subgroups are 
studied, more targeted ways of sample collections are needed. The correct and complete 
annotation of samples is of greatest importance when using published data, such as cytogenetic 
information, mutation status, age, clinical parameters, survival data. Additionally raw formats of 
published data should be provided, as variable analysis methods are available, which cannot be 
applied to processed data. 
In light of this notion, working with data from human patients requires careful consideration of data 
security and keeping the reports anonymized. Additionally, platforms like Leukemia Gene Atlas 
(LGA) provide useful collections of hundreds of gene expression profiles to support research of this 
deadly disease. 
In future, gene expression profiling could complement conventional diagnostics in clinical studies 
or smaller proof-of-concept studies. On the basis of gene expression profiles, researchers would 
gain useful insights to better understand variable disease outcome and therapy responses. 
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11q23 Translocation with 11q23, also known as MLL translocations 
AEL Acute erythroleukemia 
AML Acute myeloblastic leukemia 
APL Acute promyelocytic leukemia 
BM Bone marrow 
CLP Common lymphoid progenitor cell 
CML Chronic myeloid leukemia 
CMP Common myeloid progenitor cell 
CN-AML AML with normal karyotype 
CR Complete remission 
dox Doxycycline 
EFS Event free survival 
FDR False discovery rate 
gDNA Genomic DNA 
GEP Gene expression profiling 
GMP Granucolocyte/macrophage progenitor cell 
HAT Histone acetyl transferase 
HDAC Histone deacetylase 
HSC Hematopoietic stem cell 
Lin- Lineage-marker depleted cells 
LMPP Lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitor cell 
LT-HSC Long-term repopulating hematopoietic stem cell 
MDS Myelodysplastic syndrome 
MDS (plot) Multidimensional scaling 




MPP Multipotent progenitor (cell) 
OS Overall survival 
OSCC Oral squamous cell carcinoma 
NSCLC Non small cell lung cancer 
PCA Principal component analysis 
ROS Reactive oxygen species 
SAGE Serial analysis of gene expression 
ST-HSC Short-term repopulating hematopoietic stem cell 
t(8;21) Balanced chromosomal translocation leading to the AML1-ETO1 fusion 
t(9;11) Balanced chromosomal translocation leading to the MLL-AF9 fusion 
t(15;17) Balanced chromosomal translocation leading to the PML-RARα fusion 
rtTA Reverse tet-responsive transactivator 
WBC White blood cell count 



















R Script 1: Preprocessing of microarrays 




# load raw data 
rawdata <- ReadAffy() 
snames <- read.delim("samplenames.txt", header=F) 
sampleNames(rawdata) <- sub("\\.CEL$", "", snames[,1]) 
 
# normalization, adjust background and log2 transformation 
rmadata <- rma(rawdata) 
eset <- exprs(rmadata) 
write.table(eset, "Expressionset_RMAdata.txt", sep="\t") 
 
R Script 2: Normal mixture model to determine background-foreground border 
# load required libraries 
library(“mclust”)  
rmadatav <- as(matrix(eset, ncol=1) 
 
# normal mixture function 
get.enr.bg.normfit <- function(x) { 
  result <- c(NA, NA) 
  names(result) <- c("mean","sd") 
  # fit two normal distributions to data 
  # library(mclust) 
  model <- Mclust(na.omit(x), G=2, modelNames="V") 
  # bg corresponds to first (lower mean) normal 
  result[1] <- model$parameters$mean[1] 
  result[2] <- sqrt(model$parameters$variance$sigmasq[1]) 
  # store additional information in attributes 
  attr(result, "proportions") <- model$parameters$pro 
  attr(result, "enr.mean")    <- as.numeric(model$parameters$mean[2]) 
  attr(result, "enr.sd")      <- sqrt(model$parameters$variance$sigmasq[2]) 
  # return results 
  result 
} 
 
# P value <--> log2 ratio 
ratio2pval <- function(ratio, background=bg) { pnorm(ratio, mean=background[1], sd=background[2], 
lower.tail=FALSE) } 
pval2ratio <- function(pval,  background=bg) { qnorm(pval,  mean=background[1], sd=background[2], 
lower.tail=FALSE) } 
 
# define positive/negative cut-off 
pcut <- 0.05 
d1 <- density(rmadatav,na.rm=TRUE) 
bg1 <- get.enr.bg.normfit(rmadatav) 
ratiocut <- pval2ratio(pcut, background=bg1) 
cut.rma <- ratiocut 
 
# print .png file with data distribution and foreground-background cutoff 
png("Rmadata_BackgroundVsForeground-p0.01.png", height=800, width=800, pointsize=16) 
plot(d1, col='gray', lwd=3, main="Normal Mixture Model",ylim=c(0,0.5), xlim=c(0,15), xlab="Expression 
Values", ylab="Density") 
lines(x=d1$x, y=dnorm(d1$x, mean=bg1[1], sd=bg1[2]) * attr(bg1, "proportions")[1], lwd=3, col="blue") 
lines(x=d1$x, y=dnorm(d1$x, mean=attr(bg1, "enr.mean"), sd=attr(bg1, "enr.sd")) * attr(bg1, "proportions")[2], 
lwd=3, lty=2, col="green") 




legend(x="topright", bty="n", lty=c(1,1,2,1,NA,NA), lwd=c(3,3,3,3,NA,NA), 
col=c("gray","blue","green","red",NA,NA), 
 legend=c(sprintf("rawdata (n=%d)", d1$n), 
  sprintf("background (%.1f%%)", 100*attr(bg1, "proportions")[1]), 
  sprintf("foreground (%.1f%%)", 100*attr(bg1, "proportions")[2]), 
  sprintf("P = %.3g (n_sig=%d)", pcut, length(which(rmadatav>=ratiocut))), 
  sprintf("Cutoff = %.3f",ratiocut), 
  sprintf("false neg. rate = %.1f%%", 100*pnorm(ratiocut, mean=attr(bg1, 
"enr.mean"),sd=attr(bg1,"enr.sd")*attr(bg1, "proportions")[2], lower.tail=TRUE)))) 
dev.off() 
 
R Script 3: Principal component analysis and multi-dimensional scaling analysis 
# plot MDS analysis 
plotMDS(rmadata, cex=0.8, dim=c(1,2) 
 
# plot PCA analysis 
plotPCA(rmadata, groups=c(1,1,2,2), groupnames=c("group1",”group2”), legend=TRUE) 
 
# compute pca and its loadings 
pca1 <- prcomp(t(eset)) 
plot(pca1$x[,c(1,2)], col="lightpurple", pch=19) # first and second dimension 
plot(pca1$x[,c(1,3)], col="lightpurple", pch=19) # first and third dimension 
 
# extract loadings from PCA analysis 
rot <- pca1$rotation 
write.table(rot, "Rotations_PCA_Eset.txt", sep="\t") 
 
# load required libraries 
library("gplots") 
heatmap.2(cor(as.matrix(rmadata), method="pearson"), trace="none",density="none") 
 
R Script 4: Determine differentially expressed genes with limma 
design <- model.matrix(~ -1+factor(c(1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2))) 
colnames(design) <- c("Group1","Group2") 
contrast <- makeContrasts(Group1-Group2, levels=design) 
datafit <- eBayes(contrast.fit(lmFit(rmadata,design),contrast)) 
datafit.2 <- as.data.frame(datafit) 
write.table(datafit.2, “Statistics_Eset.txt”, sep="\t") 
results <- decideTests(datafit, p.value = 0.05, lfc = 0.585) 
write.table(results, “Results_Eset.txt”, sep="\t") 
 
# plot Venn Diagram 
vennDiagram(results, include="both", cex=0.8, main="Results") # up and down regulated probe sets 
vennDiagram(results, include="up", cex=0.8, main="Results Up") # up regulated probe sets only 
vennDiagram(results, include="down", cex=0.8, main="Results Down") # down regulated probe sets only 
 
R Script 5: Generate scatter plots and heat maps 





# determine differentially colored points 
list.a <- merge.stats[,"early.GMP.logFC"] > 1 & merge.stats[,"early.GMP.PValue.adjust"] < 0.01 
list.b <- merge.stats[,"early.GMP.logFC"] < -1 & merge.stats[,"early.GMP.PValue.adjust"] < 0.01 
# plot Scatter plot 
plotBitScatter(merge.stats[,14], merge.stats[,31],col=rgb(64,64,64,maxColorValue = 255), 
 pch=19, cex.lab=0.8, 
 xlab=colnames(merge.stats)[14], ylab=colnames(merge.stats)[31], 
 main="RNASeq02 vs hMA35plus 11q23") 
points(merge.stats[list.a,c(14,31)],col=rgb(140,72,137,maxColorValue=255),pch=20) # purple 




# plot Heat map 
heatmap.2(matrix01[,c(5,6)], Colv= FALSE, dendrogram="none", 
 cexRow=0.4, cexCol=0.8, 
 breaks=seq(-1,10,by=0.125),col=bluered(88), 
 density.info="none", trace="none") 
 
R Script 6: plotBitScatter.R function from M. Stadler 
# avoid large pdf files with many datapoints by rendering the plot are as a raster image 
# see: http://journal.r-project.org/archive/2011-1/RJournal_2011-1_Murrell.pdf 
plotBitScatter <- function(x, y, ..., xpixels=1000, ypixels=xpixels) { 
 # load required packages 
 require(png) 
 require(grid) 
 # digest arguments 
 args <- list(x=x, y=y, ...) 
 if(! "xlab" %in% names(args)) 
  args[["xlab"]] <- "x" 
 if(! "ylab" %in% names(args)) 
  args[["ylab"]] <- "y" 
 if(! "col" %in% names(args)) 
  args[["col"]] <- densCols(x, y, nbin=512, colramp=grDevices::colorRampPalette(c("#00007F", "blue", 
"#007FFF", "cyan","#7FFF7F", "yellow", "#FF7F00", "red", "#7F0000"))) 
 # create scatter plot without annotation into a temporary png file (use grid.cap() and on-screen 
device?) 
 tf <- tempfile(fileext=".png") 
 on.exit(unlink(tf)) 
 
 png(tf, width=xpixels, height=ypixels, pointsize=12/480*xpixels) 
 par(mar=c(0,0,0,0)) 
 do.call("plot", c(list(ann=FALSE, axes=FALSE), args[!(names(args) %in% c("ann","axes"))])) 
 dev.off() 
 
 # read in png and create raster object 
 im <- as.raster(readPNG(tf)) 
 # create main plot and add raster image to it 
 do.call("plot", c(list(type="n"), args[!(names(args) %in% c("type"))])) 
 usr <- par("usr") 




R Script 7: Enrichment analysis with romer and mroast algorithm 
# load data and libraries 
library("gage") 
library("limma") 
HS_140128 <- readList("Own_Gene_Sets_GMT_140128.gmt") 
eset.gsea <- read.delim(“Matrix_GSEA_mMA03.txt”, as.is=TRUE) 
 
# generate design and contrasts matrices 
design <- model.matrix(~ 0+factor(c(1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,5,5,5))) 
colnames(design) <- c("LTHSCdox","LTHSCnodox48h","LTHSCnodox72h","GMPdox","GMPnodox48h") 
contrast <- makeContrasts(LTHSCdox - LTHSCnodox48h, LTHSCdox - LTHSCnodox72h, GMPdox - 
GMPnodox48h, LTHSCdox - GMPdox, levels=design) 





# GSEA with Romer, MSigDB C2 in LT+/- dox contrast 
iset1 <- symbols2indices(gene.sets=HS_C2_V4, symbols=rownames(eset.gsea),remove.empty=TRUE) 
romer.LT <- romer(iset1, y=eset.gsea, design=design,contrast=contrast[,1], nrot=1000) 
write.table(romer.LT, “Romer_LTplusminus.txt”, sep="\t") 
 




LT.top <- as.vector(t(LT.top[,1])) 
index <- names(HS_C2_V4) %in% LT.top 
140128 <- HS_C2_V4 [index] 
 
# GSEA with mroast; own gene sets 140128 in LT+/- dox contrast 
roast.LT.140128 <- mroast(eset.gsea, index=iset1, design=design, contrast=contrast[,2], nrot=100, 
sort="none") # ! important to remove automatically sorting 
write.table(roast.LT.140128, "Roast_LTplusminus_140128.txt", sep="\t") 
 
R Script 8: Automatically generate barcode plots and leading edges 
# prepare ranked list according t-statistics 
fitranked1 <- fit$t[,1] 
fitranked1 <- sort(fitranked1, decreasing=TRUE) 
write.table(fitranked1, "FitRanked_1_LTplusminusDox.txt", sep="\t") 
 
# write function to generate barcode plots for all gene sets 
runBarcodeplot.new <- function(fitranked,genesetlistx,isetx,contrastx) 
{ 
 for(i in 1:length(genesetlistx)) 
 { 
  pdf(file=paste("BarcodePlot_",colnames(contrast)[contrastx],"_",names(isetx)[i],".pdf",sep="")) 
  barcodeplot(fitranked, isetx[[i]], quantiles=c(-sqrt(2),sqrt(2)), labels=c("up","down"), 





# generate barcode plots with novel function 
runBarcodeplot.new(fitranked1, HS_140128, iset1, contrastx=1) 
 
# write function to generate leading edges for all gene sets 
runLeadingEdge.new <- function(fitranked,roastdata,isetx,contrastx,genesetlistx) 
{ 
 for(i in 1:length(genesetlistx)) 
 { 
  leadedge1 <- round(roastdata$NGenes[i]*roastdata$PropUp[i]) 
  tmp1 <- names((fitranked)[isetx[[i]]])[1:leadedge1] 
  write.table(tmp1, file=paste("Roast_",colnames(contrast)[contrastx],"_",names(isetx)[i],".txt"), 
   sep="\t") 
  tmp2 <- rownames(eset.gsea) %in% tmp1 
  write.table(eset.gsea[tmp2,], 
   file=paste("Expressionvalues_",colnames(contrast)[contrastx],"_",names(isetx)[i],".txt"), sep="\t") 
 } 
} 
# generate leading edges with novel function 
runLeadingEdge.new(fitranked1, roast.LT.140128,iset1,1,HS_140128) 
 
R Script 9: Automated compilation of leading edges for all gene sets 
# write function to generate matrix of all leading edges from all gene sets 
runCompile.new <- function(dim,fitranked,roastdata,isetx,contrastx,genesetlistx) 
{ 
 newmat <- matrix(rep(0,times=dim*length(genesetlistx)), ncol=length(genesetlistx)) 
 rownames(newmat) <- names(fitranked) 
 colnames(newmat) <- names(genesetlistx) 
 
 for(i in 1:length(genesetlistx)) 
 { 
  leadedge1 <- round(roastdata$NGenes[i]*roastdata$PropUp[i]) 
  tmp1 <- names((fitranked)[isetx[[i]]])[1:leadedge1] 
  tmp2 <- names(fitranked) %in% tmp1 
  newmat[,i] <- tmp2 
 } 







# 8034 4 
runCompile.new(8034,fitranked1,roast.LT.140128,iset1,1,HS_140128) 
 
R Script 10: EdgeR protocol to determine differentially expressed RefSeq IDs for RNA-Seq data 




rawdata <- read.delim("RNASeq02_Rawcountstable.txt", row.names=1,  stringsAsFactor=FALSE) 
rawdata <- as.matrix(rawdata) 
 
# important: round values to integers before any downstream analysis! 
rawdata <- round(rawdata, digits=0) 
targets <- readTargets(file="MllAf9_targets.txt") 
write.table(rawdata, "RNASeq02_MllAf9_Rawcountstable_Rounded_131127.txt", sep="\t") 
 
# Put the counts and other information into a DGEList object: 
dge <- DGEList(counts=rawdata, group=targets$Group) 
colnames(dge) <- targets$Label 
 
# Filter out low expressing genes/transcripts + Normalization 
keep <- rowSums(cpm(dge)>10) >= 3 
dge <- dge[keep,] 
 
# Re-compute the library sizes 
dge$samples$lib.size <- colSums(dge$counts) 
dge$samples 
 
# Normalization with TMM (using library size) 
dge <- calcNormFactors(dge, method="TMM") 
dge$samples 
write.table(dge$samples, "CalcNormFactors_RefSeq_131127.txt", sep="\t") 
 
# Save normalized data 
dge.norm <- cpm(dge, log=FALSE) 
dge.log <- cpm(dge, log=TRUE, prior.count=0.25) 
write.table(dge.norm, "Countstable_Filtered_Normalized_rowSum10.txt", sep="\t") 
write.table(dge.log, "Countstable_Filtered_Log2_Norm_rowSum10.txt", sep="\t") 
ann <- read.delim("Annotations_Refseq_NEW.txt") 
dge.norm.ann <- cbind(ann, dge.norm) 
dge.log.ann <- cbind(ann, dge.log) 
write.table(dge.norm.ann, "Countstable_Filtered_Normalized_rowSum10_Ann.txt", sep="\t") 
write.table(dge.log.ann, "Countstable_Filtered_Log2_Norm_rowSum10_Ann.txt", sep="\t") 
 
# plot MDS 
plotMDS(dge.log, cex=0.5, main="DGE Log Values rowSum10", dim.plot=c(1,2))  
 
# plot pearson correlations 
heatmap.2(cor(dge.log, method="pearson"), trace="none",density="none”,cexRow=0.8, cexCol=0.8) 
 
# determine differentially expressed genes 
group <- targets$Group 
design <- model.matrix(~0+group) 
colnames(design)[1:4] <- c("group1","group2") 
dge <- estimateGLMCommonDisp(dge, design, verbose=TRUE) 
dge <- estimateGLMTrendedDisp(dge, design) 
dge <- estimateGLMTagwiseDisp(dge, design) 
fit <- glmFit(dge,design) 
 
# get differential genes by likelyhood ratio tests 
stats01. <- glmLRT(fit, contrast=c(-1,1)) # group1 minus group2 
stats01 <- stats01.$table 




stats01 <- cbind(ann, stats01, PValue.adjust) 
write.table(stats01, "Statistics_01.txt", sep="\t") 
results01 <- decideTestsDGE(stats01., p.value=0.01) 
write.table(results01, "Results_01.txt", sep="\t") 
 
R Script 11: Survival analysis runKaplan.R, developed with help of Mathijs Sanders (Erasmus MC) 
 
# run Kaplan; determine groups by kmeans clustering (b) 
runKaplan <- function(X,surv,x) 
{ 
 library("survival") 
 pVec <- rep(0,nrow(X)) 
 names(pVec) <- rownames(X) 
 for(i in 1:nrow(X)) 
 { 
  m <- median(X[i,]) 
  ind <- X[i,] >= m 
  inr <- rep(0,ncol(X)) 
  names(inr) <- colnames(X) 
  inr[ind] <- 1 
  fk <- kmeans(X[i,],centers=2,iter.max=100) 
  clust <- fk$cluster 
  if(mean(X[i,names(clust)[clust==1]]) <= mean(X[i,names(clust)[clust==2]])) 
  { 
   clust[clust==1] <- 0 
   clust[clust==2] <- 1 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   clust[clust==2] <- 0 
   clust[clust==1] <- 1 
   } 
 inr <- clust 
 surv <- surv[names(inr),] 
 survTotal <- cbind(surv,inr=inr) 
 sf <- as.data.frame(survTotal) 
 diff <- survdiff(Surv(efs,efsi)~inr,data=sf) 
 pVec[i] <- 1-pchisq(diff$chisq,df=1) 
 fit <- survfit(Surv(efs,efsi)~inr,data=sf) 
 pdf(file=paste(names(pVec)[i],"_kaplan_EFS_total.pdf",sep="")) 
 plot(fit,col=c("green","purple")) 
 legend(100, .9, c("Lower than kmeans","Higher than kmeans"),col=c("green","purple"),lty=1) 
 dev.off() 
} 
pMat <- cbind(pVec,gene=x[names(pVec)]) 
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